
Informational Memo 

Management Services - Memo No. 23-036 

Date:  February 1, 2023 

To: Mayor and Council 

Thru: Joshua H. Wright, City Manager 
Dawn Lang, Deputy City Manager |CFO 

From: Matt Dunbar, Budget & Policy Assistant Director MD 

Subject: Fiscal Year (FY) 2023-24 Resident Budget Survey  

The Budget Division recently completed the annual Resident Budget Survey as one of the steps 
taken toward the preparation of the FY 2023-24 Budget. The data collected from this survey will 
be very useful as we move forward with the new year’s Budget. Seven basic demographic/general 
satisfaction questions formed the core of the survey this year with eight additional questions 
centered on the Council Strategic Focus Areas. Residents could also submit free-form comments 
regarding the Focus Areas, and 1,629 comments were received.  

The survey was open from November 28, 2022, to January 13, 2023, and was available on the 
City’s website and in paper form for those without access to a computer. The electronic and 
printed versions of the survey were available in English, Spanish, and Mandarin, and we had 
submissions in each language. The Communication and Public Affairs Department promoted the 
survey through the City’s website, CityScope, press releases, and all social media platforms. In 
addition, we coordinated targeted poll questions on social media that went along with a video 
encouraging participation in the survey which you, Mayor and Council, all assisted us with. With 
the additional focused marketing of the survey, the videos created, and the additional exposure 
we received, we had a very successful survey this year. The total participation increased from 214 
surveys submitted last year to 1,310 surveys received this year. 

Attachment 1 provides the weekly poll questions as distributed, the poll results, a blank copy of 
the survey, a summarization of residents’ responses to the first seven questions, a 5-year history 
of the five main budget survey questions, and the responses to the Focus Area questions with 
the 1,629 written resident comments. Please note that the comments are listed exactly as written, 
with only identifying information removed where found, but have not been edited for spelling, 
capitalization, exclamation points, etc.   
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The survey is just one part of the public input aspect of preparing the proposed budget for FY 
2023-24. Opportunities for public input or discussion on the proposed budget will also include 
the Budget Briefing to Council on April 28th, and Council meetings and Public Hearings where the 
proposed budget will be considered and ultimately adopted on June 15th. Public input is always 
welcomed by contacting Councilmembers or staff directly.  
 
The survey results have been distributed to all Directors and will be available online at 
chandleraz.gov/budget by February 3, 2023.  
 
Please contact me at x2256 or Dawn Lang at x2255 if you have any questions about the survey. 
 
Attachment: 
 1 - Summary of Results  
 
c: Tadd Wille, Assistant City Manager 
 Andy Bass, Deputy City Manager 

Department Directors 



Total Survey Responses Total Poll Responses Total Survey Comments 

1,310 4,303 1,629 

FY 2023-24 
Resident Budget Survey and 
Weekly Poll Questions  

Summary of Results 

Conducted November 28, 2022 - January 13, 2023 

Attachment 1 
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The City of Chandlers Annual Resident Budget Survey provides citizens a 
convenient way to share feedback regarding City services, amenities and 
infrastructure that are important to their quality of life in Chandler.  

The FY 2023-24 Survey consisted of 15 questions and was offered in English, 
Spanish, and Mandarin. Weekly Poll Questions were added to Twitter, Instagram, 
Nextdoor, Ocotillo Friends, Facebook, and the main Chandleraz.gov/Budget and 
CIP Webpage.  There were 5 polls in total, one for each Focus Area. 
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Weekly Poll Questions 

Economic Vitality 

The City has a focus on assisting in the revitalization of existing retail centers. How important to you is this effort to reduce 
vacant property and create alternative uses for that property? 

o Very Important
o Important
o Neutral
o Not important at all

Innovation Technology 

Technology Innovation is a key component of City services. How important to you are the external partnerships the City has 
entered into, especially in the technology field, with companies like Waymo, ASU and U of A? 

o Very Important
o Important
o Neutral
o Not important at all

Mobility 

Share with us how much you agree with the following statement: I feel like there are excellent options for mobility to get around 
the City, and getting where I need to go isn’t an issue. 

o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree

Neighborhoods 

How important is it to you for the City to offer services and amenities that preserve and enhance the quality of neighborhoods 
while maintaining each neighborhood’s distinct character? 

o Very Important
o Important
o Neutral
o Not important at all

Quality of Life 

Please share with us how much you agree with this statement: the City provides a variety of entertainment offerings, from 
concerts to sports and classes and even senior programming, and these meet my family’s needs. 

o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
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59% 472

31% 246

7% 52

4% 30

The City has a focus on assisting in the revitalization of existing retail 
centers. How important to you is this effort to reduce vacant property and 

create alternative uses for that property?
Answered: 800 Skipped: 0

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Important

Important

Neutral

Not Important at All
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62% 242

20% 77

11% 42

8% 30

Technology innovation is a key component of City services. How 
important to you are the external partnerships the City has entered into, 

especially in the technology field, with companies like Waymo, Intel and U 
of A?

Answered: 391 Skipped: 0

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Important

Important

Neutral

Not Important at All
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19% 144

22% 164

27% 202

32 236

Share with us how much you agree with the following statement: I feel 
like there are excellent options for mobility to get around the City, and 

getting where I need to go isn’t an issue.
Answered: 746 Skipped: 0

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree
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25% 305

37% 451

24% 294

13% 157

Please share with us how much you agree with this statement: The City 
provides a variety of entertainment offerings, from concerts to sports and 

classes and even senior programming, and these meet my family’s 
needs.

Answered: 1207 Skipped: 0

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Strongly Agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree
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64% 732

25% 282

8% 92

4% 42

How important is it to you for the City to offer services and amenities that 
preserve and enhance the quality of neighborhoods while maintaining 

each neighborhood’s distinct character?
Answered: 1148 Skipped: 0

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Very Important

Important

Neutral

Not Important at All
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Resident Budget Survey
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Thank you for participating in the FY 2023-24 Resident Budget Survey. The survey is the first step in the development of the next 
City of Chandler budget beginning July 1, 2023. 

There are a total of 13 questions, with questions 1 through 7 taking approximately 1 minute. After getting those answered please 
spend some time and think about the feedback you would like to provide on the Council Focus Area topics indicated below.   

1. What is your Zip Code?
o 85224
o 85225
o 85226
o 85248
o 85249
o 85286

2. What is your age?
o Under 24
o 25-34
o 35-44
o 45-54
o 55-64
o 65 or over

3. How would you rate the overall
“Quality of Life” in Chandler?
o Very Good
o Good
o Neutral
o Poor

4. How strongly do you agree that you get
a good return on your tax dollars in
Chandler?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

5. How satisfied are you with
overall City Services?
o Very Satisfied
o Satisfied
o Neutral
o Dissatisfied
o Very Dissatisfied

6. How strongly do you agree with the
following statement: I feel safe in
Chandler?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

7. How strongly do you agree with the
following statement: I feel that should
my family need quality emergency care,
Chandler Fire would provide a high
level of care?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

 The Mayor and Council have five Focus Areas in which goals and objective are structured. These Focus Areas are identified 
below with a question related to each: 

 Economic Vitality: (e.g. Employment corridor land use preservation, repurpose and revitalize retail centers)

8. How strongly do you agree that there is a good variety of businesses and jobs available in the City?
o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree
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        Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its efforts to ensure Economic Vitality 

 

 

 
 Innovation and Technology: (e.g. Technology infrastructure, smart sustainable solutions, partnerships, pilot programs) 

 
9. As technology changes, how important is it to you to have the City leading the way toward adoption of new and 

innovative ideas? 
o Very Important 
o Important 
o Neutral 
o Not important at all 

 
 
Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its efforts to improve Innovation & Technology 

 

 

 

 
 Mobility: (e.g. Motorist, bicycle, pedestrian, autonomous vehicles, transit modes, business aviation, open space & paths) 

 
10. How important is it for the City to make investments in projects or services that enhance street, transit, and other 

mobility options? 
o Very Important 
o Important 
o Neutral 
o Not important at all 

 

11. With the regional transportation sales tax set to expire in 2025, how important is it to you for the City to create a funding 
source to maintain street, transit, and mobility options in Chandler? 

o Very Important 
o Important 
o Neutral 
o Not important at all 

 
Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its efforts to improve Mobility 
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 Neighborhoods: (e.g. Services and amenities that align with area needs, neighborhood improvement, programing)

12. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: the City provides quality parks and amenities that make our
neighborhoods enjoyable places to live.

o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

13. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: the City is effective in its efforts to educate, inspect and
enforce property maintenance, zoning, and sign codes to preserve the quality of Chandler neighborhoods.

o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its efforts to improve Neighborhoods 

 Quality of Life: (e.g. Public safety, development standards, parks and park amenities, eliminate blight, entertainment)

14. How strongly do you agree with the following statement: The City provides quality recreational amenities that allow for
outdoor and indoor activities.

o Strongly agree
o Agree
o Neutral
o Disagree
o Strongly Disagree

Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its efforts to improve Quality of Life 

13



15. Please share any details of why you may have answered how you did to any of the questions above that would help us
understand your perspective. Also, which focus areas do you feel could use some additional emphasis or perhaps funding and
why?

Thank you again for taking the time to respond to our survey as we begin the preparation of our FY 2023-24 Budget. 
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FY 2019-20 FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 FY 2023-24
Total Responses 995 681 480 214 1, 310
Total Comments 685 446 194 259 1, 629

Most Popular Response

1- What is your Zip Code?
85224 85225 85226 85248 85249 85286
14% 20% 11% 9% 30% 16%

2- What is your age?
Under 24 25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 65 or over

2% 13% 18% 21% 19% 28%

3- How would you rate the overall "Quality of Life" in Chandler?
Very Good Good Neutral Poor

44% 48% 7% 2%

4- How strongly do you feel that you get a good return on your tax dollars in Chandler?
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

23% 47% 24% 5% 1%

5- How satisfied are you with overall City Services?
Very Satisfied Satisfied Neutral Dissatisfied Very Dissatisfied

26% 54% 15% 5% 1%

6- How strongly do you agree with the following statement: I feel safe in Chandler?
Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree

22% 54% 16% 7% 2%

7- How strongly do you agree with the following statement:
I feel that should my family need quality emergency care, Chandler Fire would provide that?

Strongly Agree Agree Neutral Disagree Strongly Disagree
46% 40% 13% 0.69% 0.31%

City Of Chandler Resident Budget Survey for FY 2023-24 Budget Year
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FY 2019-20 FY 2020-21 FY 2021-22 FY 2022-23 FY 2023-24

Overall Quality of Life
Very Good 42% 54% 59% 56% 44%

Good 54% 41% 37% 40% 48%
Neutral 3% 4% 3% 4% 24%

Total 99% 99% 99% 100% 98%

Good Return on Tax Dollars
Strongly Agree 22% 26% 36% 27% 23%

Agree 56% 52% 47% 49% 47%
Neutral 17% 17% 13% 17% 24%

Total 95% 95% 96% 93% 94%

Overall City Service Satisfaction
Very Satisfied 30% 31% 42% 34% 26%

Satisfied 56% 52% 48% 51% 54%
Neutral 11% 12% 8% 12% 15%

Total 97% 95% 98% 97% 94%

I Feel Safe in Chandler 
Strongly Agree N/A N/A N/A 36% 22%

Agree N/A N/A N/A 45% 54%
Neutral N/A N/A N/A 13% 16%

Total - - - 94% 92%

Chandler Fire Would Provide Quality Care
Strongly Agree N/A N/A N/A 59% 46%

Agree N/A N/A N/A 26% 40%
Neutral N/A N/A N/A 14% 13%

Total - - - 99% 99%

5 Year Comparison
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

13.82% 180

19.82% 258

11.37% 148

9.37% 122

29.72% 387

15.90% 207

Q1 What is your Zip Code?
Answered: 1,302 Skipped: 8

TOTAL 1,302

8522485224  85224

8522585225  85225

8522685226  85226

8524885248  85248

8524985249  85249

8528685286  85286

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

85224

85225

85226

85248

85249

85286
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

2.08% 26

12.63% 158

18.23% 228

20.70% 259

18.86% 236

27.50% 344

Q2 What is your age?
Answered: 1,251 Skipped: 59

TOTAL 1,251

Under 24Under 24  Under 24

25-3425-34  25-34

35-4435-44  35-44

45-5445-54  45-54

55-6455-64  55-64

65 or over65 or over  65 or over

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Under 24

25-34

35-44

45-54

55-64

65 or over
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

3 

Q3 How would you rate the overall “Quality of Life” in Chandler?
Answered: 1,308 Skipped: 2

43.96%
575

47.78%
625

6.65%
87

1.61%
21 1,308 1.66

Very GoodVery Good  Very Good

GoodGood  Good

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

PoorPoor  Poor

VERY GOOD GOOD NEUTRAL POOR TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q4 How strongly do you agree that you get a good return on your tax
dollars in Chandler?

Answered: 1,302 Skipped: 8

22.66%
295

47.31%
616

23.50%
306

5.15%
67

1.38%
18 1,302 2.15

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q5 How satisfied are you with overall City Services?
Answered: 1,302 Skipped: 8

25.58%
333

53.53%
697

14.82%
193

4.84%
63

1.23%
16 1,302 2.03

Very SatisfiedVery Satisfied  Very Satisfied

SatisfiedSatisfied  Satisfied

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DissatisfiedDissatisfied  Dissatisfied

Very DissatisfiedVery Dissatisfied  Very Dissatisfied

VERY
SATISFIED

SATISFIED NEUTRAL DISSATISFIED VERY
DISSATISFIED

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q6 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: I feel safe in
Chandler?

Answered: 1,302 Skipped: 8

22.35%
291

53.61%
698

15.82%
206

6.53%
85

1.69%
22 1,302 2.12

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q7 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: I feel that
should my family need quality emergency care, Chandler Fire would

provide a high level of care?
Answered: 1,302 Skipped: 8

45.62%
594

39.94%
520

13.44%
175

0.69%
9

0.31%
4 1,302 1.70

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Economic Vitality 

263 comments 
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Q8 How strongly do you agree that there is a good variety of businesses
and jobs available in the City?

Answered: 1,133 Skipped: 177

27.45%
311

50.66%
574

16.15%
183

5.12%
58

0.62%
7 1,133 2.01

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its 
efforts to ensure Economic Vitality

Answered: 263 Skipped: 1,047

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Translated: What worries me is seeing so many cars parked on the edge of the streets that are
not moved or used daily that are parked for months Original: Lo que me preocupa es ber tanto
carro parquiado a las orilla de las calles que no se muevan o usen a diario que esten
estasionados por meses

1/25/2023 1:46 PM

2 Translated: We are paying a lot for the police. They spend their time bothering Hispanics.
Every year they stop me and want to put a ticket. I feel a bit of racism in them with Hispanics.
Original: Estamos pagando mucho por la policia . SE la pasan molestando q Los hispanos .
Cada año me paran y quieren poner ticket . Siento UN Poco de racismo en Ellos con Los
hispanos .

1/25/2023 1:22 PM

3 Translated: More organization of public events, to earn a greater economy, and more fun
among the Chandler community Original: Más organización de eventos públicos , para ganar
una mayor economía, y más diversión entre la comunidad Chandler

1/25/2023 1:14 PM

4 Translated: Hello, I live in a slightly old house here in Chandler and I wish there was more help
for people who want to remodel the house, either with material, or help to fix the outside of the
house, because before they gave help and now nothing has been seen, it would be great if
they also offer help for student work only part time. Thanks Original: Hola, yo vivo en una casa
un poco vieja aquí en Chandler y me gustaría que hubiera más ayuda para las personas que
quieren remodelar la casa, ya sea con material, o ayudar para arreglar la parte de afuera de la
casa, pues antes daban ayuda y ahora ya no se ha visto nada, seria muy bueno que también
ofrezcan ayuda para trabajo de estudiantes solo medio tiempo. Gracias

1/25/2023 1:12 PM

5 Translated: It is very little what they do Original: Es muy poco lo que hacen 1/25/2023 1:08 PM

6 Translated: No comments Original: No comentarios 1/25/2023 12:53 PM

7 Translated: They're not doing enough Original: No están haciendo lo suficiente 1/25/2023 12:19 PM

8 Translated: They are not doing enough because there is no coordination Original: No están
asiendo lo suficiente por qué no hay cordinación

1/25/2023 11:23 AM

9 Translated: There is no progress on the part of the city or in the city Original: No hay progreso
ninguno de parte de la ciudad o en la ciudad

1/25/2023 11:12 AM

10 Translated: Very high rents Original: Rentas muy altas 1/25/2023 10:06 AM

11 Translated: I really did not know that the city has benefits Original: Real mente no sabía que la
siuda tenga prestaciones

1/25/2023 10:04 AM

12 Translated: Develop more pilot projects. Original: 开发更多的试点项目。 1/25/2023 9:41 AM

13 Translated: The city of Chandler needs more stimulus for small businesses, they are
neglecting a lot of upper town chandler, they only focus on Chandler Bloulevard to the south.
The streets of Arizona Ave are not maintained and they do not have trees. Original: La ciudad
de Chandler necesita más estímulos para pequeños negocios, están descuidando mucho
upper town chandler solo se enfocan de la Chandler Bloulevard hacia el sur. Las calles de
Arizona Ave no las mantienen y ni árboles tienen.

1/25/2023 9:39 AM

14 By taking advantage of the secure environment and the superior geographical location to
attract/bring more small industrial businesses into the city: for example: software companies,
real estate loan companies. In addition, to make sure the existing leading enterprises (Intel
etc...) are operating stably.

1/25/2023 9:37 AM

15 Chandler seems very supportive to businesses. 1/24/2023 4:08 PM
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

16 Stop allowing so many apartment complexes. People want to buy a home in a city that has
more single family homes than apartments.

1/24/2023 4:03 PM

17 I would like to see more small business in Chandler. There are far too many generic, chains
(restaurants, shops, etc.)

1/24/2023 3:57 PM

18 I believe the city does a good job w/ gentrification 1/24/2023 3:51 PM

19 Kepp attracting high tech jobs 1/24/2023 3:49 PM

20 I think it's good that data centers/server farms are being curtailed as they don't add many jobs
and produce noise when backup diesel generators run to periodically test their efficiency.

1/24/2023 1:31 PM

21 The city basically does a good job with this. Real estate does get difficult. 1/24/2023 1:05 PM

22 Where are the other 3 zip codes? Too many bars- evening shopping very limited 1/24/2023 1:02 PM

23 There seem to be more businesses and more jobs than a couple of decades ago. Sometimes
a good business will close down due to too high rent. We should try to avoid this.

1/24/2023 12:47 PM

24 I feel that, to further Economic prosperity, the appearance of our traditional neighborhoods,
specifically, need to look and present as more affluent- up-scale, well-tended and show more
pride of ownership all around!

1/24/2023 12:02 PM

25 Bars and vape shops- too many and in the same zip codes. Make business pay fair share 1/24/2023 11:03 AM

26 City should attract computer chips manufacturing. Eg Taiwan Semiconductor Manufacturing
and Samsung to build manufacturing facility.

1/13/2023 11:21 PM

27 Economic vitality is increased in cities where streets/roadways are not littered and unsightly
weeds aren’t everywhere.

1/13/2023 10:00 PM

28 I see the city is attracting large businesses, but I do not believe they have the city work force
to accommodate there needs. What to do?

1/13/2023 3:25 PM

29 I am a cyclist. I constantly see new construction around our city. I believe it is done well,
ensuring respect for neighborhoods.

1/13/2023 2:30 PM

30 Good infrastructure supporting business and a willingness to help businesses 1/13/2023 1:26 PM

31 I think the city is doing a good job. I know there is a housing shortage issue. I know there is a
issue with low income housing. Putting section 8 housing in areas already crowded is not
good.

1/13/2023 11:03 AM

32 The City is doing a wonderful job! 1/13/2023 9:58 AM

33 They need to put more speed pumps in residential areas like in palm ln near casas de rosas
apartments

1/12/2023 10:27 PM

34 Having moved here in June 2022 from California, as I drive around the city it looks to me that
there is a good ratio of businesses and housing.

1/12/2023 7:48 AM

35 There are too many warehouses that are being built in se chandler. These jobs are lower
paying jobs and do not help the growth of the community

1/12/2023 7:25 AM

36 Not enough investment in diversity 1/12/2023 5:53 AM

37 Too many closed business or they don't survive the first few years 1/11/2023 7:53 PM

38 Retail centers on Elliot Ave between McQueen and Dobson and AZ Ave and Elliot need some
new shops/upkeep/facelifts. Also on Alma school between Elliot and Warner, and on Warner
between AZ Ave and Alma School. We are super excited about the new Raising Canes on AZ
Ave !

1/11/2023 2:06 PM

39 They city should have tried harder to get TSMC in Chandler 1/11/2023 1:10 PM

40 Too many semiconductor companies not enough software companies like apple, Microsoft,
Google…

1/11/2023 10:35 AM

41 Doing good stuff 1/11/2023 9:54 AM

42 Need more public transit like Tempe 1/10/2023 9:26 PM
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City of Chandler Resident Budget Survey

43 I would like to see stronger efforts to support our homeless and mental health community
which would help elevate our security as a community.

1/10/2023 12:35 PM

44 we have the best Mayor an Council in the state 1/10/2023 11:25 AM

45 We have only lived here for a year. We are still learning about the economic vitality. We see
that there are a lot of strip malls and medical facilities; I'm not sure what variety looks like here
and if/how the jobs are available for the population represented here.

1/10/2023 9:53 AM

46 Downtown Chandler could use a facelift. Buildings & Streets need updating. Public Parking
signage needs to be better for both sides of Az Ave.

1/10/2023 9:13 AM

47 Put a cap on rent prices its robbery what landlords are charging.Fund schools to keep teachers
and helps with services, supplies etc

1/10/2023 12:19 AM

48 We are focusing on to many business, and not enough family. We need to go back to basics
and see about single family homes, and make apartment renting affordable. We must have a
reset, the business that are here need to hire local. The number of folks that come from
outside Chandler to work is staggering!

1/9/2023 11:46 PM

49 it appears that not many social service/human services jobs are available in this area 1/9/2023 8:44 PM

50 Overall good. Please bring in more tech and finance jobs . More utility and government jobs as
well

1/9/2023 5:20 PM

51 Thank you for doing an amazing job! 1/9/2023 12:01 PM

52 We need to manage natural resources to support our current economic growth. Without it we
cannot sustain our current lifestyle.

1/8/2023 3:06 PM

53 Too many apartments and multi-family housing. Too congested. Too many people begging for
money on street corners.

1/8/2023 11:19 AM

54 All anyone can these days 1/7/2023 8:49 PM

55 South Chandler is a mecca of businesses, large and small, which demonstrates the City is
making it financially advantageous for them. Great job!

1/7/2023 11:18 AM

56 Seems like most jobs are either retail, food, or jobs that require a lot of upper education like
Intel. More middle-of-the-road jobs are needed for those who cannot afford higher education but
need to afford the high dollar rent costs in Chandler.

1/7/2023 8:33 AM

57 Speaking of "revitalizing retail centers"... The shopping center at Alma School and Warner is
just sad. The land owners shut down a Frys, Jamba Juice, Petsmart and a few restaurants. It
was a great shopping center and they closed it down several years back and have just let it sit
there looking like a ghost town. There should be a rule against them doing things like this. If
they are going to shut down thriving businesses because of some other plan, they need to take
action and not leave our town looking abandoned.

1/7/2023 7:25 AM

58 Too many IT roles that can disappear quickly and retail jobs that are economy dependent 1/6/2023 5:53 PM

59 The City is doing a good job to ensure that the type of businesses and jobs it’s attracts
maintains the quality of life

1/6/2023 11:45 AM

60 The City could do more in providing youth training programs that could lead to employment in
the technology or mechanical area.

1/6/2023 11:39 AM

61 We need additional Police & Fire/EMT support. 1/6/2023 12:01 AM

62 Chandler is getting way too big and the prices are getting way too high taxes keep going up
and this is not necessary since more buildings and more money is coming in already

1/5/2023 7:57 PM

63 No lite rail pls 1/5/2023 7:28 PM

64 It's going very well with bringing in higher paying jobs with companies with longer expected
lifespans

1/5/2023 7:20 AM

65 Overall good. 1/5/2023 7:00 AM

66 Foresight and planning of technology investment, downtown has grown but maintains historical
context, understanding of community diversity

1/5/2023 3:33 AM
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67 While there are tech companies like Intel in Chandler, most of the job openings I come across
are in Scottsdale.

1/4/2023 8:00 PM

68 It would be helpful if the businesses in Chandler paid enough to afford the cost of living
comfortably.

1/4/2023 6:01 PM

69 The city is allowing commercial buildings (and residential too) to be built far too close to the
sidewalks, especially in the downtown area giving a crowded an unsafe appearance and an
unwelcoming feel. We often choose to avoid visiting the downtown Chandler area because of
this.

1/4/2023 4:29 PM

70 I think lots of businesses moving in is a good thing. 1/4/2023 3:44 PM

71 The city does a good job with attracting a wide range of employers to locate in Chandler 1/3/2023 7:48 PM

72 Have the best schools, and try and bring only high value businesses 1/3/2023 6:43 PM

73 I have only lived here a short time but this city is far superior than the Los Angeles area we
were at

1/3/2023 3:52 PM

74 There need to be more good grocery store options throughout the city, especially north
chandler and close to down town.

1/3/2023 3:26 AM

75 Not many IT companies.> 1/2/2023 11:21 PM

76 The way city has been doing in recent times is fantabulous whereas there are few areas where
it still can improve in bringing a few more Tech companies to compete with a few cities with a
strong economy like Silicon Valley, Houston etc

1/2/2023 11:20 PM

77 Public transportation needs to improve 1/2/2023 10:34 PM

78 There are other issues that need addressing. There is a lot of focus on advancing the city’s
commercial appeal meanwhile our streets are as unsafe as any place in America.

1/2/2023 7:02 PM

79 Great 1/2/2023 5:18 PM

80 Stop building apartments and industrial within a mile of neighborhoods. What are we gaining
tax wise allowing so much industrial. It’s making the city beyond ugly.

1/2/2023 4:26 PM

81 All the new Economic Vitality is going to south Chandler it needs to be better distributed in all
of Chandler.

1/2/2023 2:16 PM

82 Need more FinTech 1/2/2023 2:15 PM

83 ALL small businesses should be considered. Too much decision making by Chamber of
Commerce influence/lobbying.

1/2/2023 11:23 AM

84 Alma School/Queen Creek declining. Too many closing businesses and not enough well-paying
jobs overall in city.

1/2/2023 9:02 AM

85 My wife and I enjoy the restaurants in and around the downtown area for date nights. DC feels
like the best hidden secret in the Valley.

1/2/2023 7:21 AM

86 As a family man, I say poor efforts to make the city more family friendly. The reason is
apartments. More apartments and less family homes makes it less family friendly.

1/1/2023 1:36 PM

87 Chandler out sources the garbage collection to a company that has headquarters in
Scottsdale(city has own collection service) and is bias against hiring Chandler residents.

12/30/2022 9:53 AM

88 Highly dependant on Intel. 12/30/2022 8:54 AM

89 Need public bus transportation along the price rd corridor starting from chandler BLVD south to
the end.

12/30/2022 8:48 AM

90 Overall beautiful city. Concerned about population growth (dense areas) with numerous
apartments going up. I understand people need affordable housing but schools becoming too
full. Too many renters in communities and noticing more cars parked by city parks in
neighborhoods that appear to have people living out of their cars

12/30/2022 8:45 AM

91 We should have light rail in Chandler 12/30/2022 8:39 AM

92 There is just too much growth. This economic growth has brought more people, there is too 12/30/2022 6:54 AM
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much traffic congestion and more crime. If we keep growing at this rate with all these micro
chip and data centers along with other water consuming companies, we will run out of water.
What we need is a “time out”, moratorium, on growth and that includes the vineyards and other
agricultural water consuming ventures. A large microchip company will consume between 5-6
million gallons of water a day or 180 million a month and that is just one microchip company.
Soon Az will have at least five large Chip Co. That’s a lot of water consumption for a city and
state in a desert environment. And lastly, who is and how are their so called water mitigation
monitored?

93 No more data centers 12/29/2022 8:20 PM

94 We need to continue strengthening our public schools to attract future families to want to work
and live in our community along with providing a well educated workforce for the city.

12/29/2022 3:23 PM

95 Too many chain stores Downtown has become sterile 12/29/2022 2:49 PM

96 We have a great supply of technology in Chandler; however, let's not forget that there could be
a water shortage. We should look for new technologies that could require less water. Business
like Intel surely must use plenty of water. Could there be more business that don't require so
much water. Can we think about desalination technology?

12/28/2022 1:22 PM

97 Chandler is doing a great job to entice new businesses to the city I would like to see a greater
variety of independent restaurants in chandler and not so many sports bars

12/28/2022 9:54 AM

98 The City is too focused on only approving zoning that provides jobs. There are facilities and
zoning projects that improve life for those of us that are here, but do not provide jobs. E.g.
storage facilities.

12/28/2022 8:11 AM

99 The development at Riggs and Gilbert Road is not favorable to the residents. There is little
retail and no space left for more due to the city’s rezoning to multi-family from retail. The fine
dining McDonalds is a nightmare to ge in and out of.

12/28/2022 7:33 AM

100 The city should step back and let free market forces determine economic decisions.
Sometimes I feel socialism is creeping in, as pet projects that benefit select groups are
funded. Recently I read about a sports show case so that prep athletes would get looked at by
scouts. Really?, I said to myself, this is not an appropriate government function. Much better
to tax us less, lower your costs, and let us decide what to do with our hard-earned dollars.

12/28/2022 7:10 AM

101 Economic vitality in our area requires easy access to transportation. South Chandler is
extremely void of transportation alternatives.

12/28/2022 2:43 AM

102 You guys do a great job!!!😎😎😎 12/27/2022 10:22 PM

103 Economic viability requires a better investment in public transportation. Public transportation is
not currently diverse and widespread enough for residents who do not drive.

12/27/2022 7:36 PM

104 Please increase the services for mid-income families. As a family with a net income of
$52,000 a year it is very distressing that we have to drive for over 45 minutes one way just to
access the Chandler unified School district. We would love to see our property tax dollars
rerouted from the current town we're in to the city of Chandler.

12/27/2022 5:34 PM

105 Would much prefer government take a hands-off approach and let free market capitalism
determine what businesses come to town.

12/27/2022 4:29 PM

106 Chandler has done very well in forethought and planning the business climate. I am concerned,
though that the new city council is beginning to levy social issues of accommodating sin and
unethical behavior on businesses, potentially ruining some.

12/27/2022 4:18 PM

107 The money spent on the HELIPORT is nepotism at its worst. Neil Jones and Quantum
Helicopters is the sole benefactor of the millions provided to build the heliport. DISGUSTED!!!

12/27/2022 3:18 PM

108 Absolutely love living in Chandler and the proactive efforts city takes to ensure people have
high quality of life.

12/27/2022 11:53 AM

109 The Activities alone at Intel have created many jobs in the construction community, housing
developements and apartment complexes being the primary sources. The bigger problem
seems to be the shortage of help in the services industry, everywhere we go we see signs out
"Now Hiring". Can we somehow encourage young adults to help fill these positions?

12/27/2022 7:51 AM

110 Would love to see more affordable housing for families in need 12/26/2022 2:34 PM
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111 City of Chandler is too focused on filling the city with industrial centers. 12/26/2022 7:32 AM

112 I BELIEVE THAT THE CITY OF CHANDLER SHOULD STOP SELLING BUILDING PERMITS,
SPECIFICALLY APARTMENT/CONDO UNITS. EVERYONE TALKS OF WATER
SHORTAGES AND RESIDENTS ARE ALWAYS ENCOURAGED TO CONSERVE WATER,
BUT NO ONE CONSIDERS HOW MUCH MORE WATER WILL BE CONSUMMED BY
TENANTS/OWNERS OF NEW UNITS. I KNOW THAT THIS WILL NEVER HAPPEN HAPPEN
BECAUSE IT IS ALL ABOUT THE MONEY THE CITY WILL LOSE SHOULD THIS
HAPPEN,I.E. COST OF BUILDING PERMITS AND REAL ESTATE TAXES. IF YOU CANNOT
DO THIS, STOP PUTTING PRESSURE ON RESIDENTS TO CONSERVE WATER, THIS
ALSO SHOULD INCLUDE SWIMMING POOLS, WE HAVE ENOUGH!!

12/25/2022 6:28 PM

113 There are too many vacant storefronts all over the city. 12/25/2022 1:47 PM

114 More infrastructure projects to support high paying jobs to land in Chandler. 12/25/2022 12:54 AM

115 Likely difficult to alter things significantly moving forward, given that the City is 93% built out,
but do not see the tech / clean industry / high wage employment that would like to see. Yes,
there are examples - good examples. However, insufficient for a community of Chandler's size;
an opportunity lost to residential subdivision and (low paying) retail services development over
the years. Designate employment centers and seek and recruit quality employers.

12/24/2022 11:40 AM

116 Really happy with how downtown has turned around. Could still use more. 12/23/2022 1:28 PM

117 I'm sorry to see all the agriculture go, however, this is an individual owner decision. I don't
blame them for protecting or improving their individual circumstances.

12/23/2022 10:28 AM

118 Wish there were more restaurants in South Chandler 12/23/2022 9:09 AM

119 Problems with excess traffic near Gilbert and Hunt Highway! Expecting traffic to become more
of a problem once the Casino is open!!!

12/23/2022 7:15 AM

120 Jobs are available but know one wants to work. All kinds of jobs are in Chandler 12/23/2022 7:05 AM

121 stop adding more codos, we are going to runout of water. police hunt highway for load limits,
and speeding.

12/22/2022 8:26 PM

122 More of a complaint. Semi's are frequently driving on Hunt highway from Gilbert East on Hunt 
highway Is they allowed? Also it's time to get the red, yellow, green lites on Gilbert and Hunt 
highway. Traffic is already hectic. We need the green arrow light on Gilbert turning east on 
Hunt highway. It's a mess out there. Please have someone call me in response to this. Thank 
you. Sharon 

12/22/2022 5:56 PM

123 Chandler has a very positive attitude towards business, which is their success in being a great
city to live in.

12/22/2022 5:49 PM

124 More traffic lights. Hunt Hwy and Riggs Rd going into Golf Course at Solera even worst with
Hunt Hwy. Casino will make it impossible to get in or out of the community. Then we will have
to go elsewhere but not by choice. More homes apartment bldgs we will be boxed in.

12/22/2022 5:09 PM

125 The city has done very little to protect residents in regards to the casino being built on Gilbert
Rd. Traffic on Gilbert Road has greatly increased and the once convenient street is now a
replica of of high traffic, too many businesses, and too many stop lights just like Val Vista.
TOO MANY LARGE TRUCKS ON HUNT HWY. WHO IS TICKETING THEM? Also crime in the
city has increased to where I do not feel safe in Chandler anymore. More and more shooting
getting closer to home and the car theft, porch pirates and catalytic converter thefts is out of
control.

12/22/2022 4:40 PM

126 My house value has been impacted by the new fire station/ helicopter pad on Alma school.
What r u doing to help us ?

12/22/2022 3:34 PM

127 Not sure if there are enough jobs 12/22/2022 2:55 PM

128 The traffic along Hunt Hwy between Gilbert and Lindsay rd is having a large amount of big
trucks. We didn't think that was allowed. Also after dark there are many loud speeding cars
between Riggs and Lindsay road. Where are the police. We've called about this several times.

12/22/2022 2:48 PM

129 Being retired and certainly not job hunting I don't have an opinion. 12/22/2022 2:23 PM

130 The threat of continued inflation and a likely recession, driven by congress’ (and especially 12/22/2022 2:16 PM
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Democrat’s) continued hyperspending is killing our economy, and Chandler, despite our
relatively good economy, is vulnerable.

131 I love the improvements along Arizona Avenue by the downtown area 12/22/2022 1:59 PM

132 Getting better. 12/22/2022 1:26 PM

133 It is difficult to answer the questions on this survey, as I have only had a home in Chandler for
a few months, hence any hesitancy or "non-answers."

12/22/2022 1:01 PM

134 As far as driving and parking, perhaps a little too densely compacted in some areas. Your
questions so far haven't addressed that.

12/22/2022 12:50 PM

135 I’m retired and not familiar with the subject. 12/22/2022 12:49 PM

136 All restaurants, big box stores and Amazon hubs. And whatever the ugly structures are being
built on Gilbert Road south of German—hideous architecture. And whatever businesses they
will house—the traffic nightmare on this road increases exponentially.

12/22/2022 12:29 PM

137 Chandler is an attractive place for employers to move into our city. The fact that Intel has two
plants in Chandler is a testament that we are a good place for future companies.

12/22/2022 8:53 AM

138 Robot taxi service is cutting edge 12/22/2022 8:52 AM

139 More food restaurants options are needed in southeast chandler. Specifically around riggs and
Gilbert/ Val vista

12/21/2022 1:58 PM

140 Chandler's philosophy of attracting High tech / well paying manufacturing jobs to the city
continues to pay dividends. This is the strong foundation that all cities need to thrive.

12/21/2022 10:23 AM

141 Need more restaurants and entertainment opportunities 12/21/2022 5:54 AM

142 Some new businesses opened up which is good. 12/20/2022 10:07 PM

143 Unless you are high tech engineer or low tech fast food, not much available. 12/20/2022 9:46 AM

144 We are lucky to have so many engineering companies in our town, would Chandler consider
adding an EVIT Chandler? Great program, but far for our kids especially due to transportation
issues

12/19/2022 10:56 PM

145 Please stop building houses or apartments. They are ugly 12/19/2022 3:51 PM

146 There needs to be more affordable housing to attract younger workers doing low skilled jobs. 12/19/2022 11:58 AM

147 City is able to attract businesses from different industries. 12/19/2022 10:03 AM

148 Please don't raise taxes! 12/19/2022 9:26 AM

149 Need more focus on small businesses rather than major multinational corporations 12/19/2022 1:01 AM

150 Limit growth at the Chandler Municipal Airport. The airport is reducing quality of life for
surrounding homes.

12/18/2022 1:20 PM

151 The city has done a good job of attracting a variety of businesses to the city with good paying
jobs

12/18/2022 10:40 AM

152 The city is not doing a good job to encourage work force housing. 12/18/2022 10:09 AM

153 I believe chandler has a great diversity of employment opportunities. I appreciate the amount
of tech and tech adjacent employment centers that have been added in the price corridor in
particular. While I also appreciate the amount of small business and blue collar options in
chandler.

12/18/2022 9:27 AM

154 We should focus on businesses that add to the community and bring good jobs. Warehouses
and data centers need to be placed away from residential areas. They detract with noise and
traffic.

12/18/2022 8:46 AM

155 Everyone speak English. 12/17/2022 9:19 PM

156 Bringing more business into Chandler that don't provide wages for the employees to live in
Chandler is not building economic vitality for the residents of Chandler. Homelessness, filthy
alleys, dark and dangerous areas in neighborhoods, especially in alleyways, lack of the code

12/17/2022 2:10 PM
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enforcement on property and Alley violations, and approving ordinances that do not serve to
better the community should all be addressed prior to expanding growth within the city. I have
to chuckle when I see that city of Chandler claims to be innovative on technology and yet
some of the departments claim they can't do their job because of the software.

157 We need more police staff to keep additional businesses safe 12/17/2022 9:31 AM

158 Please continue focus on high tech and innovation for economic development. 12/17/2022 9:21 AM

159 Plenty of jobs in certain areas like technology but I'd like to see more variety. 12/17/2022 9:14 AM

160 That's it, there is too much growth. It brings crime, trash and crazy drivers and rude people.
I've lived here for over 53 years, and I miss the open land, the farms and dairies.

12/17/2022 5:03 AM

161 More police on the street. What are you doing about vacant retail and business parks? 12/16/2022 9:51 PM

162 There needs to be more repurposing buildings over new construction. 12/16/2022 8:32 PM

163 Chandler needs to diversify from call centers and chip manufacturing to AI and/or BIO Tech. 12/16/2022 6:28 PM

164 I reject the Maricopa County plans to build a new high density housing project on East Ocotillo,
near Arizona Ave.

12/16/2022 6:25 PM

165 In the southern end of Chandler there are too few non-chain restaurants. In central Chancler,
businesses are allowed to look run down.

12/16/2022 5:49 PM

166 A number of restaurants I like have gone out of business in the last year. I find the business
registration I pay every year to be a waste of money that results in a lot of spam email and no
benefit to my business or the community.

12/16/2022 3:57 PM

167 Doing great. Please continue improving and maintaining the roads. A advance Street sign in
the median that we have on Ray Road would be helpful on all the roads.

12/16/2022 2:27 PM

168 Would like to continue to see more opportunities for minority businesses 12/16/2022 1:16 PM

169 More affordable housing is needed to support single and younger members of the workforce so
they can afford to both live and work within Chandler.

12/16/2022 12:53 PM

170 Intel and other expansions. 12/16/2022 6:51 AM

171 Please dont build anymore apartments,and please leave our open spaces alone,just stop
building altogether,we are done

12/15/2022 6:10 PM

172 Cut taxes...stop the waste 12/15/2022 3:50 PM

173 Most of the really hip businesses are going to Gilbert, Scottsdale, and Tempe. This is
specifically as it relates to restaurants.

12/15/2022 3:48 PM

174 There is a good variety of businesses but tons of vacant strip malls 12/15/2022 12:29 PM

175 Find a better solution for economic balance and high density housing and apartment
development. How much of every dollar earned in Chandler, stay in Chandler for the benefit of
its residents?

12/15/2022 11:17 AM

176 diversify from semiconductor 12/14/2022 12:59 PM

177 Good job on attracting big companies for well paying jobs (amazon, Intel, Northrup, etc) but I
see more and more chain stores and restaurants. Let's support independent/small businesses
better.

12/14/2022 11:56 AM

178 There seems to be a good variety and balance of different businesses for different pay levels.
You can buy just about anything you need in Chandler. I don't really think of many places in the
city as tourist attractions, though.

12/14/2022 6:43 AM

179 Please continue to promote high tech jobs in the area. These jobs provide great wages and
allow for the formation of strong families and community growth.

12/13/2022 4:09 PM

180 the city is spread out and mass transit in the southern portion of town is nonexistent. Therefore
the overall balance of business is irrelevant

12/13/2022 3:07 PM

181 Promote more local business. We know the large companies are our employer and are
recognized.We should embrace the multi cultural shops and restaurants in Chandler/

12/13/2022 8:54 AM
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182 It’s a bedroom community with chain businesses, minimal corporate base, little growth 12/12/2022 10:31 PM

183 More healthcare jobs in chandler would be great 12/12/2022 9:35 PM

184 We need a Trader Joe’s! 12/12/2022 8:37 PM

185 Downtown should be further along. A focus on tech is great, but being a travel destination
would be great as well. Sporting events, concerts, conferences…more and better restaurants
and hotels needed.

12/12/2022 3:01 PM

186 No chickens 12/12/2022 9:30 AM

187 Continue to attract new businesses. The city as been excellent in this effort. 12/12/2022 8:37 AM

188 I am highly disappointed in the rezoning of land into multi family units. This has put a strange
on our roads, schools and resources. Overcrowding has turned our “community hometown feel
“ into a city struggling to find its footing.

12/11/2022 9:56 AM

189 Job opportunities with new business 12/11/2022 9:14 AM

190 I'm AMAZED at how diverse the economic environment is here in Chandler! 12/11/2022 7:18 AM

191 The Pueblo Viejo section is a grocery and pharmacy desert. Surplus of restaurants and bars,
though . . .

12/11/2022 7:16 AM

192 A diversified high paying employment base needs to be planned...i.e., not call centers and
FAB manufacturing jobs reliant.

12/11/2022 4:45 AM

193 There will be no entry level workers. No service workers in Chandler. There is no affordable
housing. The employees will start to move away and work closer to their new homes. Please
also look into a cap in rental increases per year 5% max. In order to keep teachers, bus
drivers, bartenders, housekeepers, janitors etc. Please look into remt control.

12/11/2022 12:24 AM

194 I am concerned that the long view is being obscured by short-term gains. 12/10/2022 10:50 PM

195 I love by Elliott Rd and Arizona Ave and we are lacking grocery stores. The one Frys on Elliott
and Alama School is small and does not have a lot of variety. We also have a lot of vacant
retail stores

12/10/2022 7:56 PM

196 Too new to the area for comment. 12/10/2022 4:51 PM

197 Please don't let the Landings at Ocotillo be built 12/10/2022 3:41 PM

198 The more busy the city becomes the more “passerby’s” come through and become a
distraction to our streets and “homely” feel.

12/9/2022 8:22 PM

199 The pay is low for Rec center jobs, the jobs in Chandler doesn’t pay well especially with the
cost of everything going up. Everyone in the City should be making more money. Should not
have to work 2 and 4 jobs to pay rent . Cost of living in Chandler is ridiculous along with the
cost of buying a home. They are over priced. Chandler needs to keep out slumlords out of our
city. I have lived in Chandler for 21 years.

12/9/2022 2:40 PM

200 The 99 ranch area especially is so amazing now! 12/9/2022 11:43 AM

201 Would appreciate a continued move toward local establishments, rather than big box,
department stores and chains. Really like the transformation of downtown Chandler and hoping
that extends to other parts of the city.

12/8/2022 10:29 PM

202 Too much money going to big busniess. 12/8/2022 9:50 PM

203 I’ve realized it’s very tech heavy. So this who aren’t in the industry unfortunately have to drive
a long commute for higher paying jobs.

12/8/2022 7:30 PM

204 City of Scottsdale has things like freefall where you go in put a uniform on and you get in a
tube and it's like parachuting then there's places like go-kart places I think Chandler would
benefit with a couple of little places like that

12/8/2022 12:56 PM

205 I feel north Chandler is ignored…..Do you ever try to get better companies to open here. It’s
full of thrift stores ,loan stores and empty stores. Your new transportation program doesn’t
even include north Chandler.

12/8/2022 12:27 PM

206 I'm all in favor of the growth in the tech industry but very mindful of the water consumption 12/8/2022 7:38 AM
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207 Our services are stretched now that high density housing is taking over. 12/8/2022 12:28 AM

208 With the cost of living so high in Chandler, we better paying jobs. 12/7/2022 8:37 PM

209 City of chandler didn’t do a good job in attracting food industry such as restaurants, grocery
stores vs town of Gilbert. Taxpayers have to go out to Gilbert to spend our money for food and
entertainment.

12/7/2022 6:38 PM

210 ? 12/7/2022 11:58 AM

211 i’m not even sure what you’re doing 12/7/2022 10:23 AM

212 I’m disappointed in not having Fourth of July fireworks. 12/7/2022 9:01 AM

213 I would like to see the downtown area revitalized and more family restaurants be added to the
area.

12/6/2022 11:12 PM

214 Need to look at our infrastructure roads especially. 12/6/2022 8:33 PM

215 Living in Chandler is expensive, need more high paying employers in the city. 12/6/2022 6:46 PM

216 Good for young people but no so good for over 65 12/6/2022 6:34 PM

217 I love the no pan handling signs 12/6/2022 5:43 PM

218 Too many data centers using our resources but employing very few people 12/6/2022 5:36 PM

219 Crime is west and south Chandler has drastically increased. Go at night to a gas station out
west or in south Chandler don't feel safe there.

12/6/2022 5:05 PM

220 It looks like the City is doing what it can to attract high quality employers in the Tech Corridor,
Healthcare is supported although I didn't like the Banner being built on Alma School. Overall,
there is a good mix of industries. Please steer away from Data Centers though. These
behemoths only employ about 30 people apiece and take up way too much square footage.
Every CIO or VP of IT I talk to are moving to a Cloud Service provider anyway. There is no
need for localized Data Centers.

12/6/2022 4:12 PM

221 Chandler became a highly industrial area. Soon all the bad things will come along with this 12/6/2022 4:03 PM

222 I have lived in suburban Chandler since 1987. Traffic and air quality is second to tax base and
housing infill for builders. Build out is close. What’s next?

12/6/2022 12:48 PM

223 We’re bringing in multiple large businesses from a variety of fields which increases Chandler’s
desirability as a top city to live.

12/6/2022 9:47 AM

224 There is much focus on downtown, the airport, and other industrial/commercial growth areas.
However, certain areas are stagnating including Arizona Avenue south of Riggs and north of
the 202 before the downtown. South Chandler below Chandler Heights needs a some
development.

12/6/2022 9:26 AM

225 I like the city's effort in the downtown area regarding local businesses. Technology employers
and small business growth is essential to the city and I believe that the city is doing an
admirable job.

12/6/2022 8:34 AM

226 Corporations continue to open in Chandler. 12/6/2022 7:07 AM

227 I think Chandler should focus on higher paying job creation. I see that most of the remaining
empty plots are being used to build warehouse these days, which means more jobs but not
higher paying ones.

12/6/2022 7:01 AM

228 We need to diversify our tech industry jobs. 12/6/2022 6:43 AM

229 The crime rate is climbing fast and starting to spread into what were "safer" neighborhoods.
Traffic is becoming too congested due to high density housing being zoned and built on vacant
lands. I understand there is a need for it, but it shouldn't be spot zoned for all developments.
There should be different characteristics in Chandler for everyone's lifestyle and not to become
one big urban center.

12/6/2022 6:31 AM

230 Strong school, infrastructure and public services = better companies and better jobs. 12/5/2022 9:29 PM

231 I think the Data centers and the noise they produce needs to stop. NO more! 12/5/2022 9:19 PM
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232 Would love less chain stores and more “mom n pop” 12/5/2022 8:31 PM

233 Certainly active recruiting new businesses but water is my concern 12/5/2022 7:42 PM

234 More restaurants and why are there so many new, empty buildings? Fill the ones that are just
sitting there

12/5/2022 7:20 PM

235 Too many restaurants Downtown and not enough other types of businesses. 12/5/2022 6:54 PM

236 There are a lot of large companies offering jobs to us in Chandler 12/5/2022 6:54 PM

237 Downtown homelessness comes and goes in waves near 55 N Arizona Pl. 12/5/2022 6:14 PM

238 Moving from a culture of rentier economy with locked equity to a culture of stewardship with
Act Local to Think Global lens. To create jobs of the future. For example: We have empty
office space, empty houses, businesses and lots. This is done with Speculative wealth in mind
thus hoarding ensues. By allowing Fractionalization and Mobilization of the value - though in
local currency for local initiatives - creates Asset Backed Local Currency (discouraging use of
PetroDollar economy) stimulating local jobs, local e-transport, local coordination of culture and
service production (as physical production - may take time to pick up with material engineering
and 3d printing).

12/5/2022 6:13 PM

239 Have lived Chandler since 1978, watched city grow and seems city has made the correct
steps much better than other cities in valley.

12/5/2022 3:30 PM

240 I think that we should try harder to make sure that workers can afford to live in Chandler. 12/5/2022 11:50 AM

241 I think we need to prioritize support of our local, small businesses and be cautious with too
much catering and centering of larger corporations and chain businesses. Chandler is home to
the state’s highest renting costs which translates to a high cost of living. We need to make
improvements to keep families in Chandler and attract more to retain and create generational
residence and local workers. I believe we have work to do to ensure economic vitality exists
for all of Chandler residents.

12/5/2022 11:35 AM

242 revitalize retail centers. 12/4/2022 10:45 PM

243 Take care of our citizens first. 12/4/2022 9:44 PM

244 Reduce helicopter use of the airport!!! 12/4/2022 6:53 PM

245 No chickens 12/1/2022 8:03 PM

246 glad the city is attracting businesses 12/1/2022 12:50 PM

247 Lots of focus on tech - good. Home prices are rising which limits families moving in - not good.
More apartments / condos = singles / lower income - good and bad.

11/30/2022 3:48 PM

248 Wages are terrible for the cost of living in this area 11/30/2022 2:58 PM

249 The revitalization of the Arizona corridor is showing promise. 11/30/2022 1:42 PM

250 I think much of the quality of life depends on how crowded it is. More people don’t necessarily
bring better quality. A careful look at demographic trends and smart use of open spaces would
be a good thing. No more massive apartment buildings!!

11/30/2022 12:31 PM

251 More unique businesses instead of cookie cutter chains and no more unaffordable apartments.
Would love to to see revitalization including unique small, local businesses and it’d be nice to
see vacant space being used to help with housing for the unhoused population. I know the
waitlist for vouchers is closed and grows longer daily. HUD does not provide a large enough
voucher amount for realistic living in Chandler. It’d be nice for the City to use existing spaces
to create nice homes for those in need.

11/30/2022 11:22 AM

252 The city is to quick to build and not save what is left of farming land. 11/30/2022 9:59 AM

253 Feel like most of our businesses are small businesses. Would like to see my national high-
tech companies with a Chandler presence. Seems like most are going north or west.

11/30/2022 9:53 AM

254 We need more local businesses and quality employers that don’t work their employees to
death while on Salary.

11/30/2022 9:43 AM

255 People are the driving force to the economy! Focus on the people. 11/30/2022 9:25 AM
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256 Intel expansion is the best decision ever!! 11/29/2022 8:04 PM

257 Chandler is setting the stage for greatness 11/29/2022 8:00 PM

258 City needs to diversify businesses in the area 11/29/2022 7:25 PM

259 I really like the newsletter we get in our electronic bill about what’s happening in the City of
Chandler! It makes me feel informed…

11/29/2022 6:39 PM

260 Need more retail shops in downtown. Too many vacant retail spaces left empty when could be
repurposed.

11/29/2022 5:38 PM

261 Could you include Zip Code 85225 in your survey? We actually exist in Chandler. One problem
I see is that young people who grew up in Chandler are being priced out of the city.

11/29/2022 5:36 PM

262 Very good job. My area is a mix of small and national businesses. 11/29/2022 5:00 PM

263 There needs to be some larger companies for employment 11/29/2022 12:36 PM
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Q10 As technology changes, how important is it to you to have the City
leading the way toward adoption of new and innovative ideas?

Answered: 1,130 Skipped: 180

45.13%
510

36.55%
413

14.78%
167

3.54%
40 1,130 1.77

Very importantVery important  Very important

ImportantImportant  Important

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

Not important atNot important at  allall  Not important at all

VERY IMPORTANT IMPORTANT NEUTRAL NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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Q11 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Innovation & Technology

Answered: 198 Skipped: 1,112

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Translated: Library. We need more library. Original: Biblioteca .nesesitamos mas biblioteca. 1/25/2023 1:22 PM

2 Translated: A greater source of training for adults in the use of advanced technology Original:
Una mayor fuente en capacitación a personas adultas en el uso del avance de la tecnología

1/25/2023 1:14 PM

3 Translated: There should be some kind of classes for parents on how to use the computer or
the Internet the basics. it would be very important Original: Que se den algún tipo de clases
para Padres de familia de como usar la computadora o el Internet lo básico. Sería muy
importante

1/25/2023 1:12 PM

4 Translated: In agreement, in fact, I would like them to acquire a vehicle that reads the license
plates that are on the street so that those that are not current or do not have plates or are in
storage can be removed from the street, giving them a ticket immediately, why when they put
a warning it does not work, the warning is rubbish since there are many cars stored on the
street that do not move them for a long time Original: En acuerdo de echo me gustaría que
acquirieran un vehículo que lea las placas de veiculos que están en la calle para que los que
no estén vigentes o no tengan placas o estén enbodegados los puedan remover de la calle
dándoles Tique imediata mente por qué cuando les ponen warnig no sirve es una basura los
warnig ya que hay muchos carros enbodegados en la calle que no los mueven por mucho
tiempo

1/25/2023 1:08 PM

5 Translated: They are far behind with technology and if they use technology it is to find money,
not to protect communities or citizens, and lately, crime has grown a lot and they do not have
the capacity to stop the problem Original: Que están muy atrasados con la tecnología y si
usan la tecnología es para buscar dinero no para protejer las comunidades o la ciudadanía ya
última mente a crecido mucho la delincuencia y no tienen la capacidad para frenar el problema

1/25/2023 12:19 PM

6 Translated: They are not doing enough as they do not enforce trespass codes Original: No
están asiendo lo suficiente ya que no en forsan los códigos de violación de propiedad

1/25/2023 11:23 AM

7 Translated: I agree as long as they use it to improve the city that they focus on regulating
neighborhoods, cleaning the streets and enforcing neighborhood code violations. Since there
are no regulations to make the city look cleaner Original: Estoy de acuerdo siempre y cuando
lo usen para mejorar la ciudad que se enfoquen por regular los vesindarios limpiar las calles y
enforsar las reglas de violaciones de código de vecindario. Ya que no hay reglamentos para
que la ciudad lusca más limpia

1/25/2023 11:12 AM

8 Translated: Yes, it's fine, but it's for the good of implementing security such as drug trafficking,
keeping the city cleaner and removing vehicles that are stored from the streets and the
gardens in front, since there are a lot of problems in the neighborhoods. Original: Que si está
bien pero que sea para bien de implementar la seguridad como al narco tráfico mantener más
limpia la ciudad y que saquen de las calles veiculos que estén enbodegados y de enfrente los
jardines ya que hay mucho problema en los vesindarios

1/25/2023 10:04 AM

9 Please check noise levels before permitting new industry. 1/24/2023 4:08 PM

10 Improve public transport, especially in the outskirts of the City. More solar power, more
sustainable building please.

1/24/2023 3:57 PM

11 But don't feel the need to over-technologize things- as sometimes the simplest solutions are
more effective and better. Have enrichment education speakers at the Downtown Library
Copper rooms more often and varied than now.

1/24/2023 1:31 PM

12 It is unclear what the city is actually doing in this area. 1/24/2023 1:06 PM

13 Water accessibility is #1 1/24/2023 1:05 PM
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14 No changes unless it benefits all tax payer residents 1/24/2023 1:02 PM

15 Chandler has a lot of tech companies. Which is good for growth. Hopegully this good growth
will reflect some positive and forward thinking trends.

1/24/2023 12:47 PM

16 If one examines, quaint, elegant, nice in appearance and high quality of life in such cities as
Bisbee, Jerone, Aspen, Co., Mission Beach, CA., La Jolla, CA., Beverly Hills CA., etc... one
does not really "see" a huge over-bearing and super vibrant technological presence.

1/24/2023 12:02 PM

17 Stop hiding city buisness from residents and tax payer! 1/24/2023 11:03 AM

18 City should attract more technology company. 1/13/2023 11:21 PM

19 See above. 1/13/2023 2:30 PM

20 Use Innovation & Technology in the City's Facilities, including Parks, Recreation Centers and
Senior Centers, Libraries.

1/13/2023 1:44 PM

21 I’m not sure. I’m not familiar with what efforts the city is making 1/13/2023 11:03 AM

22 Need more speed pumps 1/12/2023 10:27 PM

23 Don’t go overboard trying to chase every perceived tech innovation, sometimes feels like too
much actually makes life overly complicated, sets up other problems

1/12/2023 1:29 PM

24 Level out the advantages we give to large biz by helping small biz prosper as well. The bigs
can afford to pay taxes to be here.

1/12/2023 1:26 PM

25 Nothing I can think of 1/11/2023 2:06 PM

26 More innovation efforts needed to enable solar energy transition from the city 1/11/2023 1:45 PM

27 Love the self driving cars in the cities. Make the city feel very progress and innovative 1/11/2023 10:35 AM

28 With companies like Intel and Orbital attracting high end jobs, that is good for the future of
Chandler.

1/11/2023 1:20 AM

29 Tech is important for some aspects of business and living, no doubt. However, 5G, AI,
tracking, and more are not where I want us to go in the future.

1/10/2023 10:35 PM

30 Need locomotive tech to improve commuting and public transit. Reduce reliance on cars.
Especially to big campuses eg Intel.

1/10/2023 9:26 PM

31 Open spaces for work as we are remote is critical without having to pay substantially high
rates. Being on the leading edge w/ companies in the area and a pilot community is a platform
for bringing new chandler members

1/10/2023 12:35 PM

32 Technology is not always the answer. 1/10/2023 11:50 AM

33 Solar - especially over a majority of parking garages would be great. As well as shaded areas
that incorporate usage of solar to provide natural energy. Having a direct train from Chandler to
Phoenix would be innovative. Good for getting to airport as well as people accessing jobs and
entertainment in surrounding areas to cut down on traffic.

1/10/2023 9:53 AM

34 the introduction of lyft, waymo , uber driverless vehicles, The implementation of electric bikes,
and for buisness to support these electric bikes for there employees that live close.

1/9/2023 11:46 PM

35 I think it’s doing fine . No need to rush behind every new fad 1/9/2023 5:20 PM

36 City needs to improve infrastructure like other internet providers besides Cox. 1/9/2023 1:43 PM

37 Need to continue to make bolder changes. 1/9/2023 12:01 PM

38 I do like some aspects of this, like allowing self driving Waymos. However, I would caution
against spending money on very early/experimental technology without clearly articulated
possible or demonstrated benefits. Also, please prioritize privacy over convenience; not all
residents want "automatic" everything with cameras in their faces at every turn.

1/8/2023 10:20 PM

39 Please make our city more walkable and safe for cycling. This helps reduce congestion,
reduces emissions and improves health of our citizens.

1/8/2023 3:06 PM

40 Innovative ways to save water 1/8/2023 4:09 AM
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41 I'm sure they are, I am behind in technology 1/7/2023 8:49 PM

42 I have not seen any additional technology from the city. The Chandler city bill paying website
is very dated and unresponsive.

1/6/2023 5:53 PM

43 If the Innovation & Technology are to include electric vehicle charging stations for cars that
misleadingly appeal to the public's sense of ecology - then the funds should come from the car
manufacturers and those who purchase such vehicles. They should also be located furthest
out in parking areas because those who drive "air friendly" vehicles should be OK with walking
further and help prevent emissions from those of us who love our gas vehicles.

1/6/2023 12:10 PM

44 Disappointed the ASU tech hubs are no longer available. 1/6/2023 11:39 AM

45 Depending on the technology. Do you understand 5G is harmful to people. Do you care. And
yet it's up everywhere. Do you just take the money and run?

1/6/2023 8:06 AM

46 Great job in bringing tech jobs & companies to the area 1/6/2023 12:01 AM

47 We need more walking /running trails 1/5/2023 4:09 PM

48 Why isn’t Chandler entirely networked via Fiber (like Mesa and soon Scottsdale)? Poor internet
connections in Chandler will destroy small business.

1/5/2023 7:00 AM

49 Investment in tach firms, online resources, 1/5/2023 3:33 AM

50 Price Road is certainly a tech corridor 1/4/2023 8:00 PM

51 I understand we have Weymo cars and flex cars but feel we need more tech companies that
offer roles such as backend engineers, front end engineers, coding, UI designers, etc. I feel S
though we have too many call center type jobs available and this is all AZ has typically been
known for. We have to keep up with the times for all the kids graduating from high school and
college or they will transfer elsewhere

1/4/2023 6:01 PM

52 Please remember to balance innovation with the Chandler residents' quality of life. Often
innovation impinges on the residents' quality of life, increases danger, and adds to traffic
congestion/pollution, such as noisy commercial buildings (data processing) or rocket factories,
for example.

1/4/2023 4:29 PM

53 This is especially important with respect to Public Works and Infrastructure systems.. 1/3/2023 7:48 PM

54 Good 1/3/2023 6:43 PM

55 We need more schoool buses. 1/3/2023 10:47 AM

56 I think the traffic lights need some change. The blinking yield signal has caused numerous
accidents. I am not sure this falls under this category but I see traffic light systems that are
more preventative than our system. Look at Scottsdale, or go to Romania. Their traffic signals
are more preventative than our city.

1/3/2023 10:17 AM

57 Encourage EV charging stations and green projects. 1/3/2023 9:56 AM

58 Changing the street lights to LED to be brighter as well 1/2/2023 11:26 PM

59 The technology is equally opening gates for criminals to come-up with digital crimes. So, we
need to educate our boys/girls in public/charter schools to aware of such crimes and not fall
into their trap

1/2/2023 11:20 PM

60 Transit mode and need some good food places near ocotillo 1/2/2023 10:34 PM

61 Business expansion is impacting our residential access and. Security 1/2/2023 10:17 PM

62 Nearby strip malls without building too many industrial buildings to avoid heavy traffic in the
area. Electric bikes and scooters for easy commute plus ride share options within chandler.

1/2/2023 10:13 PM

63 Need more open space. 1/2/2023 4:26 PM

64 Too many things are still manual. More services need to move online. Like Transportation; its
a long list of phone numbers, that could be a web form.

1/2/2023 10:17 AM

65 How’s the Chandler app doing? I deleted it after finding out that the photos that residents
attach are NOT provided to the departments responsible so it’s basically just pandering and

1/2/2023 8:16 AM
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pretending to be a tech friendly city. How about public internet? City collected a ton of money
during COVID relief- where the hell is it all going?!?!

66 Chandler is growing and so are businesses. I am happy seeing progress. 1/2/2023 7:21 AM

67 Will new technology operate in the event of an electromagnetic pulse? 1/1/2023 10:53 PM

68 City must encourage more public transport by opening more bus stops closer to neighborhoods
and probably incentivize those saving fuels

12/30/2022 8:37 PM

69 It would be nice to collect rain water in backyard that could be pumped into house for toliet and
washing machine .Have to be mosquito proof

12/30/2022 9:53 AM

70 We should have light rail in Chandler 12/30/2022 8:39 AM

71 Which should be the state leading in solar energy usage. 12/29/2022 8:31 PM

72 Our streets are becoming crowded... we don't need anymore waymo vehicles touring aimlessly
through our streets.

12/29/2022 8:20 PM

73 Make wifi available to all residents Get fiber laid down for all 12/29/2022 9:15 AM

74 About this, I know nothing. 12/28/2022 1:22 PM

75 It is too expensive to be a technology leader. Implement technologies that are proven with the
bugs out - Especially software.

12/28/2022 8:11 AM

76 Traffic quieting, and more trees and vegetation to cool, reflective and quieting paving
materials. Enforcing weight limits on trucks on Hunt Highway, and Jake braking.

12/28/2022 7:33 AM

77 The free market should lead the way in all things with the exception of things only government
can do, such as Streets, Water, Sewage, Police, and Fire. I'd like the city to become a
sanctuary for life. Especially the elderly and unborn should be supported and protected. This is
one thing I think the government can lead the way in, and I'd be happy to be taxed to
accomplish this. Maybe the free market can and will offer services to the elderly, but since the
unborn don't have wallets, they really need our support.

12/28/2022 7:10 AM

78 city should just keep out of the way of businesses that want to explore innovation. Remove as
many regulations as possible in order to free up business to expand.

12/28/2022 2:43 AM

79 Get our police to write more speeding tickets!! People drive to Fast!!!😎😎😎 12/27/2022 10:22 PM

80 Again, private enterprise, not the government should lead the way. Government should do only
that which private enterprise cannot do--ie fire, police, roads.

12/27/2022 4:29 PM

81 Chandler has attracted some of the highest technology businesses. 12/27/2022 4:18 PM

82 It would appear that chickens in the backyard has become a way for Chandler to innovate?
DISGUSTED!!!

12/27/2022 3:18 PM

83 Lagging behind technology can mean a big catch up down the road. Keeping current and
relavent is important. That does not mean being the first for everything is neccesarily right.
Watching what other communities are doing and adopting the best practices is a healthy way
to not get caught up in a mess that does not work.

12/27/2022 7:51 AM

84 With climate change happening everyday, I feel it is very important for the city to be aware and
moving in the right direction

12/26/2022 2:34 PM

85 Growing the city in this direction is changing Chandler from the farming, agricultural community
it was started to be by Dr. Chandler and the reason we moved to town.

12/26/2022 7:32 AM

86 INNOVATION & TECHNOLOGY IS GOOD, IT PROVIDES JOBS. BUT HOW FAR DO WE
REALLY NEED TO GO, THE FARTHER WE GO THE MORE EXPENSES ARE INCURRED.
IS THIS WHAT WE REALLY WANT OR NEED. BE CAREFUL OF WANTS, THEY ARE
EXPENSEAND THE MONEY WILL BE COMING FROM YOU AND ME UNDER DIFFERENT
TITLES!

12/25/2022 6:28 PM

87 We need to continually attract the tech businesses to keep our economy strong. 12/24/2022 7:03 PM

88 lose the bitcoin form of payment. go back to the old way of paying for admission and goods at
city sponsored events

12/24/2022 12:54 PM
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89 Important, from a City services perspective; and, in terms of encouraging and recruiting tech
providers. However, City needs to stay in its lane and not venture into private sector realms.

12/24/2022 11:40 AM

90 Enforce laws that don’t allow trucks over 5 ton trucks on hUNT HIGHWAY 12/23/2022 8:24 AM

91 Technology has been improved but traffic is getting worse. Hunt hwy , Riggs rd etc 12/23/2022 7:05 AM

92 The Chandler city App was a good tool, you should start by making sure it works 12/23/2022 4:52 AM

93 attracting tech companies should be a top priority for Chandler. 12/22/2022 5:49 PM

94 Don’t have to be on cutting edge, but dont be too far behind to adopt and use new technologies
that increase efficiency and effectiveness of city services.

12/22/2022 2:36 PM

95 City has done a remarkable job of attracting tech companies and has helped create
opportunities for employment in the city

12/22/2022 2:02 PM

96 They use to much water and energy 12/22/2022 1:31 PM

97 It depends if there is a need and a return on investment. I don’t believe in change just for the
purpose of keeping up with technology.

12/22/2022 12:49 PM

98 Currently there is a push towards solar power for residential homeowners. Yet, those who
partake in solar power or penalized by SRP with a higher rates. Add higher rates to the cost of
solar, and for most residents, not only is it not worth it but it’s unaffordable. Those taking part
or advantage of new acknowledges should not be penalized in higher rates. I had planned on
solar for my house when moving here but when I heard about the Rate increase, I said the hell
with it. The break even is far too many years.

12/22/2022 12:35 PM

99 The move to make everything tech and no person to person communication is terrible Road to
go down . I don’t need another app. That’s requires password and make an account it not what
I want. I have too many of those passwords as it is now.

12/22/2022 12:30 PM

100 COVID has forced us for many to conduct our business from home and I do feel that the City
of Chandler website is not too intuitive. Some work can be done in that area.

12/22/2022 8:53 AM

101 SMS confirmation of city utility payments 12/21/2022 6:33 PM

102 Everything that can be should be available "on the web" through smart phone / pc Continue to
ensure that hi-speed internet is available to all citizens.

12/21/2022 10:23 AM

103 I support ESG type investments when practical. Not without a balanced regard to the many
factors such as cost, depreciation, maintainability, etc.

12/20/2022 2:01 PM

104 I’ve had issues with the internet connection at my house and apparently it’s connected to the
main line in the city of chandler, meaning it’s ancient .. our wifi is so slow and we have
constantly tried connecting with providers to switch but they always reject the idea because
they do not understand . If possibly it would be super helpful to reach out and have this fixed .

12/19/2022 3:51 PM

105 Very important ... BUT ... don't have anything to do with Crypto currencies. Massive fraud and
malfeasance.

12/19/2022 1:45 PM

106 I see new businesses being setup in price corridor and elsewhere. 12/19/2022 10:03 AM

107 Not good. Our city is very unsustainable. 12/19/2022 1:01 AM

108 I believe the private sector should lead the way in determining the adoption of new and
innovative ideas and technology. It is the government’s role to get out of the private sector's
way. The only thing government should do is lower taxes and keep its citizens safe to attract
and keep businesses.

12/18/2022 10:22 PM

109 I had an electric bike and didn’t feel safe riding it on our busy streets in the bike lane. I usually
ride my other bike on the side walk.

12/18/2022 3:03 PM

110 Any time the City has a desire to lead, they are spending money earlier when the cost are at
not nearly as affordable than when the technology has matured. I would greatly appreciate the
City of Chandler stop targeting leadership in most everything technology related. I'd much
rather Chandler be in the second quartile on anything it implements. Leadership is simply
throwing money away to state "Chandler is Leading" when most see it as wasteful spending.

12/18/2022 12:48 PM

111 Energy is the most important item now and where or how is the city going to provide it in the 12/18/2022 10:40 AM
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future

112 The city needs to do a better job with their own council and staff in terms of leading by
example

12/18/2022 10:09 AM

113 As someone who was an early WAYMO test driver in 2017 & 2018 I think it is awesome that
chandler is embracing or allowing the testing of new technologies like this. Also the city needs
to be responsible with what technology they decide to implement. Example I would support
using tech that improves quality of life like helping traffic flow, less water waste, public ebikes,
and electric self driving shuttles. I would not support big brother surveillance technologies like
ShotSpotter, red light cameras, tracking services. This is a big deal I hope Chandler will be a
place people feel safe not because they are scared to be caught doing something bad but
because people want to do better and expect better of their neighbors.

12/18/2022 9:27 AM

114 Institute mileage tax on electric vehicles comparable to gasoline taxes. 12/17/2022 9:19 PM

115 City needs to make a serious commitment to invest and leverage technology to spring forward
into the 21st century.

12/17/2022 4:59 PM

116 The city is putting tech ahead of affordable housing, and water usage. Employment is one
component of work life balance. Speaking of life... I don't trust the police.

12/17/2022 4:55 PM

117 I don't know what the city is doing to improve innovation and technology an excuse I was given
by neighborhood Services we're not able to track the recidivism rate on property offenders due
to their software. That's a basic function of software that should have been available to the
department and it makes me chuckle that the city claims to be technology leader of the valley.

12/17/2022 2:10 PM

118 City appears to consider innovation and tech in strategy, please continue to do so;
transportation, education, energy; keep Chandler on the forefront.

12/17/2022 9:21 AM

119 Technology is important but don't put your eggs in one basket. We need variety. 12/17/2022 9:14 AM

120 It completely depends on the project and motivation behind it 12/17/2022 4:23 AM

121 Adoption of new tech infrastructure is important, however the city should be careful to vet
policies and ideas to ensure a useful return on investment, and avoid jumping on board any
flash-in-the-pan ideas or scams. Also the city should stay away from identity politics or
divisive cultural precepts, as it should not be the city's job to go along with such cultural fads.

12/16/2022 7:02 PM

122 The continued construction of the area around the Chandler airport, has reduced my ability to
recover from an unusual mechanical breakdown. I’m no longer going to reach a safe “off field”
landing. I now choose you business or front yard. Sorry about your luck.

12/16/2022 6:25 PM

123 I would like to ride my bicycle, but the bike lanes look extremely dangerous. I suggest making
a dedicated 2 lane bike path on one side of the road with a concrete barrier for protection. This
is obviously a very expensive proposition, but if it’s done gradually during a major road
replacement, then the costs maybe acceptable.

12/16/2022 2:27 PM

124 Doing weel 12/16/2022 1:16 PM

125 Chandler has demonstrated strong leadership in this area and should continue in that direction. 12/16/2022 12:53 PM

126 This survey itself is a great example of using technology because I accessed it via Twitter and
I follow the City of Chandler.

12/16/2022 11:12 AM

127 I am not seeing much. 12/16/2022 6:51 AM

128 In pursue of adopting or piloting new technologies, please make sure not to ignore city’s main
challenges. Also, whatever new technologies are being tested, piloted or adopted please make
sure those are practical to scale and sustainable in the long run

12/15/2022 7:52 PM

129 As a city that prides itself in innovation it should consider having much faster fiber optics cable
services for its residents.

12/15/2022 3:48 PM

130 Balance with short and long term planning. The process never stops. Either keep up with it or
be left behind . Changing with the times and being one step ahead of trends will give Chandler
above average results.

12/15/2022 11:17 AM

131 Improving innovation to become more sustainable is extremely important to me. 12/15/2022 11:04 AM

132 voting via blockchain technology is not needed. actions and motivations to this should be 12/14/2022 12:59 PM
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suspended

133 I like being able to pay my utilities online without an additional charge. I notice the city on
multiple social media sites. I like the option of email for my statements and the digital version
of the city monthly newsletter. The libraries also offer e-books and training using new
technology at the main branch.

12/14/2022 6:43 AM

134 Follow, value and consider the input of the voters. 12/14/2022 6:26 AM

135 Allow Google to offer their internet like they are about to do in Mesa. 12/14/2022 4:28 AM

136 I think the city is doing a good job, however you should always be reviewing what is best for
the community. Never believe that the work is done. Always be thinking of the future, it will be
here before you know it.

12/13/2022 4:09 PM

137 tech will come once it is proven and affordable 12/13/2022 3:07 PM

138 Really wish the chandler flex or a ride / transportation option like the light rail was available to a
larger area Chandler flex looks great but the area is so small

12/12/2022 9:35 PM

139 The initiative to accept crypto payments for city bills seems like a classic Council publicity
stunt. Way to go Stewart! Attention/effort should have applied elsewhere.

12/12/2022 3:01 PM

140 No chickens 12/12/2022 9:30 AM

141 I live in the Pueblo Viejo area, and with the tremendous growth of the downtown area,
especially with the many condos/apartments that presently exists and the new ones going up
in the downtown area, as well as crowds using the restaurants has caused our cellphone and
wireless internet connection to consistently falter, or slow down to extremely slow speeds. I
have contacted the cell phone provider (T-mobile) countless times to express how phone
connection and wireless internet is overwhelmed at times (evenings especially) when
downtown is filled with people coming to the restaurants. We switched to wireless internet
because Centurylink did not have plans to upgrade their wired internet in this area, which is
maxed out at 12mbps. City of Chandler needs to work with and encourage cell phone
companies or Centurylink to provide better coverage in this congested downtown area so we
are not in a constant cellphone/internet deadzone in the Pueblo Viejo area. Other than the new
condos/apartments, we live in a low/low middle income area of town that could use your help
with getting better cell/wireless internet reception. I fear what will happen when the new
condos/apts add many more people using the same towers in the area. Please Help!

12/11/2022 8:20 PM

142 Copying the hard work of other communities and other states; thereby saving the startup
money for the venture, would be preferred.

12/11/2022 7:18 AM

143 Wireless reception is spotty at best in Pueblo Viejo. We have upgraded to 5G everything, but
calls and streaming still drop out. According to our service provider, we are in a DEAD ZONE.
Please address this. I'm sure that the importance of this to the Council will increase with the
construction of the high-end housing that will soon surround my neighborhood.

12/11/2022 7:16 AM

144 More EV charging stations...TESLA supercharging stations. Currently only available in
Scottsdale or central Phoenix and Casa Grande.

12/11/2022 4:45 AM

145 The app. Chandler Flex. Intel. 5 G 12/11/2022 12:24 AM

146 Not sure 12/10/2022 7:56 PM

147 Too new to comment, but cost vs benefit would need to be significant and evaluated
objectively.

12/10/2022 4:51 PM

148 Innovation and technology are important, but the safety and well being our residents and
citizens should be our number one priority. The safety of our residents is critical and vital to
the well being of our City moving forward effectively into the future.

12/10/2022 11:04 AM

149 The app is working great! Would love news updates and easier to navigate event info. 12/9/2022 8:22 PM

150 Resist the urge to leap into unproven systems 12/9/2022 4:27 PM

151 The city green building standards has made new companies better. 12/9/2022 1:52 PM

152 Love the Waymo cars- why can’t you take them to downtown Chandler anymore??? 12/9/2022 11:43 AM

153 To have new computes at every library 12/9/2022 7:16 AM
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154 Continue to invest in technology and solar energy 12/9/2022 7:13 AM

155 Need continued accessibility to high speed internet. Like the new Waymo service; would like to
see it extended.

12/8/2022 10:29 PM

156 Technology mayev innovative, but sometimes the money is spent too hastily on technology
that is soon out dated and then we are stuck with the bill. And what is with running bike lane
thru neighborhoods? We didn't need them before. Just the city trying to set some presidentes
with bike lanes. STUPID!!!

12/8/2022 9:50 PM

157 Maybe have a site where the city explains its idea of technology and innovation to update
everybody that isn't too savvy on any of it

12/8/2022 12:56 PM

158 Brighten up the street with LeD lights was a good idea. The brown street sign makes it difficult
to read when driving at night

12/7/2022 6:38 PM

159 ? 12/7/2022 11:58 AM

160 it would all depend on what the efforts are, and what innovations and technologies would be
introduced

12/7/2022 10:23 AM

161 We don’t have good internet service and cell phone service. It keeps crashing and is spotty
respectively

12/7/2022 9:01 AM

162 Projects seen to take a long time to complete. Project on Alma School Chandler Heights has
dragged on for months. Barriers have caused traffic problems with what seems like an
extensive delay.

12/6/2022 11:12 PM

163 I would like to see more effort to conserve resources. One idea is to encourage residents and
businesses to give up their lawns, but plant high quality grasses on sports fields and open use
areas of a few of the biggest parks. Residents save money and water, but don't necessarily
have to give up enjoying a beautiful lawn.. I put my daughter on Scottsdale soccer teams for
this reason. They keep good fields and lawns. However, we have a water shortage. Personal
lawns are waste of water, time, and money.

12/6/2022 8:00 PM

164 Unfortunately it’s a fact of life so must keep up with it just remember seniors 12/6/2022 6:34 PM

165 Government isn't really known to be on the bleeding edge of Tech but at least Chandler is
trying to keep up. I would attribute that to the Tech heavy residents around the Tech corridor.

12/6/2022 4:12 PM

166 Most all Big Tech have gotten tax breaks. All new development in the four mile box around the
airport have major tax breaks

12/6/2022 12:48 PM

167 The city is doing a great job in this category but think about it, is growth and more population
what the city really wants? Ask anybody who's lived in Arizona or Chandler for a long time and
ask them if they like the way it use to be in Chandler or they like the way it is now....

12/6/2022 11:52 AM

168 I love seeing pilot programs with automation kickstart in our city. 12/6/2022 9:47 AM

169 Ideas that improve the citizen's lives makes living in Chandler preferable. Technology in
accountability and citizen and city interaction allows everyone to know what and why things
are happening in the city.

12/6/2022 8:34 AM

170 Tech city attracts tech companies and tech workers. 12/6/2022 6:43 AM

171 Chandler is known to be a tech center and should continue to evolve into a better known high
tech not call center corridor.

12/6/2022 6:31 AM

172 Need to add infrastructure for EVs 12/6/2022 6:18 AM

173 More wireless downtown 12/5/2022 9:29 PM

174 Ringing the tech industry to Chandler is great 12/5/2022 7:20 PM

175 We need faster internet. More residents has really slowed down our speeds 12/5/2022 6:54 PM

176 City must actively seek methods to seed milleux of innovation. For example we are at cusp of
6th Wave of Innovation with advancements in Web3.0 (Semantic Web), we have huge
opportunity with "City as a Community Institution" to facilitate sandboxes to nurture Blockchain
startups, New Emerging Tech startups, by creating an opportunity of City Mandate to pursue
Holistic Health and Wellness, as social foundation as modeled through Doughnut Economic

12/5/2022 6:13 PM
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school of thought. Such that it serves as catalyst for other startups to follow which could then
work in other spaces, such as Housing, Education leveraging decentralized emergence with
new modes of production

177 Love open spaces around our town. Roads are so much wider than any city west of here. 12/5/2022 3:30 PM

178 Accepting Crypto currency was a terrible idea. 12/5/2022 12:25 PM

179 Awesome! I love that our city is a technology leader. 12/5/2022 11:50 AM

180 I applaud research and implementation of sustainability efforts, and encourage the City to
deepen its commitment to clean energy, water conservation and reducing if carbon emissions.
Curious to see what plans exist when it comes to moving further towards city wide LED
lighting, electric transportation, smart programming, solar energy and other energy saving
options. While the Flex Ride option is exciting, it is very limited yet and my family looks
forward to its geographic availability expanding so that we can make use of it. We are two
miles shy of the current covered region.

12/5/2022 11:35 AM

181 Drop the blockchain pet project and garbage - a complete waste of resources. Add more
pedestrian safety tech.

12/5/2022 8:32 AM

182 Doing well. We should only implement technologies with a good record. No need to be guinea
pigs for unproven technologies with taxpayers dollars.

12/4/2022 9:44 PM

183 No chickens 12/1/2022 8:03 PM

184 technology is good. safety, infrastructure and education are better. If tech can help the other 3,
then that's best.

11/30/2022 3:48 PM

185 Chandler should have access to high speed Google fiber like Mesa does, And paint streets a
cool color to lower the temperature like Phoenix

11/30/2022 3:13 PM

186 That question above seems pretty weighted to the positive! How do all the others get two
choices to the left on neutral and this one gets 'not important at all?

11/30/2022 2:51 PM

187 Free wifi Hotspots would help the working poor and their families. 11/30/2022 1:42 PM

188 The city does very well in this category. 11/30/2022 12:31 PM

189 More public transportation that is free or extremely inexpensive. More open and green spaces.
BATHROOMS in parks. Free use of tennis courts. More walkable and enjoyable areas near
downtown.

11/30/2022 11:22 AM

190 Please, please, please coordinate the stoplights so we can follow the speed limit and NOT
stop at every single light!! Very frustrating!

11/29/2022 8:04 PM

191 The city attracts the best tech companies 11/29/2022 8:00 PM

192 Have not seeing much improvement related to internet service- only a handful companies
provide services which causes bad service

11/29/2022 7:25 PM

193 Your survey left off zip code 85225 as an option 11/29/2022 7:04 PM

194 From what I know, the city of Chandler is doing well in this aspect. 11/29/2022 6:39 PM

195 Stick with the basics and don't get caught up in this block chain stuff. 11/29/2022 5:36 PM

196 The city should limit innovation and technological jumps to internal processes, or cost/time
saving measures. It’s job is to cover essential services, anything else is a waste of taxpayer
money.

11/29/2022 5:00 PM

197 I don't know what these efforts are, and the terms "improve innovation and technology" are
vague.

11/29/2022 3:32 PM

198 The upgrade to Fiber would be great. 11/29/2022 12:36 PM
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Q12 How important is it for the City to make investments in projects or
services that enhance street, transit, and other mobility options?

Answered: 1,134 Skipped: 176

53.88%
611

33.69%
382

10.05%
114

2.38%
27 1,134 1.61

Very importantVery important  Very important

ImportantImportant  Important

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

Not important atNot important at  allall  Not important at all

VERY IMPORTANT IMPORTANT NEUTRAL NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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Q13 With the regional transportation sales tax set to expire in 2025, how
important is it to you for the City to create a funding source to maintain

street, transit, and mobility options in Chandler?
Answered: 1,128 Skipped: 182

44.24%
499

34.49%
389

16.49%
186

4.79%
54 1,128 1.82

Very importantVery important  Very important

ImportantImportant  Important

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

Not important atNot important at  allall  Not important at all

VERY IMPORTANT IMPORTANT NEUTRAL NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL TOTAL WEIGHTED AVERAGE

(no label)
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Q14 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Mobility

Answered: 265 Skipped: 1,045

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Translated: We need more police in the area where I live, people spend the weekends in their
car as if they were on the freeway Original: Nesesitamos mas  ♀  por el aria donde vivo los fin
de semana pasan jentes en sus  como si andubieran por el friguey

1/25/2023 1:46 PM

2 Translated: Improvements in streets and public places Original: Mejoras en calles y lugares
públicos

1/25/2023 1:14 PM

3 Translated: There should be more transportation for young people, so that it is safe to go to
school since many do not drive Original: Que haya transporte más para los jóvenes, que sea
seguro para ir al colegio pues muchos no manejan

1/25/2023 1:12 PM

4 Translated: It would be great if they improve it more Original: Sería genial que lo mejoren con
más

1/25/2023 1:08 PM

5 Translated: Neighborhood Improvement Original: Mejoramiento de los vecindarios 1/25/2023 12:53 PM

6 Translated: I have not seen anything improve in many years, otherwise there are more
completely damaged streets and more filth on the streets Original: No e visto mejorar nada en
muchos anos de lo contrario hay más calles completamente danadas y más cochinero en las
calles

1/25/2023 12:19 PM

7 Translated: More development is needed to safely implement everything related to
transportation and mobility Original: Se cucupa mas de sarroyo para implementar con
seguridad todo los que sea con transporte y movilidad

1/25/2023 11:23 AM

8 Translated: There really is no improvement from 10 years ago Original: Real mente no hay
ningún mejoramiento des de 10 anos atrás

1/25/2023 11:12 AM

9 Translated: It needs to improve much more Original: Se ocupa mejorar mucho más 1/25/2023 10:04 AM

10 Translated: They need to invest in lighting there are very dark streets in North Chandler. They
also need cleaning maintenance and more parks. Original: Necesitan invertir en iluminación
hay calles muy oscuras en el norte de Chandler. También les hace falta mantenimiento de
limpieza y mas parques.

1/25/2023 9:39 AM

11 Most of the streets in our city are in a very good condition, some of the streets though get
traffic congestion easily, need to reduce constructions, like the crowded condos, should not
have too many of them being built on either side of the streets. (eg, Chandler Blvd) . Accidents
occurs often by the cross street that is close to where I live. the reason for that is because
there is no green arrows for left turn, a left turn green arrow should be added on top of the
existing red green traffic light.

1/25/2023 9:37 AM

12 Mass transit needs attention. 1/24/2023 4:08 PM

13 Traffic has become much worse in Chandler over the past several years. It is a primary reason
why I would consider moving to a different city.

1/24/2023 3:57 PM

14 I like in Tempe... Nike lanes with green paint on the asphalt right at the corners where cars
have to merge into the bike lane to make a right turn... it makes the drivers aware they are
sharing the roadway with bicyclists.

1/24/2023 1:31 PM

15 The city does a good job with streets. 1/24/2023 1:05 PM

16 All street areas should be striped for above services. Are these options safe! No more bonds
for taxpayers, change weekly or monthly rates

1/24/2023 1:02 PM

17 It is good to have reliable mass transit. The only problem with mass transit is that crime tends
to creep into it, so funding should be focused on that problem.

1/24/2023 12:47 PM
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18 Think that Chandler should invest in super-mass transit direct into downtown Phx, all other
outlying cities, and enact a better connection to Tucson! We NEED to un-congest our over-
congested freeways in the valley. Would actually help residents choose more diverse jobs that
might be farther away from where they're living/residing.

1/24/2023 12:02 PM

19 NO! 1/24/2023 11:18 AM

20 Keep extra traffic (parked) vehicles off Main, and residential streets. Not another bond issue.
Stripe all residential streets

1/24/2023 11:03 AM

21 City should issue more permits for building houses. 1/13/2023 11:21 PM

22 Flex is in service not sure how it is doing. Light rail is not needed the public is not coming to
Chandler for the night life. Streets are being upgraded, but not much that I am aware of for
biking. Traffic is getting heaver with all the new business's and apartments.

1/13/2023 3:25 PM

23 Don't forget cycling paths. 1/13/2023 2:30 PM

24 To provide more charging stations in the City's facilities, either free or with fees. 1/13/2023 1:44 PM

25 I don’t know. I don’t have an issue with mobility. 1/13/2023 11:03 AM

26 Street maintenance yes. Not a supporter of transit. 1/12/2023 10:04 PM

27 Chandler, like most of Phoenix, is very car-focused. Encouragements to use alternative
methods of commuting are futile given the danger of biking or even walking across roads at
major intersections. Greater consideration needs to be given to pedestrians and walkways, and
PHYSICALLY PROTECTED bike lanes (cyclists should NOT be expected to share the roads
with cars, especially on 45MPH blvds where most people are driving 50-55MPH).

1/12/2023 7:01 PM

28 The streets need to be maintained but we don’t need things that waste money like light rails. 1/12/2023 9:18 AM

29 I have not observed transit buses in Chandler. Is there bus service for the area? 1/12/2023 7:48 AM

30 If you did not have so many warehouses /distribution centers creating more heavy truck traffic
the road improvements would not have to happen so often. How about making these business
pay a special tax that are over burdening our roadways pay for these improvements.

1/12/2023 7:25 AM

31 Not the cuties responsibility 1/11/2023 9:11 PM

32 Nothing to mention here. 1/11/2023 2:06 PM

33 I love the flex car ordering device but it hasn’t been expand to my area and I can’t use it for
my elderly parents

1/11/2023 10:35 AM

34 We need the streetcar extended from Tempe to Chandler South. 1/10/2023 9:26 PM

35 There should be a circular bus for connecting some of the core business areas and
employment corridor.

1/10/2023 7:08 PM

36 learn to live with in budgets with out raising more taxes 1/10/2023 2:13 PM

37 I would like to see light rail come to chandler 1/10/2023 10:21 AM

38 More/consistent bike paths would be great to see. More frequent buses for those who rely on
them to get to and from work. Better bus stops with covered stations. Doing something (I don't
have a solution) to decrease accidents at intersections.

1/10/2023 9:53 AM

39 Again, Downtown Chandler streets need updating and crosswalks need more paint & signs. 1/10/2023 9:13 AM

40 More options for retired folks in retirement communities in 85248 1/10/2023 8:21 AM

41 public transportation appears very weak 1/9/2023 8:44 PM

42 Doing fine 1/9/2023 5:20 PM

43 Good job! 1/9/2023 12:01 PM

44 Streets are excellent overall and traffic mostly a non-issue! However, speed is a concern on
main boulevards with the average speed of traffic often being in the 50-55mph range. Also,
yellow/red light running is ubiquitous and seems to be the primary cause for accidents at

1/8/2023 10:20 PM
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intersections as cars try to make last second left turns. The city should considering
implementing lagging green turn arrows instead of having left turns be on a yield basis.

45 Continued investment is necessary. 1/8/2023 3:06 PM

46 We need better bus routes, and better, safer bike lanes 1/8/2023 1:51 PM

47 Street projects to completed more timely 1/8/2023 4:09 AM

48 Bus service seems good. Our roads are great 1/7/2023 8:49 PM

49 Streets are always improving so that is my only gauge. Continuing that level is important. 1/7/2023 11:18 AM

50 Chandler needs a wider availability of public transit and environmentally friendly transit options.
Especially with how much downtown has grown.

1/7/2023 8:33 AM

51 Is there a problem? 1/7/2023 7:25 AM

52 Given the sprawl of the City, various forms of transit are difficult to implement. So while
funding is crucial to the maintenance and safety of the streets, perhaps ideas on some sort of
"credit" for stronger car pool options or alternative transit methods so that people aren't always
just "taxed"

1/6/2023 12:10 PM

53 I think that if the City meticulously enforces its planning and zoning and keeps bringing
employment in the Airpark and price employment corridors, revenue generated from there
could be diverted to improve mobility within the city without excess additional burden on City
residents

1/6/2023 11:45 AM

54 Cooper should go through. McQueen is getting congested. 1/6/2023 11:39 AM

55 It could certainly do more for the mobility and economically-challenged population. Sometimes
I feel that the wealth that exists in Chandler prevents us from seeing, recognizing and
addressing the needs of the less fortunate.

1/6/2023 9:00 AM

56 At 65. I think we should get a break on taxes. 1/6/2023 8:06 AM

57 Bike lanes are dangerous to vehicle traffic as well as bicyclists. I think we should do city wide
training for drivers in both vehicles & bicyclists.

1/6/2023 12:01 AM

58 In south Chandler, the bike lanes are too narrow to be safe. The public bus system and the
new free trial of the Uber type ride aren’t available down here. The construction on Chandler
Heights rd has been going on for WAY TOOO LONG, has been REALLY FRUSTRATING. The
current SRP road project is the worst and doesn’t even benefit the people who are
inconvenienced by it.

1/5/2023 4:32 PM

59 We need more parks with playing equipment geared towards kiddos/people with disabilities. 1
swing is not enough. There’s so many kids With special needs and the city is not meeting their
needs to make sure they are made part of this city.

1/5/2023 4:09 PM

60 The road are in bad condition in certain sections. The utility work ruins the road for too long. 1/5/2023 1:46 PM

61 Continuing to work on autonomous driving platforms will help to reduce accidents 1/5/2023 7:20 AM

62 Evaluate access route to canal walk, parks, transit…make it convenient for people to leverage
vs personal vehicle Improve time it takes

1/5/2023 3:33 AM

63 Maintenance should always be a part of the budget. Your answer to this question is based on
their selection to the previous question. Adding this question suggests some sort of bias, ie
like you are lobbying for additional tax revenue under the guise that everyone is interested in
new transport options. I am not. Focus in building out innovation until the transport becomes
an issue, ie lead with revenue first

1/4/2023 9:54 PM

64 There are a decent amount of bike lane miles but truly separating cyclists from motor vehicles
us needed. Barriers for example. I have been hit by a truck riding the current bike lanes. The
driver was not cited.

1/4/2023 8:00 PM

65 Traffic is horrendous. I understand more and more people are moving here but we need to do
something to lessen the cars on the road whether we make rules up about remote work or offer
better bud schedules, O don’t know how to fix it. Everything is so spread out so everyone
needs a car to get to where they are going. Even if I could ride a bike I wouldn’t trust it with the

1/4/2023 6:01 PM
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way people drive here and how many pedestrian hit and runs we have. I see it all the time on
my Citizens app.

66 City is doing a great job at timing the traffic lights and limiting the number of lanes that narrow
down to a lesser number of lanes -- these are big contributions toward keeping mobility issues
at a minimum.

1/4/2023 4:29 PM

67 Too much construction. Construction near schools when in session is poor planning. 1/4/2023 3:44 PM

68 The traffic is terrible and a constant complaint of residents. Maintain more green space.
Chandler is becoming constant concrete and losing its charm. Things seem out of control, it is
getting pretty hard to see any mountains anymore.

1/4/2023 12:28 AM

69 I would gladly pay additional sales and or propert tax to maintain and improve streets and other
mobility enhancements within the city of Chander.

1/3/2023 7:48 PM

70 Road construction is very slow. Need to speed the repair or construction of road to avoid traffic
and inconvenience to the people

1/3/2023 10:47 AM

71 Need more Chandler Flex vehicles and to operate more parts of South Chandler. Currently it is
restricted to certain parts

1/3/2023 7:33 AM

72 We need to make sections of the city into hubs of “walkable” or “bike-able” communities. 1/3/2023 3:26 AM

73 Adding more tall and shady trees on streets around the city would change the feel and protect
walkers from sunny days

1/2/2023 11:20 PM

74 There is already plenty of revenue as we spend a lot on car centric street enhancements.
Meanwhile this is this most dangerous place I have ever been to be a cyclist or a pedestrian.
Very little focus is placed on this issue while we proclaim ourselves to be a bike friendly
community.

1/2/2023 7:02 PM

75 I don’t believe we are structured to need mobility like major cities. 1/2/2023 4:26 PM

76 Chandler needs improvements in public transportation and consistent maintenance of roads.
Especially North Chandler the roads are pretty bad.

1/2/2023 2:16 PM

77 This area is one where the city has an opportunity to improve. More attention should be given
to alternative transportation modes, including improvement of bicycle lanes on major city
arteries.

1/2/2023 12:08 PM

78 Providing transportation is not necessarily a role of govt. Every time govt gets involved and
provides any particular service, private enterprise cannot compete. Don’t try to do
EVERYTHING! If you don’t do it, entrepreneurs will.

1/2/2023 11:23 AM

79 Please work w valley metro to extend services south to Riggs rd 1/2/2023 10:44 AM

80 Streets yes More transit no 1/2/2023 10:18 AM

81 Traffic has to move; its the lifeblood of any city. More right turns are needed; NB McClintock
needs a right turn on to EB Ray.

1/2/2023 10:17 AM

82 Autonomous transportation is dangerous. Too many airports already quickly eroding quality of
life in Chandler. Brings too much noise and congestion to neighborhoods.

1/2/2023 9:02 AM

83 Mobility is fine at this point. The city needs to control these massive incoming developments
that are overloading our streets.

1/2/2023 8:57 AM

84 Pedestrian and bicycle accidents continue to be an issue across the Phx metro area - not
suggesting that Chandler is particularly bad in this area, but it does need to continue to be an
area of focus

1/2/2023 8:49 AM

85 The recent addition of Chandler flex does not cover the entire city. I live on the east side, it
does not cover my area. Living on a fixed income and not able to drive anymore, it is important
to have economic resources to get to other areas in the city.

1/2/2023 8:19 AM

86 Are you just trying to collect enough replies to justify a new tax? The city has PLENTY of
money, use it responsibly please

1/2/2023 8:16 AM

87 Providing means to cut back pollution and traffic is the new reality we live in. 1/2/2023 7:21 AM

88 The transit system is very important as I use it often. It also helps businesses when people 1/1/2023 10:53 PM
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can take the bus to go out an eat or shop.

89 More bike paths & lanes please!!! 12/31/2022 6:02 PM

90 Many roads in south chandler are single lane (e.g. Chandler heights and Lindsay rd). They
need expansion, traffic is growing day by day

12/30/2022 8:37 PM

91 I don't understand why there can't be a solution to get the few people who ride the bus other
forms of transportation. Those empty buses are the bane of my existance!

12/30/2022 6:31 PM

92 Chandler Flex great addition, need to expand the days and vehicles to use it, 30 minute wait is
too long in the heat

12/30/2022 11:34 AM

93 Yes, people need a way to SAFELY get to work, school, etc. But, if an audit reveals
SMALLER vehicles?????

12/30/2022 9:53 AM

94 Need public bus transportation along the price rd corridor starting from chandler BLVD south to
the end.

12/30/2022 8:48 AM

95 I like that there is a bike lane being added to Frye road. However we need more bike lanes and
alternative forms of transportation supported. Also the 3 way stop on Frye and Hamilton should
be removed. Frye traffic shouldnt have to stop there

12/30/2022 8:39 AM

96 Easier to locate and use transportation services for seniors--all in one place. Wish we had
more walking paths in parks--similar to Desert Breeze. More bike friendly--biking along major
streets like Elliot are dangerous for both bikers and drivers. Need wider bike lanes.

12/30/2022 8:00 AM

97 We pay enough taxes. Cut administrative wages and pork. 12/29/2022 10:49 PM

98 I enjoy living in an area where I can walk and ride my bicycle to many places in Chandler. I see
how the streets have become very unsafe for pedestrians/ bikers with speeding and distracted
drivers the past few years. I want to be able to get exercise and use less gasoline by not
driving so would like to see some safety interventions put in place. ( do another study with
suggestions - for example a way to safely get to Tumbleweed rec/park area from Canal and
McQeen by 202)

12/29/2022 3:23 PM

99 It can definitely increase the options for public transport. The city should increase the area of
coverage of public transport. Public transport must be made available to all areas in Chandler.
There should be a bus stop in all major intersections. Light rail or tram can also be an option.

12/29/2022 2:44 PM

100 As long as the money is not spend on electric vehicles and automous vehicles 12/28/2022 4:51 PM

101 The only thing possible is an extension of light rail with a parking facility. 12/28/2022 1:22 PM

102 Vote to extend the regional transportation tax (Prop 400) 12/28/2022 11:49 AM

103 As long as we who live at the boundary of the city get the share we deserve instead of being
underserved by policing and enforcement.

12/28/2022 7:33 AM

104 Fund only streets, sidewalks, and bike paths. If transit and mobility options are economically
viable, private enterprise will more efficiently and cost-effectively provide those.

12/28/2022 7:10 AM

105 Transportation in South Chandler is woefully neglected 12/28/2022 2:43 AM

106 Well I feel the north Chandler is forgotten when it comes to mobility. 12/27/2022 9:12 PM

107 Mobility and transportation options are very limited and make independence for those unable to
drive difficult. Par transportation was so time consuming and unreliable I had to stop using it.
The way I program has never been expanded to cover the entire city. The current
transportation actions are insufficient.

12/27/2022 7:36 PM

108 Again, let the free market determine what is needed and fund with private capital anything than
other basic roads, sidewalks, and bike paths.

12/27/2022 4:29 PM

109 Roads are well developed. Bike lanes are not well separated from fast and sometimes reckless
traffic, especially at intersections. Therefore, I stick with a car for personal safety. Public
transportation is not well developed except for a few who are lucky enough to have both the
origination and destination on a route.

12/27/2022 4:18 PM

110 The city is wasting money on the scooters, bicycles, and free rideshare vans. The Chandler
Flex program is taking money from taxpayers and redistributing it to those not providing money

12/27/2022 3:18 PM
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to the coffers of the city: the Chandler Flex program is ridiculous.

111 I'm a firm believer of services as described being collected at the Till. Not only do residents
pay for services they use and need, you also acquire the visitors help by having them help.
After all they get to use all of those services while they are here.

12/27/2022 7:51 AM

112 Bike path along the north/south Union Pacific railroad lines. It could be unpaved. Negotiate a
hold harmless agreement with UP.

12/26/2022 7:02 PM

113 I would love to see the city moving forward to having light rail or a good busing service
available for seniors and veterans at no charge. I believe they have paid their dues.

12/26/2022 2:34 PM

114 If the city stopped building multiple apartments on every foot of ground we wouldn't have any
mobility problems.

12/26/2022 7:32 AM

115 I BELIEVE THAT THE REGIONAL TRANSPORTATION IN CHANDLER IS FINE. EXCEPT
FOR ONE ITEM, WHY ARE MOTORCYCLES ARE ALLOWED TO BE DRIVEN WITHOUT
MUFFLERS. THE NOISE LEVELS FROM THESE VEHICLES ARE UNACCEPTABLE AND
SHOULD BE HEAVILY FINED!

12/25/2022 6:28 PM

116 We live near Alma School & Chandler Heights - it’s been unsafe and under construction for
over 6 months with no end in sight. Barricades/paths change almost daily.

12/25/2022 1:47 PM

117 We live off of Hunt Highway and Gilbert Road. The casino that is being built will bring even
more traffic than we have now. The Reservation may be putting in a light at the intersection,
but the road is only one lane each way. There has been no $$ put aside to widen this road and
it is very upsetting for the adult communities up and down Hunt Highway.

12/24/2022 7:03 PM

118 Street and mobility infrastructure is critical. City has done a nice job with many arterial streets;
and appreciate the bicycle lanes that are prevalent on most. Frustrating at times that seems
like every street in the area - Arizona / Chandler Hghts; Cooper / Chandler Hgts; Ocotillo /
everywhere, etc., are constantly under construction, but, progress demands inconvenience at
times. Continue to invest in quality surface corridors, bike lanes, and public transit.

12/24/2022 11:40 AM

119 Great work on the roads! 12/23/2022 1:28 PM

120 Hunt Road has needed attention for years. 12/23/2022 11:29 AM

121 I do not know enough about city finances to answer this question 12/23/2022 9:47 AM

122 Would like to see improved safety for bicyclists. More, better bike lanes. Hunt highway
especially. It is a popular biking road because of less traffic and a direct way to get across
town.

12/23/2022 8:51 AM

123 Heavy truck traffic needs to be redirected around Hunt Hwy , Riggs rd 12/23/2022 7:05 AM

124 We need more public transportation routes, especially along Riggs Road and Gilbert Road. 12/22/2022 11:27 PM

125 Hunt Highway and Gilbert Rd.. So sorry I moved to Solera 5 years ago. If I would have known
there was going to be a casino in my backyard. Sure they have the right to put one on the
reservation but could have put it 1/2 mile down the road. No expressway to it and the traffic on
Hunt and Gilbert is already bad.

12/22/2022 9:35 PM

126 No light rail. Too Expensive and to under used. More bike lanes. 12/22/2022 8:41 PM

127 Need light rail in Chandler somewhere 12/22/2022 5:56 PM

128 Maintaining growth is important. 12/22/2022 5:49 PM

129 The streets in Chandler definitely need attention!! Some of them need paving.. potholes and
partially filled holes in many places. Definitely put enough money in the budget for roads.

12/22/2022 5:23 PM

130 Take care of the people who have been effected by the new fire station. I no longer feel safe
with everything literally at my back fence . Dust control .. slow down… I’m not happy and
regret moving back to chandler . The city doesn’t care about us as long as it is not in their
back yard !!

12/22/2022 3:34 PM

131 Hunt hwy has gotten very busy between Lindsey and Gilbert. Riggs Rd is in need of a traffic
light at the corner of Riggs and Lone Tree golf course. Ppl drive 55 - 60 mph on Riggs

12/22/2022 3:03 PM

132 Need more police coverage on Hunt Highway between Gilbert and Val Vista 12/22/2022 2:59 PM
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133 I think the city needs to take a look at the traffic on Lindsay Rd between Riggs & Lindsay. Why
spend the money to widen the road when the traffic does not warrant this. Spend the money
elsewhere.

12/22/2022 2:48 PM

134 Living on Hunt Hawaii in Solera (Hunt/Gilbert) I am VERY concerned about the traffic on both
Streets. There is a weight limit on Hunt that is completely ignored. It's hard to imagine what
that corner will be like when the casino opens. The Mayor told us last fall that the traffic light
would be in when the casino opens. I hope that is still the plan. Also the condition of Hunt is
bad especially as one travels west to McQueen and on to Arizona. It should be repaired before
the casino opens.

12/22/2022 2:23 PM

135 Hunt Highway is seriously deteriorating. Maintenance and surface repair is badly needed.
Things will get worse when the new casino opens.

12/22/2022 2:07 PM

136 I’ve been living in Southeast Chandler for almost a year now and I have yet to see any public
transportation down here, i.e. buses behind school buses. Downtown Chandler it’s just a small
part of the entire city and it needs to be expanded outward. Also, in addition to buy cars,
accommodations should be made so that license golf carts have access to nearby grocery
stores and other important shops but are limited because the speed limit almost every street
Goes far beyond 35 mph to 45 mph preventing mini retirees from traveling from their home for
groceries.

12/22/2022 12:35 PM

137 Don’t spend money on things that don’t sustain themselves and become a black money pit. 12/22/2022 12:30 PM

138 That’s a loaded question. Give us more detail on what kind of fund, what would it pay for,
where will the funding come from, what sort of oversight will be in place to ensure the money is
not wasted or fraudulently spent? This is a typical question from bureaucrats who are far too
accustomed to spending other peoples’ money.

12/22/2022 12:29 PM

139 Need a stoplight at Riggs and entrance to Solera and one at Gilbert and Hunt Highway. Is Hunt
Highway going to be enlarged by the casino?

12/22/2022 12:04 PM

140 They have added lights that have improved traffic flow. Must say that widening McClintock and
Kyrene for ease of bike lanes was a waste of time and money. Not only is it dangerous to ride
your bike on those streets but in reality hardy anyone uses them.

12/22/2022 8:53 AM

141 As the city grows and expands, making sure the infrastructure is in place to accommodate is
critical.

12/21/2022 6:33 PM

142 Traffic in southeast chandler is increasing ( Riggs/ Gilbert). Wider roads or a freeway to
connect to 10 or 202 would be nice.

12/21/2022 1:58 PM

143 Many local streets need repaving and raising of existing manhole covers. 12/21/2022 1:14 PM

144 Need wider, safe bike lanes 12/21/2022 10:48 AM

145 need to promote transit electrification and walkable city - mix commercial and residential i.e.
bring in certain, small businesses into neighborhoods

12/21/2022 2:16 AM

146 Neighborhood roads should be improved and cleaned more often. 12/20/2022 10:07 PM

147 I feel ride sharing and autonomous ride sharing will play a larger factor in the future and that
public transportation such as buses and trains will decline over time. I also feel that the bike
lanes on every road are more dangerous than useful or valuable. Sidewalks are just as useful
and safer. A suggestion to consider: Look at dedicating some streets exclusively to pedestrian
and bike traffic instead - or creation of bike corridors that can be useful and safe.

12/20/2022 2:01 PM

148 Not a lot of easy, inexpensive ways to get around Chandler. Unlike Tempe, where there are
multiple transit options available at low or not cost.

12/20/2022 9:46 AM

149 Sidewalks in very critical areas (elementary schools) are narrow causing congestion, safety
issues and inconvenience 2x per day.

12/20/2022 12:10 AM

150 The regional funding source exists and should be extended. Please lobby Legislature/Governor
to maintain the current funding sources as a regional source and benefit. If regional funding
fails, support the creation of local tax for local transit, street, programs/projects. Place high
focus on safe bicycle infrastructure.

12/19/2022 5:28 PM

151 City is repaving roads and expanding as necessary. 12/19/2022 10:03 AM
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152 We need complete streets that allow for pedestrians, cyclists, transit-takers, and drivers to all
coexist safely and peacefully. Chandler is hard to navigate if you don’t drive.

12/19/2022 1:01 AM

153 Chandler, like many US cities does not provide safe and convenient biking options. As
someone who commutes regularly by bike, I wish I could enjoy the commute without being
hyper vigilant of traffic. I also wish I could have my child bike to school, but, again, my
experience with commuting had taught me that traffic simply cannot be trusted.

12/18/2022 1:31 PM

154 Again, see comment on leadership. We want the streets functional, the water sources
protected and crime under control.

12/18/2022 12:48 PM

155 There are still pockets in the city where public transportation is not available. Should at least
be feeder routes. People are to dependent on their car, public transportation image has to be
updated. In some urban areas young adults aren't buying cars anymore they use car sharing
hubs and condo buildings are reducing parking spaces on new builds because of this trend.

12/18/2022 10:40 AM

156 Without a good system of mobility it will continue to have. Traffic concerns 12/18/2022 10:09 AM

157 Smart repair and enhancement of street and public transit options is important. Something
similar to the Tempe orbit shuttle system would be good. Connecting to the price corridor,
downtown, mall, canal, regional trails, etc.

12/18/2022 9:27 AM

158 Do not spend any money on public transit, to me it is completely useless and see it as a
waste. If there are a few that need it it would be better to hire private transport for these needs.

12/18/2022 9:09 AM

159 Biking needs more emphasis. It is dangerous in some areas to bike for exercise or
transportation. For example, the Ryan bike path has a huge gap - Arizona avenue - it is too
dangerous to cross there to access tumbleweed park or the canal. There is also no crossing to
chuparosa park on Ryan across Dobson. That cuts the whole neighborhood off from the park
by foot or bike. There are other gaps in sidewalks and bike paths on major roads where they
pass undeveloped parcels. Please consider bike safety in SE Chandler more highly in the
budget.

12/18/2022 8:46 AM

160 Tax electric vehicles with a mileage use tax. 12/17/2022 9:19 PM

161 I would like to see more focus on pedestrian safety, especially as vehicle traffic increases. As
a family with young children who stay active by walking and biking, I am disappointed that
more has not been done to make our community safer for pedestrians. I am particularly
concerned about the safety for those of us living between Pecos Rd and the 202, as the
elementary schools are north of Pecos, but there is no safe way to get to the school on foot or
bike. For example, to get to Conley Elementary, there is no continuous sidewalk to get to
either Alma School or Dobson to cross at a crosswalk. I have asked multiple times for a safe
way to cross Pecos at Arrowhead Rd, and have been told that it is not busy enough to warrant
a light. I would argue that there is a light on Frye west of Arrowhead, so why not a light at
Pecos and Arrowhead, for children to safely get to school?

12/17/2022 5:42 PM

162 You have a budget to maintain the streets and amenities of the city. Perhaps you should cut
some of the director salaries and multi-level management positions within small departments
to recoup some of the finances needed to manage the affair sof the city.

12/17/2022 2:10 PM

163 Maintenance of streets / highways is perhaps to first and most recognizable site of degradation
/ blight, as every single person experiences it, as oppossed to a single building etc., it can
begin a spiral of antipathy towards an area as unkempt, unvalued, etc. and so streets and
zoning is critical to keeping Chandler as a #1 city.

12/17/2022 9:21 AM

164 What is the plan going forward? 12/17/2022 4:23 AM

165 Traffic is horrible down McQueen Rd between Hunt Hwy and the 202. 12/16/2022 9:27 PM

166 We do NOT need additional or expanded public transportation. 12/16/2022 9:21 PM

167 Chandler Flex is an excellent program. The bus service is a great service especially for people
who have no other inexpensive way to get from point A to point B. But they seem to be empty
most of the time. If the use of public transportation could be made more efficient, that would
be nice.

12/16/2022 8:49 PM

168 I use the lite rail, however it’s a pain to get to. Flex has solved the problem. Thank you and
well done!

12/16/2022 6:25 PM

169 In the south end of Chandler, along Hunt Hwy, there is increased traffic, heavy trucks and poor 12/16/2022 5:49 PM
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or no bike lanes, or bus coverage.

170 I have now lived in two neighborhoods in Chandler without sidewalks and the bike lane system
has weird gaps that prevent people from using it.

12/16/2022 3:57 PM

171 Doing great. Please keep up the great work, 12/16/2022 2:27 PM

172 Vital to continue to the tax beyond 2025 for mobility options 12/16/2022 1:16 PM

173 I would rather see continued support for the regional transportation sales tax to fund both local
and regionally-significant projects so that the local agencies work together and coordinate
activities, rather than having everyone do their own thing.

12/16/2022 12:53 PM

174 excellent efforts to service the handicapped and seniors. 12/16/2022 6:51 AM

175 STOP THE WASTE...those that use it should pay more....the city doesnt pay for my
insurance or gas or anything else

12/15/2022 3:50 PM

176 Car use is the primary means of transportation at the present. Mobility is coming very s.lowly.
once it is available to all residents the primary objective is achieved. How many residents will
make use of it is the big question and the potential cost to every resident .

12/15/2022 11:17 AM

177 Improving mobility is important. 12/15/2022 11:04 AM

178 Try reducing government spending for a change. 12/14/2022 8:12 PM

179 We need safer and bigger bike lanes. 12/14/2022 9:09 AM

180 Spreading out street construction jobs throughout the year is helpful so that residents have
more options to get where they need to go without long delays. I am not sure how often an
actual employee of the City of Chandler works at night, but I think that once or twice a month,
someone should spend a whole night driving ALL of Chandler's main streets to check visibility.
Also driving through Chandler neighborhoods would be nice, too. Some streets and sidewalks
are VERY dark. If I had to walk or ride a bike, I would feel very unsafe in some areas.
Crosswalks at night, even on main intersections seem darker that they should be. I know that
residents can also call, but maybe people don't know that they can call about their street or the
route they take to travel in Chandler at night. I like the bike lanes, but should probably have
some arrows painted so that riders go with the traffic.

12/14/2022 6:43 AM

181 What is the sales percentage/amount that is set to expire in 2025? The City of Chandler does
a poor job of providing all the information to the citizens. We see this often of information that
is posted on social media sites by the city.

12/14/2022 6:26 AM

182 Honestly public transportation is the biggest waste of money. Stop investing our tax money
into things very few people use

12/14/2022 4:28 AM

183 No light rail! 12/13/2022 11:26 PM

184 Improving mobility is important, however how the city taxes it’s residents to do so is even
more important. The city should not create mobility options the residents will barely use and
then tax them for such.

12/13/2022 4:09 PM

185 no new taxes 12/13/2022 3:07 PM

186 Please open up the chandler flex to a larger area or provide another transportation alternative
like a trolley or light rail

12/12/2022 9:35 PM

187 Make canal paths truly carless by way of bridges, tunnels, like the Scottsdale green belt path
that connects many of their parks. More crosswalks for pedestrians especially at McQueen
and Queen Creek to connect the canal path better and make it safer for residents to easily
access Paseo Vista and Tumbleweed parks.

12/12/2022 8:37 PM

188 What are the metrics on Chandler Flex? These should be available in an embedded dashboard
on the website. Why was priority given to one of the wealthiest areas of Chandler over north
Chandler?

12/12/2022 3:01 PM

189 The bus system is very limited and poorly maintained. The city of chandler needs to ensure
public transportation is easily accessible and that roads for personal transportation are well
maintained all throughout chandler, not just specific areas.

12/12/2022 11:04 AM

190 No chickens 12/12/2022 9:30 AM
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191 As an older resident I see a future use of “dial a ride” type options. 12/12/2022 8:37 AM

192 Every main street should have a Bike Lane in each direction. Let's not only encourage, but
protect those who want to get out of their cars and use their bicycles to get around.

12/11/2022 7:18 AM

193 Why does Chandler continue to ignore rapid mass transit? Still no rail lines? Cars are outdated.
Rapid mass transit. Think big: not a car, a SYSTEM.

12/11/2022 7:16 AM

194 Please connect Cooper thru Chandler airport to 202 ramp access. Traffic is congested with
fast growing vehicle additions on streets. People are driving very fast on EAST/WEST street
corridors to avoid 202 during rush hour traffic. Please slow these traffic down. Very dangerous
to make left turns We need traffic light in front of Ocotillo Golf Club and Bear Creek Golf Club
on Riggs. We need a 2nd express way other than 202 maybe expand Hunt HWY connecting to
I-10?

12/11/2022 4:45 AM

195 Chandler Flex is an AMAZING benefit!! Thank you!!! 12/11/2022 12:24 AM

196 Not sure 12/10/2022 7:56 PM

197 I would need to evaluate the Regional Transportation sales tax and the percentage of
community members it services effectively. I would also need to see and evaluate how the
base budget is allocated along with the supplemental budget due to expire in 2025.

12/10/2022 4:51 PM

198 I am okay with paying as long as there is not waste. I believe departments should be audited
to make sure there is no money spent needlessly.

12/10/2022 3:41 PM

199 We need to make sure we don’t have poor roads pot holes. Handicap drivers should be allowed
in carpool lane. We need clean sheets nice roads. More communities should be gated. Gated
communities detour thief. West Chandler streets are horrible and I live in South Chandler.
Thank

12/9/2022 2:40 PM

200 Ray road from the 101 to Dobson has so many potholes it’s terrible. The roads need servicing
everywhere in chandler Also would love expansion of Waymo services

12/9/2022 11:43 AM

201 Especially along Hunt Highway where there are numerous oversized vehicles driving that are
not supposed to be creating a very loud noise in the homes that are near it. There are signs
posted for No Oversized vehicles but no police presence to stop it.

12/9/2022 9:28 AM

202 To keep Chandler flex program 12/9/2022 7:16 AM

203 Would like to see more bike lanes 12/8/2022 10:29 PM

204 Maybe a light rail all the way down Chandler boulevard connecting ahwatukee with Chandler
airport and the University

12/8/2022 12:56 PM

205 More & safer bike routes, please 12/8/2022 8:49 AM

206 I feel Chandler to do a better job with really designating bike lanes around the city. 12/8/2022 6:03 AM

207 The traffic on Az Ave is horrendous….South of downtown…have built too many apartments on
Az Ave…. Such a disappointment to see !!! The apartment bldg being built on Boston near
San Marcos is a horrendous structure…. Will cause major mobility (traffic) …. Why was it even
approved? Ruins the whole area…. At the very least it could have been smaller and tucked in
there very nicely with different architecture. It is a monolith…too late now! More traffic ..
Immobility!

12/8/2022 4:45 AM

208 The bike trail that stops near Gilbert Road and Ocotillo should be extended to Riggs Road to
enable a lot of us to bike to area businesses.

12/7/2022 7:55 PM

209 Street maintenance reflect the city 12/7/2022 6:38 PM

210 I would like to have more public transportation options for wheelchair users. We live south of
Chandler heights and there are no services that are close to our house.

12/7/2022 2:53 PM

211 ? 12/7/2022 11:58 AM

212 even though the streets "ALWAYS SEEMED TO GET FIXED (AZ AVE/CHANDLER BLVD) "
Same streets are filled with big deep dangerous potholes. Making commuting a hassle.

12/7/2022 11:28 AM

213 No tax increases. 12/6/2022 10:59 PM
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214 Just road maintenance. Flex ride is not important 12/6/2022 9:05 PM

215 For the most part, I agree with, and appreciate the improvements that are made to Chandler
streets. However, sometimes, it seems that there are unnecessary widening of streets that
remove vegetation and medians. This also removes the charm of the city, and makes
everything look more average and industrial.

12/6/2022 8:32 PM

216 I’m a senior/ still drive but all the above services are of great importance as I age- more
attention needs to be focused on mobility

12/6/2022 6:34 PM

217 The downtown area is very congested limiting the number of apartment complexes in
downtown should be crucial for traffic

12/6/2022 5:43 PM

218 Obviously, being able to navigate the City is important. Maintenance of the public roads has
been very good for the past 20 years we have lived in the city. We have also noticed the traffic
congestion becoming more of an issue lately. Alma School south of L202 is almost constant
cars all day long.

12/6/2022 4:12 PM

219 I wish the options for public transportation were better and there were more safe bike paths. I
feel that I have to drive everywhere I need to go and that is a negative for me.

12/6/2022 3:29 PM

220 Business uses the street infrastructure so they should help pay for it 12/6/2022 12:48 PM

221 Should try harder to provide services broader within budget. 12/6/2022 12:45 PM

222 Citizens like and need bike and pedestrian paths and municipal recreation areas. Businesses
should be encouraged by incentive to provide vehicles, aviation etc. rather than have the city
spend tax dollars on those things.

12/6/2022 8:34 AM

223 City streets needs to be maintained. Would lime to see Cooper connected from South Chandler
thru the airport to the 202. It would alleviate future congestions and make airport more
accessible. I would also like to see Hunt Hwy widened to become a Southside main traffic
artery connected to I-10.

12/6/2022 6:43 AM

224 Chandler should promote public transportation for people to commute within the community via
bike lanes, electric mass transit, and driverless taxis.

12/6/2022 6:31 AM

225 I think it could be better with more pedestrian crosswalks. Specifically noticed this on Frye Rd
between Arizona Ave & Alma School. There’s a crosswalk far by the school but nothing until
Alma School. It would be beneficial next to San Marcos Park on Frye Rd & W Fairview St for
easy access between neighborhoods, especially for families in the area.

12/5/2022 9:54 PM

226 More bike lanes with curbs to keep riders safe. More bike racks with cameras to encourage
biking and reduce bike theft

12/5/2022 9:29 PM

227 I am seeing a major degradation of several major arteries, including Chandler Blvd. and
Arizona Ave. Chandler Blvd from Arizona Ave to McQueen is especially poor. I don't really
ever seeing a real attempt to repair that section since I moved back to Chandler from Gilbert in
2006. That section deserves the same maintenance as any other on that road. It's time to get
it ALL under control. I don't want increased taxes, but am willing to pay them for a project that
will benefit a lot of East Chandler.

12/5/2022 9:09 PM

228 Our population is getting older. The City needs to recognize this and address to assist in our
seniors who want to remain in their homes

12/5/2022 7:12 PM

229 Population has soared in our city and creating bike lanes or allowing motorcycles to drive
freely wherever they choose to ride has created more accidents and fatalities

12/5/2022 6:54 PM

230 The Uber like service makes sense over empty busses running on a schedule. More on
demand transit over traditional busses.

12/5/2022 6:14 PM

231 Rethink transition from Big Bus Public Transport - towards climate /weather appropriate light,
electric, solar powered decentralized network - with city facilitated Bryd Bikes style network -
with community participatory design thinking style - learning /discovery network creation
method - but with local community owned and capitalized - network. So that eventually we
could follow in footsteps of city like Barcelona to create SuperBlocks - which could help us
Reclaim Roads - to make more Interesting new Green Covered Public space to emerge!

12/5/2022 6:13 PM

232 Do not wish to see any changes. Rail system seen in downtown Mesa NEVER has many
riders and sure cause problems with traffic.

12/5/2022 3:30 PM
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233 The city needs more pedestrian/bike- friendly streets and public transportation options 12/5/2022 2:22 PM

234 For the valley having the population it does, we should be embarrassed that our public transit
isn't robust.

12/5/2022 12:25 PM

235 I like the addition of ChandlerFlex, even though I haven't used it. It's important to make our city
more accessible to everyone.

12/5/2022 11:50 AM

236 Again, while the the Flex Ride option is exciting, it is very limited yet and my family looks
forward to its geographic availability expanding so that we can make use of it. We are two
miles shy of the current covered region. I’d love to see what other public transportation
innovation may look like to help reduce single driver commutes.

12/5/2022 11:35 AM

237 Need a better crosswalk in downtown 12/5/2022 6:39 AM

238 Good as is. 12/4/2022 9:44 PM

239 Reduce housing development as traffic and street congestion is getting worse. 12/4/2022 6:53 PM

240 The city needs to provide protected bike lanes. Note: painted lanes are *not* protected. Save
the cost of the paint for something that will actually protect cyclists.

12/4/2022 5:55 PM

241 More bike paths and bike lanes needed 12/4/2022 3:02 PM

242 I do not want a railway in Chandler. It's a money dump and brings unwanted people and
homeless into our city. Probably would leave Chandler if this was prospected.

12/4/2022 11:51 AM

243 Get rid of the scooters 12/4/2022 11:01 AM

244 We need to join up with the light rail or connect to Phoenix better. More efficient public transit
is good for the environment and helps users from the burden of the increasing cost of living
expenses

12/3/2022 1:30 PM

245 No chickens 12/1/2022 8:03 PM

246 I would very much like to see bus and rail expand into Chandler. Bus service is not as robust
as it could be, especially in a city where walkability is low, and there is no light rail at all. Both
would go a long way in helping reduce emissions and increase mobility equity.

12/1/2022 5:37 PM

247 Would love to see more infrastructure to support bicyclists, like additional bike paths or bike
lanes on our major roads!

12/1/2022 2:36 PM

248 BIke lane and bike safety is highly important to us 12/1/2022 12:58 PM

249 I don't see people riding the bus; can we help to bring the light rail to Chandler? 11/30/2022 3:48 PM

250 Glad that Chandler is exploring self driving cars. But Chandler flex is not available in my
neighborhood. Please expand it.

11/30/2022 3:13 PM

251 The paratransit busses and the flex system are great. 11/30/2022 1:42 PM

252 I’d love to see the light rail project come to Chandler. 11/30/2022 12:31 PM

253 Flex is nice, but could be more inclusive to picking residents up at their homes or as near to
them as possible. Accessibility issues having to walk to pick up zones. Otherwise, great
program idea.

11/30/2022 11:22 AM

254 Public transportation needs improvement. Get ride of self driving services. 11/30/2022 9:25 AM

255 Please consider building light rails or other forms of public transportation 11/29/2022 8:15 PM

256 Please, please, please coordinate the stoplights so we can follow the speed limit and NOT
stop at every single light!! Very frustrating!

11/29/2022 8:04 PM

257 This is what sets the city apart by including mobility as one of the core improvements 11/29/2022 8:00 PM

258 So poorly I do not know of any efforts to improve mobility. 11/29/2022 7:04 PM

259 We definitely need to continue transit! Many people depend on that. 11/29/2022 6:39 PM

260 The roads seem well maintained. I see empty buses all the time. 11/29/2022 5:36 PM

261 This should not be an additional tax, it should be covered by the umbrella of the cities sales 11/29/2022 5:00 PM
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tax.

262 The flashing yellow turn signal, considered one way to keep traffic moving, results in traffic
accidents at intersections. Many in the community don’t know what to do with the flashing
yellow. Very disturbing.

11/29/2022 4:11 PM

263 it is critical that city leadership invests in transportation options for residents and businesses
(and allows residents to make this investment)

11/29/2022 3:37 PM

264 Please don't raise our property taxes! Enforcement of speed limits might go a long way toward
making roads safer for bicyclists. I don't think Tempe's complicated road markings are a help
at all. Would need to hear ideas being proposed by Chandler. I think the City already has
accessible streets and sidewalks.

11/29/2022 3:32 PM

265 Please, Please, Please extend the runway at the Airport. This will open up opportunities to
expand corporate jet traffic at the airport without creating more noise.

11/28/2022 9:33 AM
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Q15 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: The City
provides quality parks and amenities that make our neighborhoods

enjoyable places to live.
Answered: 1,131 Skipped: 179

36.43%
412

44.65%
505

12.02%
136

5.04%
57

1.86%
21 1,131 1.91

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q16 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: the City is
effective in its efforts to educate, inspect and enforce property

maintenance, zoning, and sign codes to preserve the quality of Chandler
neighborhoods.

Answered: 1,130 Skipped: 180

14.60%
165

42.21%
477

30.09%
340

8.50%
96

4.60%
52 1,130 2.46

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q17 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Neighborhoods

Answered: 300 Skipped: 1,010

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Translated: What I've been seeing lately is that there are a lot of people living on the streets
and doing drugs, that's something to worry about. Original: Últimamente lo que estoy viendo es
que hay mucha gente viviendo en las calles y haciendo drogas eso está de preocuparse

1/25/2023 1:46 PM

2 Translated: The inspectors pass it on. But I don't see them helping on the streets of Chandler.
Original: SE la pasan Los inspectores . Pero no Veo q ayuden por Las Calles de Chandler .

1/25/2023 1:22 PM

3 Translated: More vigilance from public authorities, and more employment for officers who can
come more quickly to their call Original: Más vigilancia de las autoridades públicas, y más
empleo para oficiales que puedan acudir con mayor rapidez a su llamado

1/25/2023 1:14 PM

4 Translated: Don't let people park their car on the sidewalk where people walk Original: Que no
dejen que las personas estaciones su coche sobre la banqueta donde es para que caminen las
personas

1/25/2023 1:12 PM

5 Translated: The housing codes should be enforced since they are rubbish, in the Galveston
neighborhood especially at  they have a mechanical workshop and many vehicles in
the backyard and also on the street they have stored cars that you do not move and they
affect the neighborhood since they do not leave parking for those who occupy it, why are they
setting aside the spaces for vehicles that are waiting to have them repaired and I would like
them to do something? They continue to drive many vehicles, doing mechanics every day. I
would like them to follow up on this problem, because it is a big problem for the neighborhood
Original: Que el enforsamiento de códigos de vivienda lo enforcen ya que son una basura ya
que en el vesindario Galveston especial mente en el  e st tienen un taller mecánico y
muchos vehículos en el patio tracero y también en la calle tienen carros enbodegados que no
mueves y afectan al vesindario ya que no dejan estacionamiento para los que lo ocupan por
qué apartan los espacios para vehículos que tienen en espera para hacerles mecánica y me
gustaría que ya agan algo es el  ya emos echo muchos
reportes y ellos continúan trallendo muchos vehículos asiendo mecánica todos los días me
gustaría que le den seguimiento a este problema que si es un problema grande para el
vesindario

1/25/2023 1:08 PM

6 Translated: Safe public Original: Público seguro 1/25/2023 12:53 PM

7 Translated: Unfortunately, in my opinion, instead of improving and enforcing the housing
violation codes, they are not enforced as the code or regulation says, since there are many
vehicles that are stored on the street and are not moved for months, and many properties that
have parked vehicles. It is visible that they do not use and have a mechanical workshop on
the property, especially at  who have had their mechanical workshop for more than 3
years. We have already reported it to the code enforcement office and have not taken action
on it. It is a very big problem for the neighborhood why they also have many vehicles stored on
the street that they put there while they are fixed. I would like some department to take action
with the problem that these people in the neighborhood  where they have had a
mechanical workshop for 3 years. Original: Lamentable mente en mi opinión envés de mejorar
y hacer cumplir los códigos de violación de vivienda no son enforsados conforme lo dice el
código o reglamento ya que hay mucho veiculos que bodegan en la calle y no los mueven por
meces y muchas propiedades que tienen veiculos estacionas que visible mente se ve que no
usan y hacen taller mecánica en la propiedad especial mente en el  que tienen su
taller mecánico por más de 3 anos ya lo emos reportado al la oficina código de enforsamiento
y no an tomado accion sobre el problema y es un problema muy grande para el vesindario por
qué también tienen muchos vehículos enbodegados en la calle que los ponen hay para
mientras que los arreglan me gustaría que algún departamento ya tomara acción con el
problema que dan estás personas en el vesindario la dirección es  dónde desde hace
3 anos tienen el taller mecánico

1/25/2023 12:19 PM
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8 Translated: They are not doing enough in terms of enforcing the codes since there is a lot of
garbage in the neighborhoods and vehicles that people leave stored for a long time on the
streets Original: No están asiendo lo suficiente en cuestion de enforsar los códigos ya que que
hay mucha basura en los becindarios y veiculos que la gente deja enbodegados por mucho
tiempo en las calles

1/25/2023 11:23 AM

9 Translated: Really, where I live there is no one who addresses the problems of code violations
since I have reported some neighborhoods that have been violating the codes and no one has
come to fix the problem. I have been working on this for 4 years to improve the visibility of the
neighborhood, but there is no one who attends to the problem and I have called the code
enforcement office and they do not send anyone to inspect Original: Real mente dónde yo vivo
no hay quien atienda alos problemas de violaciones de códigos ya que yo e reportado algunos
vesindarios que an estado violando los códigos y nadien a llegado a reglar el problema ya
tengo 4 anos trabajando en esto para mejorar la visibilidad del vecindario pero no hay quien
atienda los problema y e llamado ala oficina de códigos de enforsamiento y no mandan anadie
para inspeccionar

1/25/2023 11:12 AM

10 Translated: I disagree since when you make a report for vehicles in the front yard or a
mechanical workshop on a property they do not follow up on the problem the code enforcement
office needs to give a more serious response to complaints since many of the times don't tend
to the neighborhood problem Original: En desacuerdo ya que cuando hace un reporte para
veiculos en vodegados el la yarda de enfrente o que hacen taller mecánico en una propiedad
no les dan seguimiento al problema que la oficina de códigos de enforsamiento de una
respuesta mas seria alas quejas ya que muchas de las veces no a tienden el problema de
vecindario

1/25/2023 10:04 AM

11 Translated: As I said before, Chandler seems to only be important from Downtown to the
south. Otherwise you don't see efforts at all. There is a very strong neglect to the north of
Chandler. Even the parking lots of the businesses are very neglected. Original: Como lo he
dicho antes Chandler parece que sólo es importante de Downtown hacia el sur. De resto no se
ve esfuerzos de nada. Se nota un descuido muy fuerte hacia el norte de Chandler. Hasta los
parking lots de las negocios están muy descuidados.

1/25/2023 9:39 AM

12 With the increasing population within the city, the public school maybe need to be expanded or
hire more teachers.

1/25/2023 9:37 AM

13 Excellent signage for the most part. 1/24/2023 4:08 PM

14 Too many apartment complexes. 1/24/2023 4:03 PM

15 More pickleball courts plear. You could add another court at La Paloma park; the one that is
there is often occupied. (ef. see extensive courts @ Gilbert reg Park.)

1/24/2023 3:57 PM

16 #12 I feel certain parks in the city could be approved with outdoor exercise equipment for use
by area seniors. #13 I'm not aware of efforts to educate. My neighborhood houses, cars with
flat tires or accident damage. It looks like a lawn maintenance business is housed in a single
family home. While their trucks are clean and neatly parked I don't feel it adds to the property
value of other homes in the area. I don't know what the does to educate me re. maintenance,
zoning, "codes." Perhaps a periodic article in the Chandler insert in Wednesdays paper would
help

1/24/2023 3:46 PM

17 Tumbleweed park good, yet could be made better with more activities, sports facilities such as
BMX track... as the Chandler BMX club is looking for a permanent and larger location currently
at the Queen and Fry RD. There is a rule or law that 15 days after an election all political signs
should be taken down by candidates. If they fail to do this, city workers can and should
remove them ASAP on city property... as its a visual blight. Good to have neighborhood
names on street signs to identity areas and promote pride of place.

1/24/2023 1:31 PM

18 It is important that the city maintains control of sightly properties. 1/24/2023 1:05 PM

19 Use parkers for concerts, movie nights, etc. Code enforcement- totally useless. Ordinances
passed are reckless and insulting! Never pass what cant be enforced.

1/24/2023 1:02 PM

20 Enforcement of property maintenance has been, at best, less than desirable. The parks are
nice but they do not offset the lack of property maintenance.

1/24/2023 12:47 PM

21 Code enforcement on streets, property and alleyways are not effective. Homeless pop. is still
noticeable, cars are going in wrong directions when parking, there's an excessive amt. of

1/24/2023 12:02 PM
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vehicles on residents' property, debris and over-grown shrubs, weeds in all our alleys,
homeless camping behind out homes in our alleys, drug dealings on our street corners, alleys
are pitch dark and dangerous.

22 Don't enforce laws. Homeless sleeping in parks drug deals and drug paraphernalia in parks.
Dont enforce codes. Stop avoiding the issue. You have seen photos and residents have told
you for years yet you have intentionally done nothing to clean or create safe neighborhoods.
Check your public emails.

1/24/2023 11:22 AM

23 Need attendance of families at parks- Stop using streets and yards and sidewalks for
playgrounds. Haven't seen any enforcement for over 12 years! Don't pass ordinance if you cant
code enforce.

1/24/2023 11:03 AM

24 City should install detector on every left turn lanes at the traffic lights. Now only the most 3
cars can go through instead of other city in the country has motion detector in the ground so
more than 3 cars can go through the green light.

1/13/2023 11:21 PM

25 We live in an HOA area where neither the HOA nor the City has effectively gotten neighbors to
pick their weeds-for years this has been going on. There’s debris and weeds littering Chandler
streets. I fill two bags with litter as I walk. It’s crazy. We don’t even have signs discouraging
littering. We have big city events but care isn’t taken to trim trees and pick weeds prior to
event. Our neighborhood city park is 20 plus years old and benches tables and trash
receptacles are rusty and falling apart. They need to be replaced.

1/13/2023 10:00 PM

26 There are a lot of areas that need cleaned up. Ally ways for sure. Alma School parking on the
front lawns and trash needs to stop

1/13/2023 3:25 PM

27 I have been a proud resident of CHD since 1989. I live adjacent to the Paseo Trail next to the
Bear Creek golf course, between Chandler Hts., and Riggs Rd. I cycle and walk along the trail
with my puppy twice DAILY. I AM THOROUGHLY DISAPPOINTED in the upkeep of what
could be the most beautiful mile along the entire trail, yet IT IS DESTROYED BY
MAINTENANCE VEHICLES!!! It is becoming very ghetto. The gravel is pushed into the mud
leaving tire marks! The vehicles drive off the pavement breaking the concrete barriers between
the grass and gravel. THERE IS NO REASON FOR VEHICLES TO BE OFF THE
PAVEMENT!!! REGARDLESS of the lawsuit by some asshole. The concrete is wide enough
for both maintenance vehicles and pedestrians and bikes!!! I invite any council member to
walk or cycle with me along this mile. Maintenance vehicles have even run over the new
shrubs planted last year. Thank you for allowing me to express. Sincerely, Gregg J. Popovec

1/13/2023 2:30 PM

28 New parks and park retrofits are excellent 1/13/2023 1:26 PM

29 K 1/13/2023 11:29 AM

30 I don’t know what all the city is doing to improve neighborhoods. I am aware that the city
council is against the section 8 housing at ocotillo & Arizona avenues. This shows me they are
concerned with issues of crowding, traffic, the crime that ALWAYS comes with section 8
housing. Then I heard they city is wanting to zone other areas in the city to accommodate this
type of housing. I hate to see our beautiful city become a city like Mesa or Phoenix where you
have to worry about high crime areas.

1/13/2023 11:03 AM

31 We need to improve Traditional neighborhoods by helping the residents who lack resources in
their area.

1/13/2023 9:58 AM

32 The 101 freeway by the Chandler mall seems to have become a raceway....and is increasingly
noisy. When I move here the freeway there was supposed to be underground not raised. Would
like to see more police enforcement of speeding here as well as noise abatement.

1/12/2023 1:26 PM

33 Snedigar Park is a disgrace. In bad condition and fields closed so often 1/12/2023 9:28 AM

34 I appreciate that the city is trying to fight against the high density housing proposal at Ocotillo
landing. Please keep fighting against this as it would be a huge strain on our community.

1/12/2023 9:18 AM

35 Smaller government is the key. The city touts private property owners rights when they want to
build a warehouse, but no rights concerning the neighbors.

1/12/2023 7:25 AM

36 For the love of god , please do some kind of enforcement on the noise restrictions for
fireworks. New Years Eve sounded like an urban war zone until 2:00 am.

1/11/2023 5:56 PM
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37 Neighborhood park is nicely maintained and street light bulbs are replaced pretty quickly. 1/11/2023 2:06 PM

38 Love the chandler app that allow city resident to report maintenance or repairs needs. Please
keep funding or expand the resource for the apps and the people who runs the service

1/11/2023 10:35 AM

39 However, do not be overzealous! We have a variety of people from around the world. No cookie
cutter neighborhoods. Help people. Don't hinder them in making their home and yards their
own.

1/11/2023 9:54 AM

40 Enjoy our neighborhoods - no complaints 1/10/2023 10:35 PM

41 Public transit is needed to improve quality of neighborhoods 1/10/2023 9:26 PM

42 We do grest in the thriving neighborhoods but do a poor job in those communities that have
always struggled on the side where Arizona meets Frye to Pecos. That neighborhood is an
example of where more could and should be done. Our homeless population is growing and we
need discussions and actions to support this community.

1/10/2023 12:35 PM

43 The only time the city is in the neighborhood is when they are contacted by residents. 1/10/2023 11:50 AM

44 I think there are many parks; I'm curious if there are enough in all neighborhoods with varying
income levels. I also am curious about why more parks don't have covered areas with more
shade -- either from trees or from other sources.

1/10/2023 9:53 AM

45 Parks are a real negative to moving to Chandler - no idea on the zoning and property
maintenance, no evidence of this in my area.

1/10/2023 9:33 AM

46 Andy Biggs and other politicians need to get their political signs down. 1/10/2023 8:21 AM

47 The city needs to do more to help residents deal with feral cats in the neighborhood. 1/10/2023 6:53 AM

48 I do not know enough about this topic to say one way or the other. 1/9/2023 6:58 PM

49 Too many apartment complexes and not enough parks and museums . 1/9/2023 5:20 PM

50 Chandler is only interested in improving the newer, higher income areas and has ignored the
older, more traditional neighborhoods not protected by HOAs.

1/9/2023 3:25 PM

51 You guys worry about the wrong thing. 1/9/2023 10:28 AM

52 I would like to see all light posts updated with new LED bulbs sooner than later 1/8/2023 2:13 PM

53 With the inflation, sky rocketing food prices & other factors have reduced many residents to
the point of having to pick what to pay. Maybe a Program of Community Service Workers
though the Justice Count could help.

1/7/2023 11:16 PM

54 More enforcement of keeping alleys and front yards cleaned up including weeds. 1/7/2023 10:54 PM

55 I have concerns when I read about allowing chickens bit not hiring more people to enforce
complaints. I'm guessing enforcement is spread thin.

1/7/2023 9:40 PM

56 Navarette Park has been getting in worse and worse shape since we moved to the
neighborhood two years ago. Since we moved here, both slides have been removed and were
never replaced, and there seems to be little effort to remove graffiti from the playground.
Additionally the swings are eroded by the sun and too hot to sit on for half the year. This is the
only public park we have within walking distance and I wish the city cared to maintain it.

1/7/2023 9:31 PM

57 Chandler has beautiful well taken care of neighborhoods 1/7/2023 8:49 PM

58 City does an excellent job staying connected and being open for feedback, even negative
feedback. Our parks and amenities are fabulous!!!!!! How the casino rolls out will be a definite
challenge to the City but I have faith the nearby residents will be accommodated as necessary
because City Council members live here too

1/7/2023 11:18 AM

59 Our family is very excited that the City is now allowing backyard chickens! Its seriously about
time! If anything, the code could be eased up. Our yards are small here, so the "coops must
be 5 ft from property lines" is pretty limiting. I can't see a reason why I can't have it against my
alley wall for example. Also, having it be shorter than my yard wall? Why? I can see other
structures in my neighbor yards. Why are chicken coops.seen as offensive? And 5 hens is
pretty modest. But glad its at least allowed now.

1/7/2023 7:25 AM

60 Provide additional signage and safety for bicycles on the roads. Enforce the current truck load 1/6/2023 5:53 PM
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limits within the city.

61 Exeter St. beside Gazelle meadows is terrible. It's unsafe to drive down the street. And I'm
afraid for the children that use the park. Remove the vehicles please.

1/6/2023 5:37 PM

62 We already have issues with taking a left turn from my community and city has given
permission for a dunkin donut to be built. The traffic is already so bad for the left turns that we
see cops helping vehicles with turns and moving in front of the church every weekend. Now
add a dunkin donuts to the this existing traffic makes it unsafe too

1/6/2023 3:32 PM

63 I have no personal direct information but my hope is that the City does a good job. 1/6/2023 12:10 PM

64 Because of the pressure on building housing it appears that many projects are rezoned and
approved. But future amendments and changes which different from those assured to
neighbors at the time of rezoning. The applications for changes to such builds are not brought
to neighborhood attention either. Further there appears to be certain zoning attorneys in the
City who have never been told no to rezoning.

1/6/2023 11:45 AM

65 The city is allowed more smoke shops and dispensary which puts in question the long term
quality of the city.

1/6/2023 11:39 AM

66 It seems we have less support in neighborhood issues 1/6/2023 12:01 AM

67 Put bathrooms in parks. Control ants better. 1/5/2023 4:32 PM

68 We need more parks with playing equipment geared towards kiddos/people with disabilities. 1
swing is not enough. There’s so many kids With special needs and the city is not meeting their
needs to make sure they are made part of this city.

1/5/2023 4:09 PM

69 Park infrastructure is fantastic especially veterans oasis in south chandler 1/5/2023 3:33 AM

70 Fireworks laws are not enforced or looked upon. 1/4/2023 8:36 PM

71 Lot of home code violations like sheds/ home additions built to close to fences, parking on
unimproved surfaces, camping trailers parked in driveways past edge of homes and many
more code violations.

1/4/2023 6:11 PM

72 We need more indoor options for kids to do during the summer time. Maybe indoor skate parks
or mentoring services kids can take advantage of. Kids tend to hang out at the mall because
there is nothing for them to do. In my neighborhood, the HOA cannot do anything about this
neighbor that has run down junk cars sitting on the street because they say it’s a public street
and the city has to do something about it. The neighborhood looks like a run down
neighborhood because of that. The fences on the main roads need to be replaced to nicer
fences as well. That would help make the city look better. The roads also need to be replaced.
Tempe did theirs why have we not done ours

1/4/2023 6:01 PM

73 Need more patrols for noise control and street parking in neighborhoods. 1/4/2023 3:44 PM

74 Mountain view Park landscape care could be improved. 1/4/2023 10:17 AM

75 the lack of code enforcement is astounding!! when I lived in Tempe, any time it rained and
weeds sprouted, city code enforcement was on it. In Chandler, the Woodglen neighborhood
specifically, every other house is disgusting, overgrown weeds, illegal parking of RVs/vehicles
in front yards, vegetation creeping over sidewalks, etc. It looks so run down and trashy! How
are these people NOT getting cited?!?!?!

1/4/2023 6:08 AM

76 I live in an older Chandler neighbrohood in North Chandler and our Orangetree Neighborhood
has been underserved by the Parks Department since it was subdivided and developed in
1979. We do not have a neighborhood park in our section of developed land.

1/3/2023 7:48 PM

77 I heard some new bulk housing community getting launched , which i think is going to bring
quality down

1/3/2023 6:43 PM

78 I feel that some of the rules set by Chandler are over reaching, also departments can't give
you straight answers on what's allowed and what isn't.

1/3/2023 12:54 PM

79 Why aren't we doing more to preserve older, non-HOA neighborhoods? The neighborhood
enhancement grant program for making improvements is complicated and does not provide
nearly enough funding to create meaningful change. $15,000 total funding is pitiful. Residents
should be able to submit concerns and ideas for improvements (e.g., brick wall repair, speed

1/3/2023 8:29 AM
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bumps, vehicle noise enforcement), which the city will then manage and fund. Most residents
aren't professional city managers, most residents don't have the connections or funding to
make these improvements - that responsibility should sit with the city.

80 Chandler is good over all but not all the areas are covered . Shops are very less example
Costco we need to travel min 20 to 30 mins , Walmart we have only in Az Avenue after 202 .
Should bring more shops in Riggs - Az Avenue

1/3/2023 6:25 AM

81 Zoning need to be looked into. Addition of industrial apartments or too many apartments
around the city would cause unrest in the community. Already getting to see some thefts and
law breaking incidents innthe area.

1/2/2023 10:13 PM

82 Something needs to be done in regards to signs,safety hazard 1/2/2023 8:55 PM

83 This year the city allowed Cox to dig up streets to install fiber optic infrastructure. This at a
time when cable is soon to be obsolete. Also the city permitted Cox to come on my property
unannounced and mark it up for digging. I felt invaded.

1/2/2023 7:02 PM

84 I don’t believe you care enough about family spaces around the city. 1/2/2023 4:26 PM

85 Would love to see more neighborhood involvement opportunities. Also opportunities to
incorporate public art and creativity into neighborhood spaces.

1/2/2023 4:18 PM

86 Property maintenance is sometimes very poor whether it be in private home communities or of
businesses.

1/2/2023 2:16 PM

87 The city has an opportunity to better enforce codes on rental properties and spaces. Maybe
due to dept staffing or execution of statutes, it seems that this is an area that the city falls
short.

1/2/2023 12:08 PM

88 Very concerned about low income housing proposed for county island NE of Ocotillo/AZ, direct
contradiction of city plan approved by voters

1/2/2023 10:44 AM

89 Please stop allowing fireworks in our neighborhoods. They frighten animals and can trigger
PTSD in war veterans.

1/2/2023 10:25 AM

90 More emphasis on block watch As crime rises due to economy 1/2/2023 10:18 AM

91 Speed not enforced around schools. Dangerous for children and residents. 1/2/2023 9:02 AM

92 The city is allowing these massive apartment complexes to keep being constructed on farm
land. These developments are overloading our schools and town areas.

1/2/2023 8:57 AM

93 The political signs are left up way too long. There should be a way to charge candidates for
their removal past the election.

1/2/2023 8:19 AM

94 My park, Arrowhead Meadows is no longer safe to walk thru in early hours of the morning or
night. It used to be a safe and secure place. But with the increase of population, it has
deteriorated with homeless people and vagrants. I guess that's the price to be paid when a city
strives to attract & encorage population growth.

1/1/2023 10:53 PM

95 An indoor heated pool should be added to the Tumbleweed center. We have none. 1/1/2023 2:28 PM

96 The city needs to allow signage warning about waterfowl around neighborhoods with water 1/1/2023 2:04 PM

97 Zoning is changed on a whim whenever it suits you. 12/31/2022 11:38 PM

98 Hunt Highway is becoming busier and noisier due to the new casino. There doesn’t seem to be
any control on weights. Also there will be considerable increase in traffic and noise once the
casino is open.

12/30/2022 2:59 PM

99 sign codes not being enforced for years 12/30/2022 11:34 AM

100 I notice that instances where park amenities are damaged, they are repaired or removed in a
timely manner. HOWEVER- I was really irritated when the street signs were all replaced just to
have pictures on them. I am 1000% sure that money could have been allotted for something
that needed more attention.

12/30/2022 11:00 AM

101 Neighbors want trees and scrubs on other people property. Parks should be place for parties
and loud music, not BACKYARDS.

12/30/2022 9:53 AM

102 No new HUD should be authorized. 12/30/2022 8:54 AM
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103 Please consider spending money to update city parks. Example Ryan Park is long overdue for
playground maintenance.

12/30/2022 8:45 AM

104 The city does a good job on this and should not be more invasive in peoples lives and
property.

12/30/2022 8:39 AM

105 Limited parks with far less beautification in Elliot Road areas. I wish the city code enforcers
would actually ticket non-compliant residences for campers and trailers parked in streets for
excessively long times, non-functioning vehicles parked on unimproved areas, eye-sores
above fences (permanent tent for extra storage and full car lift showing in my back yard),
plants overhanging sidewalks, etc. These are against code, but even when I have phoned in
complaints, there is little action. This devalues all our properties. Our neighborhoods are taken
advantage of because we don't have an association. Rental homes not taken care of--
excessive weeds in front yards for months, overflowing carports, broken branches not removed
for months, one rental has had as many as seven parked on the street, homes with 4 of 5 cars
parked in the front yard.

12/30/2022 8:00 AM

106 People should be able to work on their vehicles at their homes. Some houses are unkempt and
ignored, some are targeted. I’ve been it.

12/29/2022 10:49 PM

107 We need more restrictions on fireworks usage. 12/29/2022 8:31 PM

108 All these new apartment complexes are putting strain on our infrastructure. Traffic is mess,
crime is up and our grocery stores and schools are over crowded.

12/29/2022 8:20 PM

109 Flood irrigation causes breeding grounds for mosquitoes. Would be better to have sprinkler
systems to prevent a lot of standing water.

12/29/2022 7:26 PM

110 Please consider restrooms in bigger parks ( lock in Eve to prevent crime) 12/29/2022 3:23 PM

111 Rental properties, multi family are dirty and unkept. Garbage all over, piling up on street sides
for weeks.

12/29/2022 9:59 AM

112 Get the campaign signs down quicker 12/29/2022 9:15 AM

113 Your code enforcement office plays favorites and does not enforce the codes equally. 12/28/2022 4:51 PM

114 I don't think we have enough people enforcing weed control. My daughter lives in Tempe and if
her yard has ANY weeds, she gets cited. I believe our main streets look pretty good with
plants everywhere. Good job, Chandler.

12/28/2022 1:22 PM

115 More bicycle and pedestrian trails that are accessible and more connected in the city such as
can be found throughout Scottsdale.

12/28/2022 11:14 AM

116 Very disappointed recently when I felt citizen input at a neighborhood meeting was totally
ignored. We were of the mind the park would mostly be built by cutting paths through existing
trees. Instead, everything was mowed down and we ended up with acres of grass which will
use a lot of water and no shade.

12/28/2022 7:10 AM

117 We need more green space. Chandler is exploding in population, but we need to preserve more
land for parks and greenbelts to keep it a desirable place to live.

12/28/2022 6:19 AM

118 Chandler PD is quick to respond to issues. I feel like a lot of the parks are not kept up as well
as they are in nearby cities.

12/27/2022 10:34 PM

119 Thanks for doing this!!! 12/27/2022 10:22 PM

120 Again when it comes to north Chandler ,it is full of payday loans stores , thrift stores ,pawn
stores etc. Can’t you entice a better stores to open. I would love a Sprouts, Trader Joe’s
etc…..

12/27/2022 9:12 PM

121 I’m not seeing it around Frye, which is sad because those are the families that are outside
more often. I also have a hard time with building and apartments going up with 3 or more floors
and not nearly enough plant life to counter act the city heat effect of the buildings and parking
lots.

12/27/2022 7:48 PM

122 Our newly built neighborhood park is not at all close to what citizens at a meeting suggested
be built. Mostly it was supposed to be a hiking train cut through already existing vegetation
and trees. It is acres of grass, no shade, and uses tremendous amounts of water. Seems
citizen input was totally ignored.

12/27/2022 4:29 PM
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123 Tumbleweed Park has become a haven for drug dealers and homeless. I go to Gilbert parks for
a quality experience.

12/27/2022 3:18 PM

124 My block in north chandler (Dobson/Warner) has several house with old furniture, wood chips
and yards in need of basic maintenance. I don't believe you have provided any feedback to
these houses to clean up their yards.

12/27/2022 12:23 PM

125 I would really love to see a dog park in my neighborhood. A new park has opened up, but
would love to see at least a portion to have fenced area to let the pup run around. Other than
that, no complaints.

12/27/2022 11:53 AM

126 I believe strongly that some neighborhoods are prioritized over others depending on their
location. I also feel like the landscape services should maintain the tress in parks and other
areas better than they do. Like the school district, trees are ignored until the lose a branch,
split in half or die. There seems to be no pruning done to trees to proactively avoid the
breakages during storms.

12/26/2022 7:22 PM

127 In our neighborhood i do not see the city doing anything, would love to see more being done 12/26/2022 2:34 PM

128 City of Chandler is shrinking neighborhoods by road construction on every main street causing
traffic congestion and taking away valuable access into residential communities

12/26/2022 7:32 AM

129 We have unleashed dogs every day at Snedigar park. 12/25/2022 1:47 PM

130 Whenever I have called, they have gone out right away. Thank you 12/24/2022 9:26 PM

131 I do not mind paying higher taxes if we can police the streets to ensure property maintenance.
There are areas in Chandler that not maintained, and it is very disheartening.

12/24/2022 7:03 PM

132 You might be seeking feedback, re: neighborhood inspection process. No comments there.
However, City needs to demand from development community a "regional park" land
contribution - similar to Gilbert Regional Park. Area south of the 202 lacks sufficient public
playground, basketball, pickle ball amenities. Snedigar is fine; but aging and not sufficiently
diversified.

12/24/2022 11:40 AM

133 Need more lighting in all areas. Improve curbing on all roadways. Need more painting, lights,
curb recognition . . . Also, please provide necessary lighting (flashing lights, etc) on all stop
signs that are in highway and residential street areas (especially on Hunt Hiway and Gilbert Rd
intersection. Stop signs are not night lit enough. Poor!

12/23/2022 1:58 PM

134 I feel the city is allowing over building and this is putting a strain on city services and
increasing traffic through out the city.

12/23/2022 9:47 AM

135 Neighborhoods are very well set up for families but leaving any neighborhood in Chandler you
run into heavy traffic

12/23/2022 7:05 AM

136 When reporting an issue on the city web page there is no explanation on why some requests
are closed out without being addressed. Seems like the people that run it don't care. They were
better a few years ago,

12/23/2022 4:52 AM

137 Hunt Highway is a disaster, there is no enforcement of traffic laws and no enforcement of
weight limits. This was promised with the building of the casino by the mayor and nothing has
happened.

12/22/2022 5:14 PM

138 Doing nothing about large truck using Hunt Highway in violation of posted weight limits. 12/22/2022 4:16 PM

139 You do not enforce the rules. The trucks are on Hunt Rd. That are too heavy and making a
great deal of noise. Why have rules if they are not enforce. Just put a patrol on Hunt give
tickets to over weight trucks and speeding cars and you’ll see fewer laws broken.

12/22/2022 4:13 PM

140 Really!!!! 12/22/2022 3:34 PM

141 On the corner of Riggs and Gilbert, luxury apartments were supposed to be erected at that
location, but now it has been changed to affordable or low income housing

12/22/2022 3:22 PM

142 Chandler requires hoas. Seems to me that each neighborhood monitors its own areas,
sometimes it is difficult to get the city to respond.

12/22/2022 2:55 PM

143 Road between Lindsay and Riggs does not need to be widened. What a waste of the city
money. This will be a nightmare for the 55 and older community of Solera. Please do a traffic

12/22/2022 2:48 PM
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study to see if it is warranted.

144 Poorly,Your turning commercially zoned areas into residential I.e. Riggs & Gilbert.
Commercially zone should remain that!

12/22/2022 2:14 PM

145 Please enforce the speed and weight limits on Hunt Highway, the problem has become a
safety issue and it will escalate more so when the casino is open.

12/22/2022 2:02 PM

146 There is excessive oversized vehicle traffic along Riggs Road between Val Vista and Az
Avenue. With the Casino opening soon in the same area, I would like to see a larger police
presence to monitor the vehicular traffic

12/22/2022 1:59 PM

147 Noise on hunt highway and speeders 12/22/2022 1:42 PM

148 Hunt Highway, Gilbert Road and Riggs Road are increasingly dangerous due to increased
vehicles and fast speed. We can not safely cycle on these bike lanes.

12/22/2022 1:29 PM

149 Oversize trucks on Hunt Highway is a problem even with the posted signes. 12/22/2022 1:09 PM

150 I can't believe you zoned for chickens. I have friends and family who've had chickens in other
areas. Even on acreages. They are a ton of work to do it right. If people get chickens without
realizing that and they don't properly care for the chickens, we'll have a mess!

12/22/2022 12:50 PM

151 You have nothing out here in Southeast Chandler. No dog parks. No shopping or restaurants or
any amenities at all on Riggs Road from Cooper to Ellsworth and possibly even further. I’m
sure the city limit is in there somewhere. But everything south of Chandler Heights is
completely ignored. But lucky us—we’ll have a casino out here soon!

12/22/2022 12:29 PM

152 The city is not enforcing gross vehicle weight restrictions on Hunt Highway. Especially from
Gilbert road to Val Vista.

12/22/2022 12:23 PM

153 Allowing 5 chickens per household is ridiculous! The smell, the noise, attracting rodents,
etc.....that should be a sign of disaster. If people want chickens, move to where livestock is
zoned.

12/22/2022 12:16 PM

154 As a board member in my HOA we were able to use the City Waterwise program to reduce our
water consumption in the public spaces by 50%. I would like to see the same steps happen in
the public park spaces. Mostly it involved repairing leaks and smart meters. The irrigation
controls in the city park do not even have proper covers. Also I watched one light fall from rust
at the bottom. I believe the others are close. (Price Park).

12/22/2022 9:34 AM

155 The parks are well kept but do believe that some neighborhoods have debris/garbage and
abandoned cars is a major issue. The city needs to enforce the ordinances that are already in
place.

12/22/2022 8:53 AM

156 The neighborhood around chandler Blvd and McQueen is an eye sore 12/22/2022 8:52 AM

157 Wish political signs were removed quicker. 12/22/2022 8:45 AM

158 Many business properties have overgrown weeds. Small temporary signs popping up on every
corner or along streets that are advertising all kind of businesses or house flipping that are not
ever on that street.

12/21/2022 1:14 PM

159 No specific comments, but I believe that since I don't see signs of vandalism, graphiti that the
city must have adequate programs in place...

12/21/2022 10:23 AM

160 This is tough, I live on the southeast corner of alma school and Ray, there are city benches
put in there…no normal person wants to sit on a bench next to a busy street. Instead it bring in
homeless people to sleep or set up camp.

12/21/2022 8:26 AM

161 There are neighborhoods such as Clemente ranch that have been an eye site with corroding
common walls for years. Now this is happening in Carino estates (specifically around the walls
near the gated Lavista community) and the HOA is doing noting proactive to maintain these
walls. The city should make them do these areas asap.

12/21/2022 6:05 AM

162 Stucco on neighborhood fencing should be improved, cracks patched, some areas re- stucco
and painted.

12/20/2022 10:07 PM

163 Alleys seem to be poorly maintained by most neighborhoods. Seems they should be retired
from use and changed to bike/pedestrian corridors.

12/20/2022 2:01 PM
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164 Improve recycling programs, making it easier for businesses and complexes to provide
recycling options.

12/20/2022 11:42 AM

165 See comments about sidewalks. 12/20/2022 12:10 AM

166 Please continue to provide resources to enhance and repair the neighborhood/community
parks - play features, sports fields, landscape and trees.

12/19/2022 5:28 PM

167 No idea 12/19/2022 2:44 PM

168 Parks are great, but I do see a lot of park playground equipment that is filthy, broken or
unusable (and unsafe in some cases). Please dedicate some staff and funding to keeping park
playground equipment clean and usable.

12/19/2022 1:45 PM

169 Some new housing areas are too big. Traffic has increased so much due to the huge influx of
houses being built

12/19/2022 8:21 AM

170 We have 2 defunct cars on Maplewood and Villas lane. A storage container that comes and
stays for 1 yr and then comes back again. Hoarder has stuff piled behind it and in front of his
front door. City does nothing!

12/18/2022 3:03 PM

171 The city does not enforce parking regulations near schools. This usually decreases visibility,
making the area less safe.

12/18/2022 1:31 PM

172 The Landings project must be stopped. 12/18/2022 1:20 PM

173 Again, hold individuals accountable for their responsibilities especially associated with
foodborne illness and public safety . Avoid excessive regulatory burdens on cosmetic, non-
structural issues.

12/18/2022 12:48 PM

174 enforcing city by-laws helps 12/18/2022 10:40 AM

175 The city needs to be more proactive and not reactive in dealing with code both on residential
and commercial

12/18/2022 10:09 AM

176 I believe the older northern neighborhoods could use some park updates. Espee park is good
park on the north side of the city. Apache park needs pedestrian lights on western entrance it
is a public safety hazard.

12/18/2022 9:27 AM

177 Passing zoning that 99 of 100 adjacent neighbors oppose is not good government. Obviously
councel was not listening to the community in regards to Mountain view estates.

12/18/2022 9:09 AM

178 We need more pickle ball courts outside at parks. There are few places to play. 12/18/2022 8:46 AM

179 The blight surrounding downtown is embarrassing and concerning. 12/17/2022 4:59 PM

180 Neighborhoods are ignored if not affluent. Streets aren't kept up to the same level. 12/17/2022 4:55 PM

181 The city fails to provide healthy, safe, and enjoyable neighborhoods for many of the
communities in North and central Chandler. The department is highly funded and yet is
ineffective. I suggest reviewing the organization chart it appears there are a lot of management
positions and high level paid positions for the level of work performed. Additionally, the
department is making the trap neuter and release program more difficult to use rather than less
difficult to use by requiring more signatures from the residents to use the service. Clearly, it is
making it more difficult for residents to volunteer to decrease the population of cats by
requiring them to do more work and gathering signatures. The money goes from the city to the
vet, so it's not a matter of ensuring that there is no fraud involved. Proactive, consistent, and
strict code enforcement are the key to revitalizing neighborhoods. Additionally, creating
ordinances that will work and that can be enforced after five and on weekends. Failing to
enforce parking on unimproved surfaces is detrimental to the environment and should be taken
more seriously.

12/17/2022 2:10 PM

182 I'm not aware of specific "efforts to improve neighborhoods" so this could be a messaging
problem if work is being done. As for improving things; homelessness and pan handling has
increased as you're aware and working on; more needs to be done; I understand it is a wider
problem, but it leads to a diminished experience and ultimately will detract from quality of life;
code / law enforcement on corners needs to be enforced / upgraded; and colab with state /
other cities for redirection to treatment areas is needed. Frontage on 101 can not become a
living corridor. On these points; surronding downtown Chandler is a blight on the city; code

12/17/2022 9:21 AM
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upgrade / enforcement is needed to decrease the spiral of dilapidation / and business that
seems to cater / support a low standard.

183 You need to provide bathroomsin all the parks. Some parks don't have any. 12/17/2022 4:33 AM

184 Need to step up Neigborhood clean ups and enforcement of abandon cars. Also dogs need to
be on a leash

12/16/2022 9:51 PM

185 Too many multistory buildings are going up in my neighborhood. I am not a big fan of that. 12/16/2022 8:49 PM

186 Pima Park needs some attention. The paths are falling apart or have too many bumps/cracks.
There also needs to be a trash can near all the dog bag stations. People pick up after their dog
then leave it on the ground as there isn't a trash can nearby. There is too much trash around.

12/16/2022 8:32 PM

187 I feel the city is doing enough so far as zoning and property maintenance enforcement, and
should probably do less. Neighborhoods should not be frozen or made static with too rigid of
code enforcement.

12/16/2022 7:02 PM

188 I would like the city to make the evaporstive pond at Chandler Heights Rd and Gilbert into a
walking park around the pond.

12/16/2022 6:28 PM

189 Code Enforcement team 12/16/2022 6:25 PM

190 My previous neighborhood did not have a park at all. My current neighborhood has an HOA
park where nobody is able or willing to enforce dog leash laws. There are still temporary signs
at the strip mall on Kyrene & Ray.

12/16/2022 3:57 PM

191 My 1# priority more opportunites for the marginalized. Dont want Chandler to turn to NIMBY-
ism.

12/16/2022 1:16 PM

192 Great new parks 12/16/2022 6:51 AM

193 The dollar tree moved i to an old walgreens on SE corner on Mcqueen and Riggs not keeping
the grounds or parking lot clean and the grounds always looks bad

12/15/2022 6:10 PM

194 I don't see any improvements being made. The only improvements I have seen have been
several very expensive signs erected in west Chandler, and the only purpose of these signs is
to inform people they are in West Chandler! What council member's brain child was this? I
want to know how much money was wasted with this project. There are multiple signs, less
than a half mile from each other informing people....they are STILL in WEST Chandler. People
do not want their money spent on this; they want their money going to roads, education,
infrastructure, the library, etc...The majority of people have some kind of smart device they
use while driving and this tells them where to go. The least of their priorities is understanding
whether they are in East or West chandler. To add insult to injury, when you drive by them at
night they aren't even lite.

12/15/2022 3:48 PM

195 Seems to be less monitoring in more established neighborhoods- for example, in 85225, we
see tons of stray cats, hoarding situations, unkemp dirt lawns and the monitoring seems
unbalanced

12/15/2022 12:29 PM

196 This area is under budget for a immediate responses requiring action. The quicker action is
taken the more serious the offender will respond.

12/15/2022 11:17 AM

197 It is necessary to make the public parks safer for families with children, there should be no
homeless people in downtown parks

12/15/2022 6:24 AM

198 I have always loved Chandler parks. I have read on a Chandler Facebook neighborhood site
that some moms were complaining because a new smaller park was built without restrooms. I
know that some of the parks are just smaller or mainly just retention basins for when it rains,
but if there is a playground installed, there probably should be a restroom, too.

12/14/2022 6:43 AM

199 Across from 401 N. Cottonwood there is a mailbox in front of the park. Cars drive on the wrong
side of the road to park in front of the mailbox. Car come around the corner off of Hulet and
almost go head on with these wrong way drivers. This is dangerous to on coming traffic and to
pedestrians who walk to the park. The city needs to have the mailbox moved or place some
type of traffic control device to stop these wrong way drivers.

12/14/2022 6:26 AM

200 Honestly, it’s kinda “hit and miss” in Chandler. It seems we have wonderful areas and then
again not. I don’t have an answer but keeping a close eye on the areas in need is foremost.

12/13/2022 4:09 PM
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201 if it wasn't for HOAs nothing would look nice 12/13/2022 3:07 PM

202 Gilbert regional park is focused by many public, tumble weed is there but we need to revamp a
new park Or the existing park. When friends want to meet all want to go to the Regional park.
What is Chandler doing to refresh our parks.

12/13/2022 8:54 AM

203 Putting giant Amazon warehouses right next to neighborhoods is reckless and unsafe. Why not
more small businesses or eateries or cafes that are convenient to walk/bike to from
neighborhoods? Would be nice to be able to stroll or bike somewhere than have to constantly
get in our car to drive anywhere.

12/12/2022 8:37 PM

204 I feel the cost of the West Chandler signs was egregious. They look like they were designed in
2000. Do they light up? If so, it’s sad that they haven’t been coming on and no one has
noticed/reported it…probably because no one cares. Tempe installed some very nice, yet
basic signs that will be easy to replace over the coming years. Noting how many accidents
occur at the intersections of installation, I wonder about the cost of maintaining/replacing when
they are damaged. To be effective, they at least should have been doulble sided.

12/12/2022 3:01 PM

205 We have a property in our community that is continually charged with failure to maintain their
yard and the pool in their backyard is empty except for the deep end.

12/12/2022 12:51 PM

206 All recent and noticeable improvements have only been made in the south of chandler. Uptown
Chandler has not seen any of the improvements made to neighborhoods, especially between
Chandler Blvd. and Warner on Arizona Avenue.

12/12/2022 11:04 AM

207 No chickens 12/12/2022 9:30 AM

208 The art installations ( electrical boxes painted etc) really brighten up otherwise dull areas. 12/12/2022 8:37 AM

209 Please continue to focus attention in the older parts of Chandler so that the streets AND alleys
are maintained, or improved. City of chandler also really needs to work on improving the
unsightly old telephone wiring that runs via the alleys in the older part of town. Very unsightly
when people are visiting the downtown area

12/11/2022 8:20 PM

210 New construction shows the focus of the city turning our last remaining vacant land into
overcrowded units.

12/11/2022 9:56 AM

211 Zoning and maintenance can improve in regards to street parking and speed limit on Exeter st
and Erie

12/11/2022 9:14 AM

212 No personal experience, but everything looks great to me. 12/11/2022 7:18 AM

213 Pueblo Viejo is in a food, green space, healthcare, and mass transit desert. We need shade
trees and grass. A grocery store and a pharmacy within walking distance. We choose to live
downtown, not in suburbia with a car attached to us. Make it possible for us to walk our
errands.

12/11/2022 7:16 AM

214 Crime rate is rising and expanding to South of 202. Please make sure parks don't become
active drug or gang areas. It would destroy Chandler family places

12/11/2022 4:45 AM

215 Takes graffiti off immediately!! Thank you!! 12/11/2022 12:24 AM

216 Too many apartments are being built without adding any parks, grocery stores, retail stores 12/10/2022 7:56 PM

217 My information suggests that single family homes were the focus as far back as 2006,
however I’m seeing more multi-family projects on the horizon. I’m not confident about the
City’s plans of integration of these projects into the community given the current affordable
housing focus.

12/10/2022 4:51 PM

218 We need more parks , basketball courts Volleyball in our parks. We need less apartments !
What is Chandler doing about throwing up so many apartments. It’s ridiculous.

12/9/2022 2:40 PM

219 The parks are great but I feel like Gilbert parks are investing more (Gilbert regional is so much
fun!) desert breeze is great but the extra amenities are tired and worn

12/9/2022 11:43 AM

220 It has not been consistent. Would like to ensure it is not too burdensome on residents 12/8/2022 10:29 PM

221 Sometimes too much and other times too little. Why do citizen need to report these problems
when the City of Chandler has inspectors driving around.

12/8/2022 9:50 PM

222 I would like you to please put a traffic light on the s street cooper rd and frye rd it would be a 12/8/2022 6:32 PM
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great help for the students who attend the school and a safer crossing to the new and very
nice park

223 I frequent parks in the Chandler area dog parks included for the most part these areas are
taken care of except that some need light poles they have the base and the wire feed but the
poles at the base have rusted away and not replaced years now. I also believe that Parks
should be closed at 8:00 so no shenanigans is going on and I think Chandler can add on the
need for people to not have in their vehicles parked all over their front yards and alleyways
prohibiting through traffic.

12/8/2022 12:56 PM

224 Would love it if the people running businesses from home with multiple vehicles would park off
street. Wow you guys caught me in a grumpy mood today.

12/8/2022 12:27 PM

225 Your enforcement officer is on the take. 12/8/2022 12:06 PM

226 Large bulk pickup restrictions are harmful fuel… only 2 per year just isn’t enough. 12/8/2022 8:49 AM

227 The city should be proactive and not just respond to citizen complaints. 12/8/2022 7:56 AM

228 The quality of Park services is not near the level you convey. Living near harder Park it's
generally unkept and I've called complaining a number of times over the years to get old
growth removed. Park service representatives are generally lazy...sitting around in trucks
drinking coffee while obvious maintenance is clearly right in front of them. They just ignore it

12/8/2022 7:38 AM

229 The park that was supposed to be built by Basha high has been waiting for 10 years. Please
build it. Also please limit pool access at mesquite groves to only Chandler residents. It’s
annoying to go there and not be able to get in and most people in line are not from Chandler.
Where I grew up, non city residents had to pay 4x the amount to get in. If non residents want
to use our services, make them pay for it.

12/8/2022 6:34 AM

230 I think having a lot of lighting at parks, making it very safe for families and everyone to enjoy a
park is very important.

12/8/2022 6:03 AM

231 Not enough policing of remote fields at Snedigar park. Lots of late night activity, even cars,
pick ups driving on the fields. Never see law enforcement in the parking lot at night.

12/8/2022 12:28 AM

232 A lot of code violations and faded signs throughout town. 12/7/2022 8:37 PM

233 It used to be a great deal better at making rounds in my neighborhood. There are a few homes
that look abandoned and at least one is literally falling apart. Also, the Allie’s and areas around
the railroad tracks could use some maintenance. Weeds and trash seem so much more
prominent these days.

12/7/2022 6:59 PM

234 More and more crime rates, lots of speeder where no police around, we’ve seen police
stationing/hiding at area where there are less traffic,(Cooper/Queen creek) they should be at
area where it’s busy.

12/7/2022 6:38 PM

235 Make parks more handicap accessible for children with disabilities. Specifically, Install
playground equipment that is suited for disabled children

12/7/2022 5:41 PM

236 Clean up the parks. We have too many homeless...unsafe facility....and we need more lights to
increase our safety!

12/7/2022 4:41 PM

237 ? 12/7/2022 11:58 AM

238 need more off leash dog parks scattered throughout the city 12/7/2022 10:23 AM

239 City does a good job. Please don’t allow the Landings at Ocotillo project. Not good for the area
at all.

12/6/2022 10:59 PM

240 We are avid city parks visitors and have noticed a disturbing trend with restrooms being
trashed/vandalized or closed because of vandalization. As a mom of young kids, having a safe
and functional bathroom at a park is vital. I would love to see improvement in this specific
area.

12/6/2022 9:30 PM

241 We are worried about rezoning of area near ocotillo road 12/6/2022 9:30 PM

242 I don’t see any education in this area occurring. I appreciate the gentrification that is occurring
in the older neighborhoods.

12/6/2022 8:32 PM

243 North an east Chandler need more “anchor” shopping and entertainment areas. Too much 12/6/2022 8:03 PM
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industrial and undesirable or vacant strip malls in this area.

244 Unfortunately I live in a condo and face Kyrene- the new “ Indy 500 speedway” sick of listening
to the loud “ race” card at all hours! Put speed bumps on the road between Frye and Gil’s
Springs Rd

12/6/2022 6:34 PM

245 The downtown could use a nice green belt maybe behind the apartments going up on Boston 12/6/2022 5:43 PM

246 Snedigar park needs some work 12/6/2022 5:05 PM

247 -The city needs to keep homless people and drug users away from our public parks. I have
noticed a severe increase. There are always people sleeping at my neighborhood Chandler-
managed park. Broken glass, used needles and makeshift smoking devices etc around the
childerens play ground.

12/6/2022 5:05 PM

248 Code enforcement works on a call basis but does nothing about what they see while driving
around.

12/6/2022 4:57 PM

249 We live across the street from a City park and it seems well utilized. 12/6/2022 4:12 PM

250 Chandler should provide “dump like”. Trash pick ups even if only twice a year. 12/6/2022 4:06 PM

251 We could use better water facilities at paseo Vista dog park 12/6/2022 10:36 AM

252 the city has 4 youth baseball leagues and 1 youth softball league doing great things for the
city. However, when you add in the additional youth baseball teams serving our youth, we lack
enough baseball and softball fields. It would be a good investment to partner with more schools
(like Bogle and Andersen Junior High) to add lights to existing fields to grow available
infrastructure.

12/6/2022 10:06 AM

253 As a former youth baseball coach I see an unbalanced care for some city parks versus others.
Since I don't know the entire situation behind budget allocation I won't speculate however, the
optics seem to point to neighborhood affluence or lack thereof.

12/6/2022 8:34 AM

254 As residents, we shouldn’t have to call in for City code violations and city employees ignoring
them. It’s only looked in to once we file a complaint instead of city employees taking note of
the problem once they see it.

12/6/2022 7:28 AM

255 I'm slightly concerned about increased petty crimes and traffic violations in some part of the
city.

12/6/2022 7:01 AM

256 Traffic speeds needs to be enforced better. Way too fast with people driving on East/West
Boulevards during afternoon rush hours to avoid 202.

12/6/2022 6:43 AM

257 City does a good job to beautify and to keep Chandler clean. 12/6/2022 6:31 AM

258 The city has allowed the trailer park owners for years to price gauge the renters for mobile
homes that are not up to code and wouldn’t pass city inspections. One burned down last year
and there was no water source close enough which made it burn all the way. This is not
acceptable. The fix was the city out a wood fence to block it out from the AZ Ave view of
those driving downtown chandler. Do better by these families.

12/6/2022 6:01 AM

259 Maintain Storm Water Retention Basin better, Basins are filling up with dirt and dust runoff from
rain, over a 12" in the last 30 year, reducing here ability to hold 500 year flood, risk of flooding
in Chandler homes. Maintain tree in basins better, horrible tree pruning.

12/6/2022 2:31 AM

260 More public art, more quality landscaping more sidewalks 12/5/2022 9:29 PM

261 Could be better in certain neighborhoods 12/5/2022 7:45 PM

262 Could network better for underserved homeless to get a plan to get them off the streets, could
community service projects give them purpose.. like incentives to clean up where they live

12/5/2022 7:42 PM

263 Nothing is being done about the parking, crime, or dumping around the lilac apartments.
Located by Galveston and McQueen.

12/5/2022 6:56 PM

264 Vacant lots and non HOA areas are overgrown and make our city ugly. Also allowing chickens
in our city is opening a door for neighborhood arguments and issues. Every home that has
chickens will get a rooster just because they want more eggs. In the summer those said
chickens will die in the heat and the smell will be horrific. Big mistake allowing chickens in
residential neighborhoods

12/5/2022 6:54 PM
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265 Diversity and Innovation in our zoning is needed, from very homogenous architecture to new
unique expressions to emerge. For example: can a neighborhood reimagine itself as
Regenerative Living hub with Chicken and Roosters, Bunny running around? Could community,
around a park, currently relying on city to coordinate maintainenace of park, reclaim meaning
of owning a local resource in a fundamental way, that allows them to develop pride for their
Super Block and Neighborhood asset for new forms of Events, Festivals they could create to
draw people from other parts of city and thus propelling drive for local circular economy.

12/5/2022 6:13 PM

266 Enforce the rules on signs and banners on businesses. Looks like a carnival is coming to town
at Riggs and McQueen tire store.

12/5/2022 6:07 PM

267 The library Story Walk at Desert Breeze is great! 12/5/2022 12:25 PM

268 I think that zoning in Chandler is strange compared to when I lived in another state. That said,
I like that there are more work-play-live neighborhoods than there were when I moved here.

12/5/2022 11:50 AM

269 I’d love to see an increase in resources and mental health support that isn’t always best for for
Law Enforcement implementation.

12/5/2022 11:35 AM

270 Some parks need serious maintenance. Mowing grass on occasion is only the first step. Have
someone audit all parks from aesthetic, total maintenance, and safety perspectives.

12/5/2022 8:32 AM

271 Too much noise in south chandler from helicopters at the airport! 12/4/2022 6:53 PM

272 Sidewalks should be wide enough for bikes, scooters, etc. And they should be straight. The
city should provide more amenities for non-motorists.

12/4/2022 5:55 PM

273 Please please please put bathrooms at public parks. When kids need to use the toilet, they
cannot wait two or three blocks to go at home.

12/4/2022 5:32 PM

274 Some of the parks are filthy and run down. They aren’t well cared for. As a City employee, I’m
aware that some parks have a high drug use and drug paraphernalia has been found.

12/4/2022 1:02 PM

275 Something needs to be done about signs in public right aways,they are to big and allowed to
be up to long,they are a hazard to people and traffic

12/4/2022 12:24 PM

276 I think permanent parking in the streets should be against the law. makes communities look
trashy.

12/4/2022 11:51 AM

277 We need a better splash pad and safer cleaner parks 12/4/2022 11:01 AM

278 No chickens 12/1/2022 8:03 PM

279 I got a notification about something that wasn’t my fault, it was my neighbors. More
investigation was needed prior to handing out the notice.

12/1/2022 7:06 PM

280 Please provide dog waste disposal bags at the parks. The bins at Tumbleweed are empty or
have a few bags that mice have chewed on. The grocery bag recycling is a nice idea but not
realistic. We need poop bag stations.

11/30/2022 7:44 PM

281 love the quality and quantity of parks in Chandler. 11/30/2022 3:48 PM

282 Folley parks has a lot of holes in softball fields 11/30/2022 2:47 PM

283 No complaints here. 11/30/2022 12:31 PM

284 The newest park does not have bathrooms. This is unacceptable for visitors and for the
unhoused. Where are they supposed to use bathrooms? Being more cautious of working with
developers that are raising the cost of living in Chandler making it completely unaffordable to
the average working person.

11/30/2022 11:22 AM

285 I live in the Traditions East neighborhood (non HOA) and continually see vehicles parked on
the sidewalk, basketball hoops on the sidewalk/street, weeds in the front yards, household
trash (i.e. furniture, boxes, etc.) in yards, etc. There are a lot of vehicles speeding through the
neighborhood and blasting their stereos (more of a Police issue, I know, but they could
definitely issue a lot of citations in the neighborhood for speeding alone).

11/30/2022 9:56 AM

286 We need more neighborhood parks like north homestead. That are inclusive and thoughtful.
However, we really need bathrooms!!!! Remember when your kids were little and how
challenging it is if one kid has to use the bathroom and the entire family has to leave the park.

11/30/2022 9:43 AM
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287 The city code enforcement team should not wait for complaints - they should go out and look
for problems

11/30/2022 9:36 AM

288 Invest in North 202 parks. San Marcos park is my neighborhood park and needs amenities like
parks in more affluent neighborhoods

11/30/2022 9:25 AM

289 So many people leaving behind dog poop 11/29/2022 9:58 PM

290 I do not want low income housing on Arizona near Hamilton school. That will change quality of
life in the area.

11/29/2022 9:47 PM

291 We need more green spaces and parks in the south part of the city. 11/29/2022 8:47 PM

292 Great job 11/29/2022 8:00 PM

293 Need to improve signage due to various age drivers in the area. More speed bump, stop sign
at 4 way, etc

11/29/2022 7:25 PM

294 Lately we have to many low income housing popping up in South Chandler, keep low income in
low income areas please.

11/29/2022 7:23 PM

295 Many Chandler neighborhoods are in need of physical improvement. 11/29/2022 7:04 PM

296 We need a couple of spied bumps in our neighborhood, however the requirements and
expenses is much ! I feel that could be handled better.

11/29/2022 6:39 PM

297 Sometimes the city is heavy-handed toward people who are not maintaining their property due
to health or finances. Other times, lazy people need a kick. It is a hard balance and needs to
be considered individually.

11/29/2022 5:36 PM

298 I have no relevant feedback for in this area. 11/29/2022 5:00 PM

299 Northwest Chandler is getting more and more run down. Hardly any street sweeping or code
enforcements.

11/29/2022 3:49 PM

300 Some areas need trees trimmed from street signs. The rebates department for landscaping
seems a bit confusing.

11/29/2022 3:32 PM
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Q18 How strongly do you agree with the following statement: The City
provides quality recreational amenities that allow for outdoor and indoor

activities.
Answered: 1,126 Skipped: 184

23.98%
270

49.02%
552

19.98%
225

5.95%
67

1.07%
12 1,126 2.11

Strongly AgreeStrongly Agree  Strongly Agree

AgreeAgree  Agree

NeutralNeutral  Neutral

DisagreeDisagree  Disagree

Strongly DisagreeStrongly Disagree  Strongly Disagree

STRONGLY
AGREE

AGREE NEUTRAL DISAGREE STRONGLY
DISAGREE

TOTAL WEIGHTED
AVERAGE

(no
label)
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Q19 Please provide any comments related to how the City is doing in its
efforts to improve Quality of Life

Answered: 238 Skipped: 1,072

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Original: Where? There is little information about it. Translated: En donde? Hay poca
información al respecto.

1/25/2023 1:39 PM

2 Translated: Provide more places and enough playing fields Original: 提供更多地方，有足夠打
球場地

1/25/2023 1:37 PM

3 Translated: Provide more places to play Original: 提供更多地方打球場地 1/25/2023 1:35 PM

4 Translated: Few public places to entertain. There are no public swimming pools. Original:
Povos lugares publicos para amenitar .no hay piscinas publicas .

1/25/2023 1:22 PM

5 Translated: More surveillance in parks, Caring and maintenance on various things Original:
Más vigilancia en parques, Cuidar y mantenimiento en diversas cosas

1/25/2023 1:14 PM

6 Translated: I think that in that aspect it would be good to have more trees that give more fresh
air Original: Creo que en ese aspecto sería bueno tener más árboles que den más aire fresco

1/25/2023 1:12 PM

7 Translated: They're not doing enough Original: No están asiendo lo suficiente 1/25/2023 1:08 PM

8 Translated: They don't do enough Original: No hacen lo suficiente 1/25/2023 11:23 AM

9 Translated: They are doing nothing Original: No están asiendo nada 1/25/2023 11:12 AM

10 Translated: They're not doing enough Original: No están asiendo lo suficiente 1/25/2023 10:04 AM

11 Translated: I would like to see more cleaning and better maintenance in the existing parks.
Original: Me gustaría ver más limpieza y mejor mantenimiento en los parques existentes.

1/25/2023 9:39 AM

12 It's very good that the city held/organize all kinds of celebrations and gatherings with different
cultures. Because summer is very hot, looking forward to more summer camps and more
indoor activities during the summer, so the local teenagers can stay home for the summer.

1/25/2023 9:37 AM

13 For example, CCC can have more PingPong activities, have it open few extra nights, it's good
for people who works so they would have time to participate after they get off work.

1/25/2023 9:11 AM

14 Great parks and recreational facilities. 1/24/2023 4:08 PM

15 Please continue to expand the park system (a major park near Mequite Groves AC would be
wonderful). Also, we need more bike paths that are not on our dangerous roadways (please see
Cherry Creek Trail system in Denver, CO as an example).

1/24/2023 3:57 PM

16 Tumbleweed and Sr/ Community Center offer a good variety of indoor activities. Outdoor
activities are available via break time. I'm not aware of any "free" regular activities available for
seniors. would be nice to have small walking paths w/ exercise equipment outside for
adults/seniors to use (at no additional cost).

1/24/2023 3:46 PM

17 Would like *Sunday* yoga classes at Tumbleweed Rec ctr. Thats the only free day for many
mothers. More musical events would be welcome. Classical chamber musicians at the
downtown library. For example in the front corner with window walls by the book sale area.

1/24/2023 1:31 PM

18 City is doing a very good job maintaining quality of life. 1/24/2023 1:05 PM

19 Bowling, skating, concert areas should be part of parks! Family functional. Quality of life is not
a High Rise, multi-level income, improving ones life style.

1/24/2023 1:02 PM

20 Overall the city is doing fairly well in improving quality of life. 1/24/2023 12:47 PM

21 Pretty good, Crayola at mall, outdoor pool in neighborhoods, softball, baseball, Tumbleweed
Park w/ it's activities, indoor climbing, trampoline, after-school learning centers. But failing in

1/24/2023 12:02 PM
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improving safety and elimination of blight and inherent disrespect on part of too many
homeowners who, "just do not care" about their property, home, neighbors, neighborhood,
safety and comfort. Most strongly maybe a direct result of short-term, multi-renters per
dwelling situations all around in Chandler!

22 Scattered activities are never good- varied act's from park to park- Stop blighting traditional
residential neighborhoods.

1/24/2023 11:03 AM

23 The City should allow more room for playing pingpong at senior center. Now only allow 1 room
for players. Sometime the room next is available but allow to use it.

1/13/2023 11:21 PM

24 Tumbleweed Rex center is very nice as is Paseo Trails. Prior to family bike day, would be nice
if park people cleaned sidewalks and trimmed trees so as to allow safer ride etc.

1/13/2023 10:00 PM

25 more table tennis and pickleball 1/13/2023 6:49 PM

26 Play table tennis in TRC 1/13/2023 5:05 PM

27 Parks and 1/13/2023 3:25 PM

28 Chandler is a very progressive community. I enjoy the opportunity to attend festivals, and
events such as Woof Fest. I enjoy the opportunity to visit with and be educated by the Police
Dept. Chandler PD rocks!!! ALWAYS polite and willing to visit.

1/13/2023 2:30 PM

29 More quality recreational amenities that allow for outdoor and indoor activities. 1/13/2023 1:56 PM

30 To invest more funding on diversified culture environment, including sports and recreations. 1/13/2023 1:44 PM

31 A dedicated facility for table tennis players. There have been many facilities for tennis players,
basketball players etc. Yet there are none for table tennis players.

1/13/2023 1:29 PM

32 The City bureaucracy is too stuck in the traditional ways and pays little attention to maximizing
use of recreational facilities.

1/13/2023 1:26 PM

33 More opportunities for seniors to participate in activities like Ping Pong that helps counter the
onset of dementia and Alzheimer's.

1/13/2023 11:29 AM

34 The community arts offering is lagging behind what it should be for the size of the city,
especially for adults. A majority of the classes are painting/drawing, there's almost nothing for
ceramics, flame/glass working, wood working, etc. These would be a wonderful addition for
activities in the summer as well. The offerings have been so limited that unfortunately I never
look to Chandler anymore, and only Mesa's class offerings. I'd love to support my city!

1/12/2023 7:01 PM

35 Snedigar soccer fields are always dangerously full of holes and the grass is never properly
grown. The maintenance on these fields needs to be improved.

1/12/2023 9:18 AM

36 Too much investment in law enforcement and not enough in other areas 1/12/2023 5:53 AM

37 Consider moving forward on park north of Basha High School 1/11/2023 5:18 PM

38 I’m new to North Chandler and my neighborhood seems safe but the blue light Security
cameras in various parking lots around here make me feel uneasy. I moved from Gilbert so
there is that…hazard of living in a big house and having to downsize during divorce in the
middle of a stupid real estate market just over a year ago (2021) so I’m still getting used to
Chandler / this area. If you could shorten the light at Summit Ave & Elliott that would be great.

1/11/2023 2:06 PM

39 The city’s pools focus too much for children. Golden hours like in evenings are reserved
mostly for kid’s classes. Older adults only has summer hours during the hot day. Perhaps
create more shapes around the pool so adult can enjoy the pool in a hot summer or opening
evening pool hours for adults so people who work during the day can enjoy pool after work.or
cut down hours during the hot day and extend hours in evenings.

1/11/2023 10:35 AM

40 I love the parks like Desert Breeze that have safe and fun outdoor activities for the kids (away
from video games)

1/11/2023 1:20 AM

41 We’ve used the city’s TRC many times and sign the kids up for many classes. All are great
and appreciated!

1/10/2023 10:35 PM

42 Yes, if you live in South Chandler. 1/10/2023 11:50 AM

43 Funding for arts and cultural amenities is vital to a city's heart. 1/10/2023 11:17 AM
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44 There is a huge opportunity to "brighten" amenities. More art, more color (lots of tan and
brown); more entertainment programming that is executed well and is inclusive of
communities. There seems to be a lot of unused space that could be utilized for pop-up
entertainment activities from music to dance.

1/10/2023 9:53 AM

45 City is big on downtown parties and ostrich festivals - the recreation and hospitality - I want to
see the day to day fixing of streets, park, blight, safety - not splashy and not as fun - but
NEEDED

1/10/2023 9:33 AM

46 In general, I feel that my quality of life in Chandler is awesome. However, I'm surprised that a
city the size of Chandler does not have an entertainment venue that will accommodate
Broadway shows or multi week events.

1/10/2023 9:04 AM

47 The arts are vibrant and wish we had more theatre and or Broadway shows. 1/10/2023 8:57 AM

48 Chandler is awesome place to live . 1/10/2023 8:21 AM

49 Not great. The City seems pretty set to turn Chandler into Tolleson 2.0. 1/10/2023 7:07 AM

50 Older parks need to be upgraded. 1/10/2023 6:53 AM

51 need more affordable housing options- younger people can't afford most housing options here,
making the city to be more focused on older and people with more resources only... leads to a
less diverse community

1/9/2023 8:44 PM

52 Tumbleweed Recreation Center is a great facility. I have used the facilities, worked with a
trainer, and enjoyed events there. This is a great facility that should be kept up and enhanced.

1/9/2023 6:58 PM

53 Not enough. Stop building so many apartment complexes and buildings Build more parks ,
museums , outdoor lakes

1/9/2023 5:20 PM

54 The arts and crafts offerings from Parks and Recreations need to be significantly expanded,
and the Mesa Arts Center could be a great role model here. Both the amounts of offered
sections (days/times) of each class, as well of the types of classes need to be increased to be
more accessible and appealing to Chandler residents. I would love to see more classes at
times that are convenient for those of us with M-F 9-5 work schedules, and I would personally
love to see more ceramics and glass art oriented classes available. Potential instructors are
out there if the city is willing to put in the time to find them, and the money to keep them! This
is my number one recommendation to Chandler to improve quality of life for residents!

1/8/2023 10:20 PM

55 Parks and rec is very well taken care of 1/7/2023 8:49 PM

56 Veterans Oasis Park is a gem! Please always keep it that way. Tumbleweed Rec Center is a
gem too!

1/7/2023 11:18 AM

57 Allowing chickens is improving my quality of life. We appreciate that for sure. We would.love to
see more outdoor community events being supported.

1/7/2023 7:25 AM

58 Need to better promote recreational activities, especial for seniors 1/6/2023 5:53 PM

59 The City should stop trying to catch up with other Cities with rapid growth because there are
decisions made in the pressure of the moment which will affect quality of life down the road.
The city needs to ensure that while certain areas have high density housing, there has to also
have areas dedicated to single family homes because that’s the ultimate goal of a hardworking
chandler resident - to own their single family unit.

1/6/2023 11:45 AM

60 Love the Chandler free day at the Ostrich Festival. We wish we could get more information on
Chandler events!

1/6/2023 12:01 AM

61 We need more parks with playing equipment geared towards kiddos/people with disabilities. 1
swing is not enough. There’s so many kids With special needs and the city is not meeting their
needs to make sure they are made part of this city.

1/5/2023 4:09 PM

62 Long time resident and I’ve watched the city grow while also maintaining its heritage Education
Classes are available and affordable Parks are well maintained and safe Libraries are
convenient

1/5/2023 3:33 AM

63 Walking trails that connect parks could be better 1/4/2023 8:00 PM

64 Again, we need more indoor buildings that is a safe place for kids to go and get out of the heat
and hang out. It would create more jobs for kids and keep them out of trouble

1/4/2023 6:01 PM
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65 The Summer Concert Series is a great family-togetherness opportunity. Veteran's Oasis is a
perfect venue; however, it would be great if there could be some concerts in west Chandler, as
well.

1/4/2023 4:29 PM

66 west valley has less than other parts of the city 1/4/2023 10:17 AM

67 The city seems to address things fairly expeditiously and our mayor comes across as caring
and concerned for the residents.

1/4/2023 12:28 AM

68 We need squash courts and there are none anywhere except at the Village (they only have
two; and it’s very very expensive there). There are alot of us players looking for an alternative
venue.

1/3/2023 5:26 PM

69 Should bring more parks and activities near Riggs- Az Avenue 1/3/2023 6:25 AM

70 Tumbleweed needs to be renovated. It needs splash pads. More residents but not good parks. 1/2/2023 11:21 PM

71 I guess we need more patrolling in the neighborhoods during night time 1/2/2023 11:20 PM

72 More.locations required. We just got Tumbleweed park. 1/2/2023 10:13 PM

73 We’ve lived in Chandler for 20 years now. My kids have attended City programs, we’ve used
the parks, the pools, and attended events. We appreciate the City using our tax dollars wisely
as parks and services are periodically updated while being responsible with our funds.

1/2/2023 9:47 PM

74 Our parks, events for children and families, and rec classes are top notch. 1/2/2023 9:38 PM

75 Not good. Pay attention to the contractors you allow to perform maintenance and other tasks
on public and private property

1/2/2023 7:02 PM

76 There’s not a lot of clean and safe parks to take family out to in North Chandler. If the park is
safe, then it is typically very littered.

1/2/2023 2:16 PM

77 The city should more often, and more stringently patrol major city arteries for vehicle speeds.
It seems that over the past few years, vehicle speeds are increasing, accidents seem more
frequent and severe, and the amt of speed tracking and enforcement is declining.

1/2/2023 12:08 PM

78 Again, it is not the role of govt and tax dollars to provide every entertainment Avenue everyone
wants. Keep your role focused on what specifically benefits all citizens. Streets, fire, water,
security, education and do it well. You are not everyone’s sugar daddy. Sometimes the right
answer to requests/desires is NO!

1/2/2023 11:23 AM

79 Need more playgrounds, fields, trails 1/2/2023 10:44 AM

80 Has declined 1/2/2023 9:02 AM

81 Due to the 22 year drought, I don't believe the city should continue to build housing. It's
impossible to guarantee the availability of water for an ever increasing population for the next
100 years.

1/1/2023 10:53 PM

82 I believe the fee structure for the pools could be reviewed and adjusted to have people pay a
bit more to access the pools that offer more amenities.

1/1/2023 2:31 PM

83 Indoor heated pool needed. 1/1/2023 2:28 PM

84 More senior facilities away from the downtown. 1/1/2023 6:30 AM

85 More pickle ball courts please! 12/31/2022 6:02 PM

86 need more pickleball courts, park lights should be one earlier in morning in summer for people
that walk before sunrise

12/30/2022 11:34 AM

87 I FEEL like there is more building going on and less nature preservation. I would like to see
more nature (natural) preservation, parks and less concrete and multi-story buildings.

12/30/2022 11:00 AM

88 More bike lanes and eliminate the 3 way stop on Frye for Hamilton 12/30/2022 8:39 AM

89 My granddaughter lives near Ray and McQueen. Her neighborhood is lovely and their park is
gorgeous with wonderful amenities for kids. I live in an older part of town with way fewer
options, but I pay the same taxes.

12/30/2022 8:00 AM

90 We need more restrictions on fireworks usage. 12/29/2022 8:31 PM
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91 We desperately need more police. With the influx of new housing we have seen speeding,
street racing and crime increase exponentially.

12/29/2022 8:20 PM

92 Ways to encourage safer ways to get to facilities without motorized vehicles ( biking/ walking
safety paths or barriers preventing cars from hitting me) over 60 with young grandchildren

12/29/2022 3:23 PM

93 The City has many restaurants, grocery stores and shops. We could ask for nothing more. 12/28/2022 1:22 PM

94 We have seen no mention of a dog park being incorporated into the proposed park north of Val
Vista and Riggs. Only ball fields.

12/28/2022 7:33 AM

95 The city should not compete with the many private recreational amenities/facilities. Please get
out of the business of developing that which private enterprise will do if there is a market for it.

12/28/2022 7:10 AM

96 Great job!! 12/27/2022 10:22 PM

97 Public areas especially the parks need more adaptive equipment for our special needs
children/adults

12/27/2022 9:12 PM

98 I need to look more into indoor activities. 12/27/2022 7:48 PM

99 Better traffic enforcement is needed to improve the quality of life of all residents and
aggressive drive / speeding is a public safety issue. The Cory also needs to address vagrancy
and begging

12/27/2022 7:36 PM

100 More pickleball courts! 12/27/2022 5:42 PM

101 The City should not be providing these amenities which compete with private enterprise--and
not very well I might add.

12/27/2022 4:29 PM

102 Chandler has well developed education, referring to CUSD, and well developed parks. 12/27/2022 4:18 PM

103 The Police Department is a FAIL. It is not doing enough to enforce speeding laws on McQueen
and Ocotillo. The drag racing on McQueen between Germann and Chandler Heights is out of
control. In addition, the drag racing on Ocotillo between McQueen and Gilbert is out of control.
The level of police patrolling is not adequate.

12/27/2022 3:18 PM

104 They are trying to beautify Arizona Ave. but once again would rather see that money go for
more housing and aid for those in need

12/26/2022 2:34 PM

105 Sober Living / Group Homes are dragging down nice neighborhoods, with crime and too many
people living in one home. Residents want to leave these formerly desirable neighborhoods
they've resided in and loved for many years, taking a big hit to their property value to do so.

12/26/2022 12:25 PM

106 City of Chandler to only focused on building commercial and industrial business, with no
attention to how residents are supposed to get around and through these areas.

12/26/2022 7:32 AM

107 There are many outdoor sporting opportunities in many city parks. Preparing a "pitch" for the
Cricket would be appreciated by the cricketing community in Chandler area.

12/25/2022 12:54 AM

108 Great. Would love more racquetball court options 12/24/2022 9:26 PM

109 See comments above. 12/24/2022 11:40 AM

110 Specific to my neighborhood, Gilbert Road and Hunt highway, we have traffic control concerns
and the intersection of Hunt and Gilbert remains problematic, we realize a traffic light will be
installed however that does not address the increasing numbers of large vehicles that utilize
Gilbert and Hunt and the speed of these vehicles. There needs to be more of a police
presence.

12/24/2022 8:22 AM

111 Please please please do some ENFORCEMENT OF Hunt Hiway truck abuses. Overweight
trucks, etc loud noise of trucks, etc on Hunt Hiway. This has been going on for some time and
the City of Chandler appears to be doing nothing in Enforcing these Hunt Hiway codes. Please
do something about this. Also, late night racing of autos on Hunt Hiway. Can The City law
enforcement dept please do something about this extreme problem and safety issue?

12/23/2022 1:58 PM

112 Really can't respond to indoor items or locations; hadn't used any that I can relate to - been
hereabout 6 years.

12/23/2022 10:28 AM

113 MORE PICKLEBALL COURTS 12/23/2022 8:24 AM
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114 Living in a retirement community fortunately everything is there, store’s restaurants etc with
the exception of traffic trying to get to these locations.

12/23/2022 7:05 AM

115 Improve the homeless issues of the people staying overnight along canals and parks. I should
have to carry a weapon to walk my dog. I should have to tell my wife not to walk certain areas
because of homeless people.

12/23/2022 4:52 AM

116 There is not much near me at Gilbert/Riggs. Not entirely happy about the casino going up a
few blocks away

12/22/2022 5:56 PM

117 Chandler is doing a great job. 12/22/2022 5:49 PM

118 Quality of life is different for everyone . Safety is what counts 12/22/2022 3:34 PM

119 See prior comment regarding zoning Gilbert & Riggs. 12/22/2022 2:14 PM

120 Need more dog parks. 12/22/2022 2:07 PM

121 I enjoy the recreation classes 12/22/2022 1:59 PM

122 Mornings to be done in South Chandler south of the 202 Beyond local tribes building a huge
casino along Hunt Highway causing disturbances nearby residents across the street from
construction and large heavy loud trucks. Any additional gambling or retail construction needs
to occur south further so not to disturb residential areas nearby with traffic and the lights.

12/22/2022 12:35 PM

123 Quit giving bonuses, pay raises and over the top salaries to city employees who sit behind a
desk all day. Police, Fire and First Responders deserve and should be paid very well for the
work they do. The rest of you 8-5ers are overpaid. Your time off package is over the top too—
the WHOLE week between Christmas and New Years?????? And all we ever get from city
employees is “sorry, nothing we can do” or “ we’re doing a good job! You should be happy with
that!” (Those words came from a department manager when I submitted a concern about the
way money is spent in his department. Instead of addressing my concern, I felt like I was
being called to the principal’s office for an ass chewing. I am so not impressed with city
government on ANY level.

12/22/2022 12:29 PM

124 Please build more indoor pickleball courts! Only option is CCC and TRC ( and only TRC after
summer) and they are extremely crowded . Classes are very difficult to get in also.

12/22/2022 11:35 AM

125 Desert Breeze is a beautiful park but Tumbleweed does needs some work. 12/22/2022 8:53 AM

126 As Chandler is approaching "built out" status - what are realistic plans to ensure adequate
"sense space for all" - this is what attracted us to Chandler when we moved here in '95. It's
now so much busier... I see a big challenge in providing sufficient affordable housing. Not
everyone will have a high paying tech job - the city needs people who are willing/able to work in
the service industry - but high cost of living will drive them away... There needs to be 10% of
any new development committed to being "affordable" - like the law requires in UK.

12/21/2022 10:23 AM

127 The pools are wonderful. The swimming lessons are affordable and fantastic. 12/21/2022 8:26 AM

128 More pickle ball courts. Overseed and Water grass in city parks in the winter not summer so
the grass is green when people can actually go outside and enjoy the parks (ie it’s not 100
degrees outside).

12/21/2022 6:05 AM

129 would like to see expansion of libraries 12/21/2022 2:16 AM

130 A new park was opened on Cooper & Chandler. A canal near it could be improved and paved. 12/20/2022 10:07 PM

131 I really enjoy city parks like Snedigar, Desert Breeze, Tumbleweed - and especially Veterans
Oasis Park. The availability of dog parks at Snedigar and Paseo are also great.

12/20/2022 2:01 PM

132 We need much more summer camps and youth sports in Chandler. Every summer camp is full
weeks if not months prior to them occurring.

12/20/2022 12:16 AM

133 Need more spaces for indoor sports in the summer months 12/19/2022 7:59 PM

134 Having soccer nets on soccer goals in parks would be very nice 12/19/2022 7:58 PM

135 City is creating new parks and maintaining existing parks. Maintenance on existing parks could
be better, where more desert hardy and shady trees like (majestic ash/evergreen ash) could be
planted. Better weed control on the grass.

12/19/2022 10:03 AM
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136 This is about the homeless situation. Do you see other cities ignoring it. When I moved here
Chandler welcomed all people of every financial range. NOW, you cannot live in chandler on a
fast food, police, fire, or any other type of job that doesn't pay high. I think this is where
Chandler city council has failed. Sure we want to be successful and be where people want to
live but who---rich people. if developers want to develope luxury apartments---ensure that they
also build affordable housing. We need to ensure our residents are not HOMELESS.

12/18/2022 4:52 PM

137 It is difficult to bike to many parks, and nearly impossible with a child. Trying to teach your
child to not always rely on a vehicle is difficult because simply going to say Chuparosa park
requires a car because there is not a pediatrician crossing for the nearby neighborhood.

12/18/2022 1:31 PM

138 I prefer the city live this to the private sectors to the greatest extent. Parks are fine, but
everything else is not the City of Chandlers wheelhouse. Spending tax payer dollars to a large
extend with limited ROI when considering the total value provided to base on use/visitors to
events in the community.

12/18/2022 12:48 PM

139 The city has provided the opportunities it's just getting more people out to use them 12/18/2022 10:40 AM

140 I believe the older northern neighborhoods could use some park updates. Espee park is good
park on the north side of the city. Apache park needs pedestrian lights on western entrance it
is a public safety hazard. I do appreciate the effort and planning that goes into utilizing the
downtown park and town center for events. Definitely makes Chandler feel like community
rather than a start and end destination.

12/18/2022 9:27 AM

141 Why is there a park just east of Tumbleweed that is just weeds a trough sink, drinking fountain
and cement seating?? It's never developed! It's been forgotten about west of the running path
next to the canal.

12/17/2022 4:55 PM

142 I don't know if the study has been done to see how many people are actually at the park or
renting ramadas. A great deal of money is put into parks, yet some of the parks fill in safe due
to the homeless sleeping in the Parks, defecating in the park, and finding garbage and drug
paraphernalia.

12/17/2022 2:10 PM

143 What efforts is the city making to become carbon neutral? 12/17/2022 12:50 PM

144 Heating more of the pools throughout the winter would allow for more activities for residents
throughout the year. I also suggest raising the rate of pool rentals to club swim teams. We
charge so little, which is great for the teams, but not for the city.

12/17/2022 9:24 AM

145 Breaktime is a great resource with the parks and rec centers. 12/17/2022 9:21 AM

146 I appreciate that this city has made the efforts to provide walking paths and parks to enjoy the
outdoors.

12/17/2022 9:14 AM

147 Need to provide bathrooms in all parks. 12/17/2022 4:33 AM

148 Love the many parks, great library service (although the selection of books is limited), would
love to have bike lanes that feel safe (I don't feel comfortable riding a bike along the cars), lots
of great restaurants, we could make our downtown as vibrant as Gilbert's, love the city events
- Asian festival, ostrich festival, parade of lights, tree lighting, CIVIC program.

12/16/2022 8:49 PM

149 Chandler Blvd between McQueen and Arizona Ave needs some attention. It looks run down
compared to the other ways towards Downtown Chandler.

12/16/2022 8:32 PM

150 We need a large bubble dome for indoor soccer and tennis during summer. 12/16/2022 6:28 PM

151 Maintaining the highest water quality. 12/16/2022 6:25 PM

152 The grass at Nozomi Dog Park has some kind of smell where my dog and other dogs are so
distracted by the smell that they don't play, so I don't take my dog there even though it's close.
I would like to see dedicated lap swimming at Nozomi--when it's part of other activities, the
other visitors don't even know that people are trying to swim laps until corrected by a lifeguard
so that doesn't really work.

12/16/2022 3:57 PM

153 We need a lot more activities offered at the senior center. We're not all debilitated. More would
go on the outings if there was room or car pools arranged.

12/16/2022 3:01 PM

154 The parks could always have more trees and benches under those trees. Shade is always
good, especially during summer.

12/16/2022 2:27 PM
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155 Parks are top notch in AZ. 12/16/2022 1:16 PM

156 Police doesn't need any more funding. 12/16/2022 12:47 PM

157 The City is still clearly a bureaucracy stuck in protecting itself and doing things as it always
has which does not contribute to the rate of improvement or even keeping up, Similar to school
systems bloated with "management" (rather than teachers) doesn't city staffing suffer
similarly? How can the City improve the Quality of Life when service providers are budget
limited by management budgeted positions.

12/16/2022 6:51 AM

158 More open spaces and field opportunities for girls sports. 12/15/2022 7:03 PM

159 I hope girls’ softball fields at Tumbleweed get built next year. Very important. 12/15/2022 6:36 PM

160 Get rid of the bums pan handling and asking for money.....pure ugly blight and safety issue 12/15/2022 3:50 PM

161 The city only has a total of 6 pools, almost all of them focus on kids and families. I am an avid
swimmer and live very close to Nozomi pool. However this pool is never open for open lap
swimming. it's only open for lap swimming in the summer, and the pool is too warm to do lap
swimming in the summer hours that it is open. Hamilton is the main pool open for open
swimming, but it would take me 20 minutes to get there. Most Tempe swim pools have more
options for open swimming. I am concerned that the tax dollars that go to the city do not
provide me convenient options to enjoy open lap swimming. It is more convenient for me to
spend extra money, which would go to the city of Tempe. Worse, I may have to consider
spending my money at a gym, which is also based in Tempe (due to convenience). With the
amount of attention and money parks and recreation receives I am shocked they cannot have
more open lap swim options at pools besides Hamilton; or at least a pool in West Chandler.
The solution could be really easy, open Nozomi year round for lap swimming in the early
mornings and evenings.

12/15/2022 3:48 PM

162 Every attemp is made to have the communities and residents participate and be heard. 12/15/2022 11:17 AM

163 Please promote lgbtq rights more!!! We need more equality and inclusion everywhere. 12/15/2022 10:50 AM

164 Wonderful programs for all ages at the city center 12/15/2022 6:24 AM

165 Thank you for trying to keep our older neighborhoods looking nice as well. It's important to
maintain the parks and streets in ALL parts of Chandler to give everyone equal access.

12/14/2022 11:56 AM

166 Please build pickleball courts that are NOT at the Chandler Tennis Center. Also please build
more tennis courts at the Chandler Tennis Center along with a larger paved parking lot. The
city could use many more pickleball and tennis courts.

12/14/2022 9:09 AM

167 I hate the months leading up to a vote for city or state politicians because there are TOO
MANY political signs on practically every corner. I feel that this is ugly and dangerous. I am
not sure what can be done, but limiting the amount of signs or locations they can be posted
would be nice. Maybe there could be a city park dedicated to political signs and if you wanted
to see who was running, you could visit that park instead of having the whole city covered in
them.

12/14/2022 6:43 AM

168 At the north end of Tibshraeny Family Park the slide broke on the playground equipment 2
years ago. Still has not been fixed or replaced.

12/14/2022 6:26 AM

169 Keep doing what your doing… 12/13/2022 4:09 PM

170 Chandler has an amazing aquatics program! Also the public libraries are wonderful and should
be maintained and funding increased if possible.

12/12/2022 10:43 PM

171 Make it easier for bikers / walkers to get to these great parks and facilities! 12/12/2022 8:37 PM

172 What has happened to the DT Library? The grounds are abhorrent (yet City Hall looks great)
and the interior is looking really dirty and shabby. Also, there has been a drastic reduction in
programs for adults…what happened? Also, please stop spending so much money on Pickle
Ball courts. There might be demand and the players might be vocal, but they seem to get a
disproportionate amount of attention and funding. Most parents of young children might be too
busy to lobby Council….doesn’t mean a new pickle ball court is more important than the library
or playground.

12/12/2022 3:01 PM

173 Quality recreational amenities need to be available throughout all parts of chandler 12/12/2022 11:04 AM
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174 No chickens 12/12/2022 9:30 AM

175 Increase the type of classes offered by the city, and the locations. 12/12/2022 8:37 AM

176 A lot Of money was spent updating arrowhead Park but the walking trail is terrible, it doesn’t
drain and is muddy, and the hard scape rocks don’t do the job. It’s a great idea but
implementation was poorly conducted. Please fix it

12/11/2022 6:54 PM

177 The activities provided by the city are not enough to fulfill the needs of the population. The
classes fill up extremely fast and do not provide enough options for all interested.

12/11/2022 9:56 AM

178 New parks, clean and safe 12/11/2022 9:14 AM

179 Appears to be numerous recreational amenities. 12/11/2022 7:18 AM

180 Bring back the free community exercise nights at the schools. Gyms, weight rooms, and
tracks were open and available to any resident. Program stopped when Tumbleweed opened.
Oh, I wonder why ...

12/11/2022 7:16 AM

181 Need to think about large indoor centers for tennis, soccer, etc. 12/11/2022 4:45 AM

182 Basketball court at Snedigar PLEASE. Or at Blue Heron Park 12/11/2022 12:24 AM

183 In my experience, more robust traffic enforcement and accompanying Police staffing would be
appreciated. I understand Police staffing challenges along with community expectations.

12/10/2022 4:51 PM

184 Please continue to fund and support the Chandler Public Library. The libraries in Chandler
provide numerous resources which are vital and integral to the well being and the holistic
health of the City and its residents. The Library is a much needed and necessary resource for
our City and its residents. Thank You for your support!

12/10/2022 11:04 AM

185 Tumblexweed park is a great asset. 12/9/2022 1:52 PM

186 More indoor activities in the summer!! It is so hard with kids under 5 and finding things to do in
the 6am-10am window when nothing is open

12/9/2022 11:43 AM

187 Parks are great. Would like to see continued improvements and revitalization of parks to meet
the new and changing needs of residents. Sand volleyball courts are not effective, as they too
quickly are filled with rocks and other small debris making them unusable.

12/8/2022 10:29 PM

188 If the city of Chandler is build them then we don't need the city taking away from other
business. Better of giving that business a brake.

12/8/2022 9:50 PM

189 Living in NW Chandler, I don’t feel that there are as many programs close to us as other parts
of the city. Driving to Tumbleweed Park for programs just doesn’t make sense.

12/8/2022 7:30 PM

190 It just seems that most of it's being focused on downtown area and businesses which is okay
cuz they pay a great deal of taxes and revenue to the city so this is understood but there are
some rough areas that can use a little attention

12/8/2022 12:56 PM

191 The lights at Apache park were recently left in a state of disrepair, not working for months. 12/8/2022 7:56 AM

192 Could be a biased answer don’t know where to find these programs. Maybe flyers at apartment
complexes would be a place to start

12/7/2022 9:23 PM

193 We do not have enough recreation, especially indoor. Limited park 12/7/2022 6:38 PM

194 I very much appreciate the parks which seem to be well maintained...but I've never looked into
any indoor activities so I can't really give an opinion on that.

12/7/2022 11:48 AM

195 need more parks in the neighborhoods that have sports picnicking open areas and even
swimming

12/7/2022 10:23 AM

196 Youth girls softball needs fields. I have heard about some being built a tumbleweed. Needs to
happen soon. Gilbert, Peoria, etc have great complexes for youth baseball/softball and
Chandler does not.

12/6/2022 10:59 PM

197 Older, Non-HOA neighborhoods could use some mixed use neighborhood parks with soccer
nets and lights, half or full basketball courts, bike paths, shaded grassy areas

12/6/2022 8:03 PM

198 Tumbleweed is too far to drive, downtown chandler has a senior center but activities need to
have a younger focus like groups going to events in surrounding areas etc, bring something

12/6/2022 6:34 PM
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closer to this end of Chandler- near the mall etc!

199 While our kids were growing up, we used the City programs a lot as well as the water parks.
Overall I feel that the city is doing a great job and hasn't really fallen into some of the money
pit projects that other cities have.

12/6/2022 4:12 PM

200 Not enough with the population growth and influx of industrial companies 12/6/2022 4:03 PM

201 Please build a skate park so our kids won’t have to travel far from home 12/6/2022 3:45 PM

202 Our parks are beautiful. The public pools are amazing and great places to go for very little
cost.

12/6/2022 3:45 PM

203 The parks can be pretty bland for someone who does not have kids on sports teams. Most of
the parks have very nice playgrounds, but the rest of the park is just one big flat space of
grass. I wish there were more interesting features or places for people to walk.

12/6/2022 3:29 PM

204 However, the population around the rec center has tripled since its construction 12/6/2022 12:48 PM

205 As I mentioned previously the facilities in Chandler range from good to awesome with regard to
the size and amenities of the area. I'd like to see more equitable maintenance for the facilities
so that all the facilities are safe and fun for its users.

12/6/2022 8:34 AM

206 We have two parks within a mile and yet no restrooms because they are considered walking
parks? So unfair to the residents in this area.

12/6/2022 7:28 AM

207 We need more baseball and soccer fields. Sneideger is nuts in Spring/Fall. Not enough parking
and fields. Parking lot is also poorly maintained.

12/6/2022 6:43 AM

208 We need a huge indoor bubble tent for summer activities....soccer, tennis, etc. 12/6/2022 6:31 AM

209 Pickle ball! 12/5/2022 7:20 PM

210 Quality of Life can be boosted further by helping each and every individual - connect with water
shed, their energy grid - by arranging Community Field Trip to celebrate or reflect on our
dwindling water supply and the state of water shed.

12/5/2022 6:13 PM

211 Keep up with the demand for Pickleball courts. Way behind compared to Gilbert and Mesa. 12/5/2022 6:07 PM

212 Investing more in inclusivity and diverse programs is important. It would be great to see more
LGBTQ+ events.

12/5/2022 12:25 PM

213 I love the Community Center and Tumbleweed. Also, the city does an amazing job of dealing
with graffiti. I reported some once, and they showed up almost immediately to fix it. I was so
impressed.

12/5/2022 11:50 AM

214 I’ve been made aware that while our amenities are accessible and friendly for our fully abled
population, that is not the case for our disabled population. Opening more options to the
disabled community (including children) would help improve quality of life for these City
residents.

12/5/2022 11:35 AM

215 I would like the city to deal with the homeless population. I think crime is on the rise due to
drugs and homeless people

12/5/2022 5:37 AM

216 Biking infrastructure is lacking. Spend at least as much as what you spend on roads. The cars
will be fine.

12/4/2022 5:55 PM

217 I love to make use of the parks, pools, rec center, libraries, and recreation programs. Some
older neighborhoods parks could use some upgrades, but overall quality of life is what keeps
me in Chandler

12/3/2022 1:30 PM

218 No chickens 12/1/2022 8:03 PM

219 It is very difficult to access information about our recreational amenities online. Hunting
through different sites and pdfs is not user friendly, and neither is expecting people to visit
each site in person to discover their offerings.

12/1/2022 5:37 PM

220 I agree with the quality of options for outdoors but I feel like indoor options that are free or low
cost are minimal

12/1/2022 11:54 AM

221 Tumbleweed facility is great 11/30/2022 3:13 PM
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222 Recreation is great from the City side, but in terms of private business, not so much. Not
much other than specific events....activities/events for teens is missing.

11/30/2022 2:51 PM

223 The Senior Center and TRC are great options for all ages. The only thing missing is an indoor
heated pool. That would be an amazing addition to TRC.

11/30/2022 1:42 PM

224 Amazing selection of opportunities! 11/30/2022 12:31 PM

225 Tennis courts should be free to use. More free programs for city residents like tennis lessons.
More greenery with NATIVE gardening and more trees to allow for cooler spaces in the
summer. More cooking centers and safe spaces for the unhoused to help with basic needs of
bathrooms, sanity products, access to showers. More programs with traveling showers and
accessibility to free donated clothes. Bringing on a department for improved life skills instead
of continuing to stretch caseworkers thin in the Housing Dept and Neighborhood Resources.

11/30/2022 11:22 AM

226 I feel my quality of life is terrible. City of Chandler is growing and not in a good way! Too many
apartments and homes being built. How about saving our city from becoming the next Los
Angeles.

11/30/2022 9:59 AM

227 It would be great of traffic lights were timed better to improve flow of traffic. The temporary
third lanes are highly dangerous, inviting speeders/aggressive drivers to cut off other drivers.
More right-hand turn lanes would improve traffic flow.

11/30/2022 9:56 AM

228 We need more parks, more playgrounds, more shade, and more park bathrooms. 11/30/2022 9:43 AM

229 More natural spaces like Veterans Oasis are needed throughout the city. 11/30/2022 8:09 AM

230 The city needs a more expansive sports program. With all the parks and kids in this town local
sports like youth baseball and soccer don't have much of a rec. league

11/29/2022 8:38 PM

231 Great job on improving the quality of life 11/29/2022 8:00 PM

232 Lots of activities for individuals or families to participate 11/29/2022 7:25 PM

233 Love the arts center! 11/29/2022 6:39 PM

234 New or updated parks & so many offerings from the rec dept have been wonderful for our
family

11/29/2022 5:41 PM

235 Many apartment complexes in chandler practice unfair business practices and rent price
gouging. We need rent control in chandler!

11/29/2022 5:38 PM

236 Chandler has too many "festivals". 11/29/2022 5:36 PM

237 My wife runs a food truck event. The city curtails her business in favor of brick and mortar
stores by unfairly siding with them over her community/charity based events when it comes to
allowing her space to operate.

11/29/2022 5:00 PM

238 The City is so big that programs aren't convenient to attend--too far away in clogged traffic
areas. tempe and Mesa amenities are more accessible, it seems.

11/29/2022 3:32 PM
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Q20 Please share any details of why you may have answered how you did
to any of the questions above that would help us understand your

perspective. Also, which focus areas do you feel could use some additional
emphasis or perhaps funding and why?

Answered: 365 Skipped: 945

# RESPONSES DATE

1 Translated: Parks and schools Original: Parques y escuelas 1/25/2023 1:47 PM

2 Translated: What worries me in my neighborhood or in my postal area l see a lot of cars parked
on the edge of the street that do not move for months, some inspected the front yard, The yard
in front of us is fine to look at but I look at other houses, I don't know if they have a good view,
the ones in front are not painted, the houses don't look good in the community and I am also
worried about many homeless people using drugs, teens racing cars Original: Lo que me
preocupa en mi vecindario o en mi correo postal esa últimamente miro muchos carros
parqueados a la orilla de la calle que no se mueven por meses las casas algunos nos
inspeccionaron la yarda de enfrente que tuviéramos la bien pero miro otras viviendas no sé si
será todo lo mismo que no tienen muy buena vista lo de enfrente no están pintadas las casas
no se mira bien la comunidad y además me preocupa muchos indigentes drogándose chavalos
jugando carreras

1/25/2023 1:46 PM

3 Translated: Pay attention to street cats, I have 10 outside my house and the city doesn't take
care of it. I had to pay out of my money to sterilize 6 and prevent them from reproducing more
Original: Poner atención a los gatos de la calle, tengo 10 afuera de mi casa y la ciudad no se
hace cargo. Yo tuve que pagar de mi plata para esterilizar 6 y evitar se reproduzcan mas

1/25/2023 1:42 PM

4 Translated: Provide more places and enough playing fields Original: 提供更多地方，有足夠打
球場地

1/25/2023 1:37 PM

5 Translated: There are enough tables and venues to play table tennis. Because there are not
enough, I don’t have to play. Original: 有足夠打乒乓球球桌和場地 因為不夠都沒得打

1/25/2023 1:35 PM

6 Translated: Culture, education, library Original: Cultura . Education .biblioteca . 1/25/2023 1:22 PM

7 Translated: Service in public restrooms in parks, more lighting in low-light areas Original:
Servicio en baños públicos en los parques, más alumbrado en zonas de poca alumbrado

1/25/2023 1:14 PM

8 Translated: I feel that now the electricity and water are too high in their price, I wish there was
a little more flexibility for low-income people Original: Siento que ahora la luz y el agua son
demasiado altos en su precio, ojalá y hubiera un poco más de flexibilidad para las personas de
bajos recursos

1/25/2023 1:12 PM

9 Translated: More police security and the code enforcement so that they can enforce the codes
as they should be, since when one makes a complaint they take a long time to resolve the
problem in the neighborhood Original: A más seguridad de policía y al código de enforsamiento
para que puedan eforsar los códigos como dece de ser ya que cuando uno hace una queja
tardan mucho para resolver el problema del vesindario

1/25/2023 1:08 PM

10 Translated: More police security since where I live I don't see police officers guarding the area
and vehicle inspectors from the city who can detect cars that are without license plates on the
street or that are not properly registered so that they can give them a ticket or remove them
immediately since this is being a problem for the neighborhoods and that the office of
enforcement codes give more follow-up to the complaints of the neighborhood Original: Más
seguridad de policía ya que en dónde vivo no veo policías que vigilen el área y veiculos
inspectores de la ciudad que puedan dectetar carros que estén sin placas en la calle o que no
estén registrados adecuada mente para que les den tike o los remuevan imediata mente ya
que eso está siendo un problema para los vecindarios y que la oficina de códigos de
enforsamiento le de más seguimiento a las quejas de los besindarios

1/25/2023 12:19 PM
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11 Translated: They should focus on the neighborhoods for violations since in all neighborhoods
they have a lot of mess or cars stored in the yards or on the street and that makes the city
look terrible Original: Que deberían de enfocarse en los vecindarios por violaciones ya que en
todos vecindarios tienen mucho cochinero o carros enbodegados en los patios o en la calle y
eso hace ver la ciudad terrible

1/25/2023 11:23 AM

12 Translated: More police security and more enforcement of the violation codes of the house the
streets that do not let cars park remove them from the streets and then it can be cleaned more
because the whole city is very filthy it is a shame Original: Más segurida de policía y enforsar
más los códigos de violación en la vivienda las calles que no dejen carros enbodegados
quitarlos de las calles y que se limpie más por qué toda la siuda está muy cochina es una
vergüenza

1/25/2023 11:12 AM

13 Translated: Why have I had a bad experience since they do not attend to the complaints of the
neighborhoods, a lot of unsafe neighborhoods, a lot of cars on the streets that do not move
them Original: Por qué e tenido mala experienvia ya que no atienden a las quejas de los
vecindarios mucho vecindario inseguro mucho carros en las calles que no los mueven

1/25/2023 10:04 AM

14 Translated: Hope to build a new indoor table tennis hall. Original: 希望新建一个室内乒乓球馆。 1/25/2023 9:41 AM

15 Don't understand the first sentence (in circle)! Everything else is good. 1/25/2023 9:37 AM

16 I love the libraries! 1/24/2023 4:08 PM

17 Start enforcing traffic controls on Hunt Hwy. Way too many large trucks use Huny Hwy
creating noise for residents. Also too many cars drag racing on Hunt. Please start enforcing
the law on Hunt Hwy. Also, we need a traffic light at Riggs and Mountain Blvd. Does someone
have to die before you realize how dangerous it is to pull out of Mountain Blvd onto Riggs
Rd?!!

1/24/2023 4:03 PM

18 Not enough low or middle income housing. Rent control should be in place 1/24/2023 4:00 PM

19 -Investment in parks, trail system rec center -Improve traffic conditions -More small and
unique businesses; less generic chains -Continue to create a vibrant downtown

1/24/2023 3:57 PM

20 Did you guess I'm a senior cictizen? I don't think this group is at/near the very top of the City's
attention. Granted, I think Chandler is a very good city to live in. I do think a bit more can be
done exercise-wise. I'm guilty about not doing online to learn about prop. maintenance, zoning,
codes which is why having an informative article in the Chandler Insert of Wed's paper would
help. Thank you for giving us the opportunity to share our thoughts.

1/24/2023 3:46 PM

21 I have my own car- bicycling seems slightly unsafe as 45 mph 6-lane arterial roads have
speeding vehicles not looking for bikes- need green paint in bike lanes at corners- Tempe does
this.

1/24/2023 1:31 PM

22 We are a retired family and want to continue with the good life that the City allows us to do. 1/24/2023 1:05 PM

23 Not safe in parks, streets, parking lots, downtown alone or with another person, residential
areas

1/24/2023 1:02 PM

24 We could use more funding of police and code enforcement. 1/24/2023 12:47 PM

25 I feel that the traditional Neighborhoods, by "lacking an 'discernable'" identity and cohesive feel
in its visible presentation to the other neighboring cities around them," (both within Chandler
and neighboring areas surrounding Chandler) have 'SOLD THEMSELVES 'SHORT'- Chandler's
older, established neighborhoods are crumbling and 'slacking' and going "down hill year after
year!"

1/24/2023 12:02 PM

26 Survey missing 3 zip codes. Tired of cities neglect of Tax payers and residents opposition to
accepting fed. funding- what happens- when funds and program ends-

1/24/2023 11:03 AM

27 The city should not get carried away with equity, diversity. These ideas, equity and diversity,
have caused much diversions and trouble in other cities.

1/24/2023 10:55 AM

28 City should give deeper discount for Senior Chandler resident at the Gym at Tumbleweed. Eg.
Senior Disability persons should be wave gym fee. It is a good program that SilverSneakers
and Optum cards holder were waived gym fee.

1/13/2023 11:21 PM

29 Litter/weeds/low hanging trees-I’m 5’7” and have to duck a lot. I like that City is responsive to
complaints and addressing unsightly graffiti, etc. Can we promote ‘plogging?’

1/13/2023 10:00 PM
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30 hope to have more places to play table tennis 1/13/2023 5:05 PM

31 I need to see funding allocated for the Paseo Trail from Riggs to Chandler Heights. This is the
poorest maintained mile of the trail. There is plenty of money being allocated to clean up the
downtown, and new vegetation, and rocks along McQueen. Now it is time to allocate money in
my neighborhood. I provided my contact info. Please utilize me. I will walk and assist any
council member or member of the park department. Thank you. 

1/13/2023 2:30 PM

32 Providing more facilities for more people to play table tennis and pickleball. 1/13/2023 1:56 PM

33 I would like to see the City of Chandler to put more venues or funding on table tennis and
Badminton in schools and parks.

1/13/2023 1:44 PM

34 The BreakTime system is inflexible and antiquated. The largely unwritten rules concerning
classes are inflexible as well, which denies residents access and growth. The improvements to
TRC and significantly underfunded given population growth and inflation.

1/13/2023 1:26 PM

35 I grew up poor and I lived in places where I didn’t feel safe. I left home for a better life. I’m
happy in Chandler and this place is wonderful. I would hate to see this city degrade to a place
where I’d want to move from. We take our safety here for granted but I don’t. I know how bad it
can get.

1/13/2023 11:03 AM

36 More speed pumps in residential areas where there is 25 miles per hour signs for the safety of
the neighbors and children walking from home

1/12/2023 10:27 PM

37 Please make road safety a focus!! At nearly every major intersection now, I see one or more
people blatantly running red lights. I don't need to mention how many vehicle accidents have
been occurring at these intersections, especially with left turning vehicles being hit by
oncoming traffic. Please consider studying eliminating yielding yellow arrows, transitioning to
lagging left green arrows (ie in Tucson), adding red light cameras, greatly increasing traffic
ticketing for violations, etc. Unfortunately drivers ignore the safety of others and themselves in
the name of convenience, as it appears now there is very little consequence for these bad
actions.

1/12/2023 7:01 PM

38 Aerial explosive fireworks has become a big problem and needs much better law enforcement.
Loud and powerful concussive explosions happen all night long and went until about 3:00 am.
Little children wake up crying and scared. It's out of control because there is no police patrols
and violators are not cited or arrested.

1/12/2023 5:34 PM

39 Parks with soccer fields that are properly maintained. Don’t waste money on fluff. Spend on
the essentials (roads, parks etc) that benefit the city as a whole.

1/12/2023 9:18 AM

40 Smaller government is the answer. Let people take care of themselves. Lower the high
property tax and let the people spend their own money back into the economy. This is how you
grow a better city. Less is more for the people.

1/12/2023 7:25 AM

41 I love Chandler due to its diversity. Downtown is looking nicer over time. I can definitely see
the effort the city has put in. However, I feel that our city lacks available outdoor and indoor
activities outside of drinks and food. If they are currently available, it will certainly help to see
them on the city's website or instragram. Other than that, I am so happy to have chosen the
city of Chandler to be my permanent home. Thank you for all that you do.

1/11/2023 8:05 PM

42 Chandler used to be better even five years ago to say the least. Rent needs to be back to
normal, It’s outrageous

1/11/2023 7:53 PM

43 Too much turf going into new developments 1/11/2023 5:18 PM

44 I failed to mention the ally trash pickup.. I know there was a vote and the neighbors voted to
keep it but omfg, I’m 5’ 3 and have t-Rex arms, getting the trash all the way to the ally cans
and up and over the can without stabbing my self on some unauthorized yard debris or
something that should have been a bulk pick up request sheesh I’m so over it, I want my own
can, can we vote again?

1/11/2023 2:06 PM

45 Funding and future-thinking need to focus on housing for all-not just people with big incomes. I
see this as a pretty negative shortfall in planning. Other cities are stepping up with programs
and projects. Chandler needs to really make sure that the workers, the service people, can
afford to live here.

1/11/2023 9:54 AM

46 City taxes and rent is ridiculous, the housing market price is way to much, when will our future 1/11/2023 7:00 AM
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kids be able to move on and purchase a home . Jobs dont pay enough to pay all our bills

47 My biggest concerns are around safe drinking water and enough water supply. I’d also like the
ability to raise chickens, like all neighboring cities allow.

1/10/2023 10:35 PM

48 I believe the City needs to invest more to upgrading and enhancing older parks, not just build
more parks. Many older parks are in need of refresh and could use upgrades.

1/10/2023 7:08 PM

49 Make housing affordable!! My rent went up over 20% last year. Greed 1/10/2023 6:39 PM

50 chandler is starting to have too many empty warehouse buildings around the airport. Much
rather see open space vs empty businesses. Quit making developers jump thru hoops and
stream line the process better - Chandler is getting a well earned reputation of hard to work
with for development with crazy expensive fees. Time to cut back on useless employees and
their expensive pensions.

1/10/2023 2:13 PM

51 Admittedly, I have lived in big cities most of my adult life - Europe, New York, Los Angeles,
Chicago, and Milwaukee. These cities all offer aesthetically-pleasing communal spaces -- from
architectural design to including art in common ways (i.e., murals,). Chandler is such a lovely
place and it feels like it could use an infusion of "Color" that would enhance this peaceful place
and also offer some visual inspiration.

1/10/2023 9:53 AM

52 I love living in Chandler as it is a vibrant and beautiful city w great schools, health care, and
community services

1/10/2023 8:21 AM

53 Feral cats have taken over my neighborhood because there are people that continue to feed
them but are unwilling to catch them for sterilization. The city needs to catch the cats and not
leave it up to the residents.

1/10/2023 6:53 AM

54 the cost for gas and groceries and rent, and tax right offs for electric bikes, to reduce our
footprint. thank you

1/9/2023 11:46 PM

55 not sure where this applies- but I'd prefer to have only one day to have trash services provided,
rather than having to take cans out twice a week. Also, the recycling program in the city is
weak- with no options for hazardous waste disposal, i.e. batteries, syringes, meds, etc...

1/9/2023 8:44 PM

56 I appreciate the work done to provide quality amenities and services. Please keep it up. 1/9/2023 6:58 PM

57 Our city has become inundated with apartments. Our population has exploded and crime has
risen exponentially. Traffic is a nightmare and becoming more like LA. I moved to Chandler
years ago for the small community feel that it once was. It has been pumped in the name of
progress. Sad!

1/9/2023 6:40 PM

58 Lots of zoning violations . Please improve quality of life by building nicer parks , museums ,
single family homes Stop crime and becoming woke

1/9/2023 5:20 PM

59 City needs to provide more shade areas and climate friendlier areas for parks and amenities. 1/9/2023 1:43 PM

60 Again to stress, arts and crafts offerings are far too limited for a city of Chandler's size and
financial resources. This is the biggest area I would like to see a change in the near future. But
overall I think Chandler has been a wonderful place to live for myself as a young, working
professional over the past 7 years!

1/8/2023 10:20 PM

61 Chandler services having festivals or tours to show how our departments work is wonderful.
Another positive service that I enjoy seeing is the graffiti removal van and staff helping to keep
our city beautiful. I hope this keeps getting the funding to continue. The library has done a
wonderful time evolving with the times and is another shining feature of Chandler that should
get more funding.

1/8/2023 2:58 PM

62 Chandler needs affordable housing, so those who work in Chandler, for Chandler can afford to
also live in Chandler

1/8/2023 2:28 PM

63 Chandler should adopt “dark sky” regulations like Scottsdale 1/8/2023 11:19 AM

64 Need more police to protect property and citizens. Chandler is not as safe as it was ten years
ago. Could use more and better traffic enforcement also.

1/8/2023 10:50 AM

65 Enforcement of panhandling on streets 1/8/2023 4:09 AM

66 Overall I believe Chandler is a good place live. 1/7/2023 10:54 PM
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67 I can't think of any 1/7/2023 8:49 PM

68 Unlike cities across the country that deprioritize police and their important presence in our
communities, thank you for not going down the rabbit hole of defund the police or any other
ridiculous social trend that leaves us vulnerable and feeling unsafe. I like having a police
officer in our ‘beat’ that is available to us and reaches out. Please continue common sense
policies.

1/7/2023 11:18 AM

69 Supporting small unique businesses, community events like street fairs, food truck events, or
free Movies in the Park nights would be awesome. Helping chandler residents get outdoors
more would be lovely. The down side of living here is feeling stuck inside. Cant fix the weather,
but giving us things to do outside when the weather is mild is great.

1/7/2023 7:25 AM

70 The additional commercial traffic in Chandler is taking a toll on our roads and the safety for
everyone. We need to enforce the current regulations and force large commercial vehicles on
roads that are designed for them.

1/6/2023 5:53 PM

71 My only real response about electric vehicles is based on the research of what those vehicles
actually do to our environment. So as a tax payer and resident who cares about the plant I live
on, I am opposed to money being spent on things that the unenlightened public follies over -
that's it. Thank you for the survey

1/6/2023 12:10 PM

72 I’ve recently taken an interest in City Matters and I appreciate the many things that the city
has done right to make it what it is today. My concern is that to keep up with what other cities
are currently doing and imitating their policies and planning, Chandler will hurt its growth,
quality of life and eventually deteriorate. My request is that funding, should be done with a
sustainable aim in mind, considering future generations. I also feel that there needs to be
heavy fine enforcements for littering. It will help bring in revenue since littering is up by a lot.

1/6/2023 11:45 AM

73 Teen vaping and misbehavior is an area that needs more attention. Maybe a reduced rate for
park programs for students who are getting in trouble could help. Mentoring with public servant
personnel might help too. They could be City sponsored events.

1/6/2023 11:39 AM

74 The feeling of not being safe is increasingly growing. My home has been breached . I'm sick of
dogs pooping in my front yard and behind my gate. Private property.

1/6/2023 8:06 AM

75 I am very concerned about the bike lanes. I was turning right with turn signal on & the bicycle
tried to go around me on the right. I was so terrified of the near miss, I had to pull off the road.

1/6/2023 12:01 AM

76 Inexpensive public transportation that teens can use safely would be really nice in South
Chandler.

1/5/2023 4:32 PM

77 We need more parks with playing equipment geared towards kiddos/people with disabilities. 1
swing is not enough. There’s so many kids With special needs and the city is not meeting their
needs to make sure they are made part of this city. We want to make sure we are being an all
inclusive city and welcoming those with special needs as well to all facilities and places

1/5/2023 4:09 PM

78 Garbage collection should be reviewed. Bulk collection and hazardous waste disposal
procedures are poor at best

1/5/2023 7:00 AM

79 Investment in public transport and ensure timeliness to destination Evaluate horse property
and access to safe riding facilities As dairies need to relocate due to growth ensure historical
context and story and legacy is captured Advertise uniqueness and offerings more so
community is aware Love the city and community Thank you for a great place to live, work and
play :)

1/5/2023 3:33 AM

80 The influx of illegal migrants is impacting crime rates. If our border remains porous you must
enhance the number of police. Vehicle burglary has become way too common and is
expanding from North to South Chandler at an extremely high rate. People will not move or
stay here if they don't feel safe! Forget eco busses and enhanced transport and direct more
money to public safety.

1/4/2023 9:54 PM

81 Citizens freely fire off fireworks beyond what has been established by law. Not a thing or
mention of it ever comes up. It’s annoying and dangerous. There are people, pets, and fire
hazards exposed and many simply laugh and ignore what the abiding citizens experience.

1/4/2023 8:36 PM

82 As a member of PMBC (Phoenix Metro Bike Club), I am on the streets on a bicycle almost
everyday of the week. I see many hazards and experience the wrath of motorists constantly.
Separating cyclist from motorists is a much needed improvement.

1/4/2023 8:00 PM
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83 Providing additional support to our low income communities and provide job services as well 1/4/2023 6:32 PM

84 We need to charge people moving here from out of state a large tax fee. We can use this to
keep the roads nice, fences nice, help pay for more Law Enforcement to help with the road
rage and crime that has gone up around here. I am a 3rd generation native and it makes me
sad to see these disheartening changes happening. I don’t want to be pushed out of my home
nor do I want my parents or kids to either. Let’s keep it nice here.

1/4/2023 6:01 PM

85 On Mobility, I am not a supporter of light rail. Further on Mobility, the unmanned Waymo
vehicle has nearly struck me (as a pedestrian and bicyclist) three times. I hear similar stories
from others. Phoning the police department and City Hall is a dead end and Waymo doesn't
have a contact phone number to report these incidents. My question: Why does Chandler allow
Waymo to operate dangerously within the city limits with no oversight from the City and with no
way to log/report the incidents? This is not right.

1/4/2023 4:29 PM

86 I am really upset with the new charges for using the waste site at Queen Creek and McQueen.
We used it 1-2 a month between May - October for yard waste. During times of high inflation
this added cost is ridiculous.

1/4/2023 3:44 PM

87 I don't know how much influence the city can have over private property, but the vast number
of run-down retail strip properties is astounding. Either maintain the properties or face fines!
Maybe that would inspire the property owners to do something with the vacant plazas!!

1/4/2023 6:08 AM

88 Driving has become annoying due to traffic and the constant development of properties. It
seems to be getting out of hand and is a complaint no matter to whom you talk to. Another
concern is the amount of plants that get overgrown, reduce visibility and use a lot of water,
albeit reclaimed water. Another concern is the over crowding of hospitals. With all the constant
development, more concern should be on building another hospital. I have to salute our first
responders and our police. They do an incredible and sometimes thankless job. They should
always be taken care of along with educationg our children; making sure to eliminate waste
and fraud, from our education system, with improved oversight and accountability.

1/4/2023 12:28 AM

89 I like what OD Harris has been working towards since elected. I would like to see more money
put towards mental health resources, disability awareness, and support for those less
fortunate.

1/3/2023 8:40 PM

90 Additional funding in needed as part of the Stratigic Parks Master Plan line item 13 to explore
opportunities with the private developers to meet parks needs in North Chandler. The city has
an opportunity to improve an active zoning case PLH22-0018 by helping to eliminate the need
to fence off a portion of the retention basin to increase the usable area after the re-
development. The city has been collecting property taxes from or neighborhood property
owners for more than 40 years while we have been underserved by the parks department for
more than 40 years. The city has an opportunity with zoning Case PLH22-0018 to provide
(2023/2024 budget year) fundung so an alternative stormwater management plan can be
designed and funded so the developer does not need to fence off more than half the retention
basin. This will net the most available land area for pubic use as a possible future
neighborhood park.

1/3/2023 7:48 PM

91 I do not plan to buy my next home in chandler because I worry that the city is becoming
increasingly unsafe and dilapidated. The city does not care to maintain its neighborhoods, and
shows little ability or desire to enforce rules and laws (e.g. illegal fireworks, excessively loud
vehicles, racing). While many areas in Chandler are quite nice, I am concerned with the
growing disparity between neighborhoods.

1/3/2023 8:29 AM

92 Shops , schools and parks should come more near Riggs-Chandler Ave . Currently it’s very
less , people have to go long way till 202 for everything

1/3/2023 6:25 AM

93 Why isn’t satisfaction with policing addressed in this survey as well? Residents need services
that call for social work trained professionals to respond in most cases where police are being
called. I also find it vastly inappropriate that chandler pd vehicles portray Thin Blue Line decals

1/3/2023 3:26 AM

94 Cricket game is widely growing in US. Please make sure our grounds have ability to even play
cricket. All it needs is an artificial turf. Only snedigar has it. More grounds should encourage
cricket. Public parks must be renovated and need for splash pads.

1/2/2023 11:21 PM

95 We need more affordable housing. Renters are being pushed out of their homes and
apartments and houses have become absolutely unaffordable.

1/2/2023 10:39 PM
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96 We need to make sure our police and emergency services personnel get the funding and
resources to keep us safe. They have a tough job and we appreciate them!!! We would also
like to see continued funding going to events and other things to get people outdoors to know
each other and build a healthy community, so things such as park improvements, more trails,
etc.

1/2/2023 9:47 PM

97 We love living in Chandler! 1/2/2023 9:38 PM

98 Police, there is no traffic control enforcement @ intersections, or speed control on roadway's 1/2/2023 8:55 PM

99 Traffic safety. If the lack of visibility of police patrol is due to funding then this needs fixing. I
seldom see police patrol cars these days. Reckless driving is an epidemic in Chandler. Create
car free zones starting with DC.

1/2/2023 7:02 PM

100 We have been upset with the council and lack of care for residents and putting industry ahead
of people who live here day to day. Apartments, major industrial, heavy traffic and removing
benefits like bulk trash pickup more frequently. I’m not sure what you focus on. I also feel you
have put left leaning policies ahead of actually having a backbone and saying no to state and
county agencies. IE, Covid. Makes changes that actually impact and benefit your residents
not your future in politics or networking.

1/2/2023 4:26 PM

101 Community garden. Community art. 1/2/2023 4:18 PM

102 The beautification of north Chandler is just as important as the beautification of south chandler-
there needs to be more of an effort because north chandler residents pay city taxes too and
would like to see them put to work.

1/2/2023 2:16 PM

103 Overall, the city of Chandler offers a very good quality of life, and city govt plans effectively
and executes plans well. As with any community, there are opportunity areas, as I noted in
several survey responses.

1/2/2023 12:08 PM

104 The new LED streetlights are a good idea but they are too bright/harsh for residential
neighborhoods. Recommend lower wattage or lower temperature (softer) bulbs.

1/2/2023 11:27 AM

105 I believe ALL residents appreciate low taxes for NECESSARY govt services. Low taxes
benefit EVERYONE and what they save on taxes they can use to pursue their personal,
individual choices. We have to get over this notion that govt should provide for individual
choices and is the answer to everything.

1/2/2023 11:23 AM

106 Hearing of more crime Need police and fire to be fully funded Block watch/Neighborhood watch 1/2/2023 10:18 AM

107 Police response to speeding and accidents around schools has been poor. Increased crime is
very concerning. 1) Crime prevention 2) traffic/Speed control. 3) stop so many apartments
being built and airports adding to more traffic, congestion, noise, huge reduction in quality of
life

1/2/2023 9:02 AM

108 It’s a real shame to see that we are now charging for more than four trips a year to the solid
waste disposal site. We are allowed people from all over the valley to come in and dump there
for two years during Covid without checking a single ID or utility bill. I’m sure cost surged at
that time, and now as residents were being forced to pay those bills.

1/2/2023 8:57 AM

109 Too much of what happens in the city is just a dog and pony show that distracts from real
issues. The city’s response to COVID was shameful with the Mayor posting himself out at
local businesses while the rest of the country was shutting down. Chandler did NOT allow all
possible employees to remain safe at home to work. Leadership needs to understand that
Chandler is a small city, the public is not unaware of what is happening.

1/2/2023 8:16 AM

110 My focus is my kids who are 7 and 9 1/2/2023 7:21 AM

111 Maintaining Access to running water and to electricity is crucial in the next few years. The
reason I moved to Chandler back in 1997 was because of its farm town charm & appeal and
low population. It wasn't developed and I loved it. There used to be a dairy farm down the road
on Dobson and one day I was driving thru road construction and found that it was gone. I know
that nothing stays the same anymore, but the charm this town once had is long gone. It's had
one too many face lifts and does not look like the Chandler I grew up around.

1/1/2023 10:53 PM

112 Chandler should focus on more parks and recreation areas. Attract new high employers 1/1/2023 3:16 PM

113 We have owned a home in Chandler for 13 years. A great place to live and raise a family. 1/1/2023 2:22 PM
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114 Zoning for apartments only brings money for the city and problems for neighborhoods. 1/1/2023 1:36 PM

115 Police in Chandler are worthless. I am happy to pay taxes to have a strong, RESPONSIVE
department, but they are nowhere to be found. Rampant speeding, illegal fireworks, barking
dogs,etc, get no response.

12/31/2022 11:38 PM

116 My wife and I have lived in the city of Chandler for 20 years and love it. We feel safe here, but
it is growing so fast! It always has construction going on.

12/31/2022 9:02 PM

117 Concerned for tall and bright lights and noise of traffic of casino disrupting peaceful, quiet
neighborhoods

12/30/2022 2:59 PM

118 offer green yard waste bins like other major cities have. Need more bulk pick ups like before,
two per year is not enough if one maintains their own yard. I see people dumping green waste
and furniture on empty lots and side of roads due to not having free drop offs at transfer station

12/30/2022 11:34 AM

119 I think it would be nice to see what those police cameras provide in the Frys parking lot that
has been there well over 6 months. Why is it there and what good does it do? If it is making an
impact, great. How many arrests has it led to? I have personally witnessed three blatant walk-
out thefts in that establishment. I do not feel good about another apartment multiplex going up
on Warner and Alama school either. I love Chandler but will probably look at moving away the
more crime and population that moves in.

12/30/2022 11:00 AM

120 Police act like laws only apply to certain people, and won't respond when called to enforce the
law, unless they think I am breaking it. There's ARIZONA LAW, AND MARICOPA LAWS THAT
NEED TO BE ENFORCED, ALONG WITH FEDERAL LAW. If people believe they can attack
the U.S. Capital, why not my CHANDLER HOME?

12/30/2022 9:53 AM

121 Need public bus transportation along the price rd corridor starting from chandler BLVD south to
the end. Why? Jobs jobs jobs!

12/30/2022 8:48 AM

122 Chandler should push for light rail to be in Chandler, no more traffic lights on Mcqueen and
maybe look at eliminating some. As mentioned above the 3 way stop at Hamilton and Frye is
not necessary, more bike lanes and I noticed in my neighborhood the city came and fixed
some of the curbs to be rounded. There are many sidewalks with terrible curb alignments on
AZ ave basically from Chandler blvd to Warner all of those need to be rounded and aligned with
the sidewalks. Especially because most of that distance there is no bike lane.

12/30/2022 8:39 AM

123 Ban the sale of fireworks, they are dangerous, destructive, and disturb the peace. 12/29/2022 8:31 PM

124 We need to get a handle on the crime and speeding. CPD is amazing but they need more help.
Everyday there seems to be neighborhood shootings, hit and runs and private property theft.

12/29/2022 8:20 PM

125 Elected officials are detached 12/29/2022 2:49 PM

126 I think the city could allocate more funds to improve public transportation 12/29/2022 2:44 PM

127 We need stricter fireworks laws and enforce them. Terrible!!! 12/29/2022 9:59 AM

128 Review sound issues coming from 202 ie : review city property and facilities that need more
trees and bushes planted to deflect sound - I live behind the water treatment plant and a new
review of trees needed to be planted needs to be reviewed as lots of sound comes from the
treatment plant and the 202 , I live adjacent to the plant in the Madison park sub division 1045
s Hudson 85286 Thanks

12/28/2022 1:13 PM

129 Nothing about the airport? How come there is no advantage to living here? Same cost and wait
list for hangers if you are a resident or not. We deal with and accept the noise, etc. How come
we don't get any break? We pay taxes and the same costs as a resident of another city that
uses the facilities.

12/28/2022 8:11 AM

130 Traffic quieting, traffic enforcement and speed control on S Gilbert road. Do not widen Lindsay
and Val Vista S of Riggs. Just adds more traffic to Hunt to get to the Casino. Build a tall wall
close to road in Gilbert between Riggs and Hunt.

12/28/2022 7:33 AM

131 I feel we are taxed too much and would be much better off if taxed less and government stuck
to the basics. One pet peeve is why our libraries are contributing to less personal responsibility
by automatically renewing books and not charging late fines. I imagine this is all at additional
cost to taxpayers and makes me wonder if the fear is that libraries will become obsolete if
extra funds aren't sent their way.

12/28/2022 7:10 AM
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132 Please change the way Chandler does bulk trash pickup. Use Glendale as a model. 12/28/2022 2:43 AM

133 I think Chandler has come a long way! Keep improving downtown and keep removing
neighborhood blight. We have great parks and great public services. Thank you.

12/27/2022 10:36 PM

134 I brought my special needs grandson to the new park on Cooper and Pecos. I was excited to
see an adaptive zip line. I put him in lowered the thing but there were no shoulder or lap straps
to keep him in place. That was the first time in his almost four year life that I cried due to his
challenges. For the first time I saw what his future may look like unless I get involved

12/27/2022 9:12 PM

135 I believe the brown street signs do not stand out enough while driving. 12/27/2022 7:58 PM

136 Please stop tax and spend habit. Let us keep our dollars and spend them as we wish in a free
capitalistic society. That would be refreshing don't you think?

12/27/2022 4:29 PM

137 Chandler has planned schools, businesses, zoning, budget, and recreation extremely well for
the past 25 years that I have lived here. I am concerned that the new city council is beginning
to tell people of faith and ethics that they are not welcome.

12/27/2022 4:18 PM

138 Keep working on making walking and biking safer and more accessable. 12/27/2022 3:43 PM

139 The overall quality of life is in a free fall. The city council spends more time on how woke it
can be and not enough time preserving the quality of life for the people that have built this city
over the years. The level of police patrol on the streets is not adequate to keep speeders,
aggressive drivers, and drag racing under control.

12/27/2022 3:18 PM

140 I believe the north Chandler area is neglected and even shopping centers need some attention
to revitalize them

12/27/2022 12:23 PM

141 Street and utiity projects seem to get spread out and scrambled. Example, Chandler Heights
was tore up all last year and seemingly completed, only to have it tore up, dugup, and creating
traffic concerns again. Couldn't better planning and coordination with utility companies turn
projects into a smoother process that cobines their efforts into one project that will handle their
needs for a longer period?

12/27/2022 7:51 AM

142 I strongly feel we as the city of Chandler are more concerned with the way we look over the
desperate needs of the people.

12/26/2022 2:34 PM

143 I moved to Chandler because of the quiet, agriculture, friendly environment it was. Chandler
council members are focused only on turning Chandler into busy, congested, air polluted traffic
mess with little concern for residents even when concerns are expressed. A casino being built
in a family neighborhood, developing homes and apartments by using properties of open space
and farm lands. This is not the city I would choose to move into today. If city council members
really want to know how residents feel please pass these comments around.

12/26/2022 7:32 AM

144 Just being honest based on my knowledge living in Chandler. 12/25/2022 12:58 PM

145 I am salty about the bulk pickup being taken away. I do not do yard sales and prefer to either
donate or throw out. When they won't take donations, I must discard. And someone voted to
make us pay now, when before we could.get it every 6 weeks?

12/24/2022 9:26 PM

146 Hunt Highway...widening and continue through going east of Val Vista 12/24/2022 7:03 PM

147 Thanks for the opportunity to comment. Overall, City does a nice job, and Chandler is a quality
community within which to call home.

12/24/2022 11:40 AM

148 Hunt Hiway; lighting of stop signs; racing on Hunt Hiway. Repairs of roads with large chunck
holes.

12/23/2022 1:58 PM

149 Panhandlers are a nuisance. Many claim to be homeless but they are not. Some become
pushy and make visiting stores a hassle. My wife and kids have been accosted more than
once. It doesn't matter how nice your parks are or how advanced its technology if residents are
afraid to leave their homes. Please fix this!

12/23/2022 8:31 AM

150 Water - building continues but we are concerned about the limits of our water supply.
Transportation - many pot holes, many huge trucks on Riggs and Hunt highway that are noisy
at all hours of the day.

12/23/2022 7:50 AM

151 Living in Solera community, trying to find a safe exit to go somewhere we have to try and find
an exit where traffic isn’t as bad but we’re getting surrounded with heavy traffic making it

12/23/2022 7:05 AM
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152 12/23/2022 4:52 AM

153 12/22/2022 11:27 PM

154 12/22/2022 10:05 PM

155 12/22/2022 8:41 PM

156 12/22/2022 5:56 PM

157 12/22/2022 5:49 PM

158 12/22/2022 4:40 PM

159 12/22/2022 3:36 PM

160 12/22/2022 3:34 PM

161 12/22/2022 3:21 PM

162 12/22/2022 2:55 PM

163 12/22/2022 2:23 PM

164 12/22/2022 2:23 PM

165 12/22/2022 2:09 PM

166 12/22/2022 2:08 PM

167 12/22/2022 2:07 PM

168 12/22/2022 2:06 PM

169

difficult and unsafe

The city needs to be more proactive with homelessness. The city will look like areas of 
Phoenix soon.

Traffic lights needed to enter and exit Solera on Hunt Highway, Lindsay Road, and Riggs Rd.

Stop merging departments, they r separate for a reason.

Concerned that the new LED street lights are too bright. The lights cause quite a bit of glare 
and when it rains the streets are horribly over lit.

See comment above about lights.

I would encourage more funding for economic development development. My name is Norman 
  if you want to ask me anymore question. I have live here for 23 years.

Start by protecting your citizens. Be smart with zoning laws and not allow detrimental zoning 
effecting the lives of citizens. DO NOT cave into the demands of the Tribe community that 
allow spending tax payer dollars to fund project which help casinos become rich off Chandler 
citizens.

It is fine to have road construction projects, but does every street north and south need to be 
blocked off at the same time. It is very dangerous to try and figure out where to drive with all of 
the construction signs spread for miles when the project os a small hole in the ground. Hunt 
Hwy is a joke.

Call me .. I will talk .

Please consider widening Hunt Highway

Traffic flow needs help. We need a traffic light in riggs rd but cannot get one. With so much 
traffic coming from San tan area there is a lot of traffic. Also need help with hunt highway 
traffic. Trucks need to be off that road

I believe that city of Chandler along with being part of Maricopa County needs to improve their 
election process. There are far too many irregularities in the voting system to be able to trust 
that system. It appears that audit need to be performed that aren’t performed on the hardware 
software etc. of this system. Also with the casino going in off of Hyatt Highway and Gilbert 
Road the traffic out here will increase 1000 fold. It doesn’t seem like much is being done to 
preserve the safety along the corridor. You have silver roads that are two lanes each way 
feeding into hot highway behind highway remains a one lane basically two way road. Right now 
the biggest issue I feel is the voting system how can you trust it.

As a Chandler bicyclist for 30 years I urge you to continue to think of us in any city planning. 
Off road trails are encouraged as traffic on street is very dangerous.

Overall, I feel the City of Chandler does a very good in providing and maintaining services. The 
one area I'd like to see improved is providing clarity on what kinds of garbage is recyclable and 
what is non-recyclable. Some examples: Most plastic items (except water bottles) are now 
non-recyclable, but what about the plastic water bottle lids? Should they remain screwed on 
when recycled, should they be separated from the bottle and recycled, or are they non-
recyclable? Another example: Glass bottles should be recycled with lids off, but do metal lids 
from metal cans get recycled, or not? How thoroughly do recyclable cans and bottles need to 
be cleaned to be recyclable? What about paper and cardboard products that are laminated or 
have shiny coatings? These are questions I and many neighbors have and should be clearly 
articulated to avoid confusion.

As far as Hint highway, I also back on it and the large trucks traveling on it has increased a 
great deal in the last 2 years. We need a light at Gilbert and Riggs for safety, especially with 
the casino opening.

Would really appreciate a traffic light or more traffic control (such as timed lights: at the 
intersection fo S. Mountain Blvd. and Riggs Rd.(the entrance to Lone Tree Golf Course and 
Solera Chandler community.

Less storage units, fast food establishments. Less apartments built, this is mainly 55 or older, 
active adult communities, that’s why it’s so peaceful. Thanks

The city does a poor job of enforcing weight limits on streets, i.e Hunt Highway between 12/22/2022 2:02 PM
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Cooper and Valvista. Large noisy trucks 24 hours a day affects our quality of life in Solera
residential Community. Postedlimits are not followed.

170 I am a resident of the Solera Community and live near the Hunt Highway. 12/22/2022 2:02 PM

171 See above where there is an issue with oversized vehicles using Hunt Highway. 12/22/2022 1:59 PM

172 a lot of traffic on Hunt Hwy. The road should needs to be widened. 12/22/2022 1:39 PM

173 We moved here for the cycling opportunities. What is the plan to open the Eastern Canal and
Rosevelt canal for cycling? It is becoming too dangerous to cycle on bike lanes on Hunt
Highway, Riggs Road and Gilbert roads. There is so much increased traffic and traffic noise on
Gilbert road near Hunt Highway—we are disappointed that we cannot be in our backyard much
because of the traffic noise and the building noises from the Casino. When is the traffic light
going to go live at Hunt Highway?

12/22/2022 1:29 PM

174 Hunt highway is suffering from vastly increasing traffic since the start of the casino on Hunt &
Gilbert, resulting in the surface of Hunt deteriorating & very dangerous intersections of Val
Vist, Lindsey, Gilbert, Cooper, McQueen & AZ Avenue. Please address Hunt Hwy immediately
to add a traffic light @ Gilbert, widen it, provide traffic calming areas & bike lanes.

12/22/2022 1:26 PM

175 Need a focus on traffic on Gilbert rd and Hunt rd. With the Casino to be completed in the next
year even more traffic delays at the stop sign on Gilbert and Hunt Rd will become even more
difficult to travel on. 30 minute travel time to drive 1 1/4 miles to the stop sign on these cross
roads is not acceptable. A traffic light is needed ASAP.

12/22/2022 1:16 PM

176 As mentioned in a previous comment, I have not lived in Chandler very long, but have been
very impressed in what I have seen of varied amenities in the city.

12/22/2022 1:01 PM

177 I liked bulk trash pick up every six weeks instead of once every six weeks. Please try to get
the tribe to get the light at Gilbert and Hunt put up asap

12/22/2022 12:50 PM

178 A good city doesn't just focus on growth, but wise growth. I tend to do a lot of business in
Gilbert. Seems less crowded and easier to find parking. Also, I don't see what this survey has
to do with the casino and surrounding area (which is walking distance from my home). I think
it's a bit misleading. No questions here about the casino area.

12/22/2022 12:50 PM

179 I live near Gilbert Rd between Riggs and Hunt. It seems like there are motorcycle races every
day on Gilbert. Some extra patrolling would be appreciated.

12/22/2022 12:44 PM

180 Funding for more recreational activities in South East Chandler 12/22/2022 12:35 PM

181 There are too many large trucks (especially construction) ones on Riggs Road and the noise is
awful. As well, speeding on that street is rampant and very dangerous.

12/22/2022 12:30 PM

182 The safety question was a reflection that crime is everywhere. A pickup truck was stolen from
our gated community and a chase took place with shots fired at Hunt highway and the gun
battle continued at Riggs and Gilbert road where they did get the perp. Kudos to law
enforcement for doing their job. We maybe safer than some areas but that incident reminds to
keep your head on a swivel and be aware of your surroundings.

12/22/2022 12:30 PM

183 We told you more than 2 years ago that this part of Chandler is facing multiple issues—heavy
traffic on Gilbert Road, no restaurants or shopping or other amenities out here, increased
noise, more crime, We objected to the apartment complex going in on Riggs and Gilbert. For
our efforts, we we were called elitists by Richard Klob on the P&Z commission. He even asked
us if we thought “people should drink from separate water fountains”—and he did this in writing
in a public online forum. I spoke with John Knudsen recently about the way money is being
spent in his department. He kept talking over me telling me what a great job they’re doing for
us. I didn’t need a trip to the principals office but that’s what I got. City Council doesn’t listen.
The Mayor doesn’t listen. When they came to our community for a “round table” discussion
about the impact of the casino going in at Gilbert Rd and Hunt Hwy, every single response was
“sorry, nothing we can do.” Well, the noise and the traffic and the crime we told you would
come is here. And the residents of southeast Chandler are left holding the bag.

12/22/2022 12:29 PM

184 Heavy trucks creating noise on Hunt Highway and high performance cars racing at night. More
enforcement is needed.

12/22/2022 12:17 PM

185 Something needs to be done about the traffic on Hunt Hwy and the over-sized vehicles that
travel up and down every day, 24/7. They mayor had indicated (when attending a special HOA

12/22/2022 12:16 PM
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meeting) that these issues would be addressed and nothing has happened. This is decreasing
our home values here in Solera.

186 Chandler is a week run city. Thank you 12/22/2022 12:04 PM

187 Have lived in Chandler for the last 26 years and have seem many many improvements but do
feel that some older neighborhoods needs financial assistance to improve their neighborhood.
Also, there should be a larger financial incentive for people to remove their lawn and replace
with desert landscape.

12/22/2022 8:53 AM

188 I want more police presence on McQueen rd and cooper. Lots of traffic and noise there 12/22/2022 8:52 AM

189 As downtown Chandler is becoming a bona fide hotspot for the entire valley, please make sure
that the traffic light pattern in that area is optimized. Along those lines, please add a left turn
signal for the Boston Street traffic light as that spot will often have heavy congestion on the
weekends.

12/21/2022 6:33 PM

190 Education - children and adult 12/21/2022 2:07 PM

191 In general all parks need more and more trees for shade and to help with carbon capture. Your
landscapers need to be educated on how trees are to be trimmed, Now most trees are so
thinned out there is no shade left. Their job is to trim trees - every time they come by, they cut
branches off, even if doesn't need it - Note their job is to trim the trees - they can't just pass
them by.

12/21/2022 1:14 PM

192 more funding for libraries. That is the city service I interact with the most. 12/21/2022 11:25 AM

193 Due to water conservation, I think the city should mandate no winter grass and seek to replace
unusable grass with rock or plants that use less water throughout the city in business parks
and neighborhoods. Much of the grass in Chandler is decorative and cannot be used for
recreational purposes yet it consumes so much water. We need to prioritize our water to be
used for grass that can be used for recreation.

12/21/2022 10:48 AM

194 I enjoy cycling, Chandler has an excellent network on cycle paths. in particular I enjoy the
Paseo - I would like to see cycle/pedestrian lights on all road crossings - too many don't have
this & car/truck drivers are NOT focused/aware.

12/21/2022 10:23 AM

195 I love the downtown area. I have noticed more homeless people, that doesn’t make me feel
safe. I am extremely thankful that Chandler will allow chickens now. And as I noted before, the
benches and landscaped area on the southeast corner of Ray and alma school are only
welcoming in homeless people right next to residential homes, not sure how to fix that but it is
a problem. Thank you.

12/21/2022 8:26 AM

196 Be more proactive about keeping Chandler beautiful. So many people don’t stay in chandler in
the summer, so don’t water/mow grass when it’s too hot to enjoy it. Save the water and fuel for
nice weather months when people are actually here. And it won’t pollute as badly when temps
are 100+ degrees and we have all the poor air quality days.

12/21/2022 6:05 AM

197 I have a family with younger kids. We love spending time outdoors, visiting nearby parks by
bicycle, riding the canal north and south. Chandler Blvd near McQueen Rd & Cooper Rd is
showing its age. Roads, landscaping, fencing, trails, cleanliness should be improved.

12/20/2022 10:07 PM

198 Need more parks and outdoor areas friendly for walking, reading or simply enjoying beautiful
mornings and afternoons

12/20/2022 5:04 PM

199 Traffic control needs to be address as well as speeding. Multiple huge apartment complexes
are going up with little regard to street traffic. The intersection of Germann and Hartford is
going to be extremely problematic. Also the planning of Chandler seems to be haphazard and
not well thought out.

12/20/2022 9:46 AM

200 Concerned about the increase in crime rate. The city should work to identify root cause and
address

12/20/2022 12:10 AM

201 More bike paths 12/19/2022 2:44 PM

202 More funding for community festivals and special events, such as those through the Diversity
office and recreation.

12/19/2022 1:45 PM

203 The city needs to expand the paseo vista bike trail system further south. 12/19/2022 11:58 AM
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204 In general, Chandlers keep the neighborhood and parks clean. And as the city grows, it is
important to remind Chandlers on keeping city CLEAN by not throwing garbage or littering.

12/19/2022 10:03 AM

205 Chandler needs to focus on sustainability, increased housing, and a focus on revitalizing the
small businesses in our community by making them safer, easier, and more enjoyable to get to
and spend time in.

12/19/2022 1:01 AM

206 As I stated, the only things government should do is lower taxes and keep its citizens safe in
order to attract and keep businesses and solid citizens. Leave the technological innovations to
the private sector.

12/18/2022 10:22 PM

207 I think Chandler is a great place to live, but I see it slowly going into what San Francisco went
where no one can afford to live. I drive around and all I see is luxury apartments---Chandler
used to be a place for everyone, now it is only for the rich. This is a big mistake and I hope
that it is not too late to fix it.

12/18/2022 4:52 PM

208 Cleaner public facilities 12/18/2022 3:07 PM

209 It makes our neighborhood trashy and who would want to live here! We live in an HOA. Police
aren’t enforcing expired tags like they used to. Worry about rental properties not being kept up.

12/18/2022 3:03 PM

210 I wish that Chandler would prioritize safe pedestrian transit. Protected bike lanes on high speed
roads and lower speed limits on non-main roads would be cheap and effective improvements.
Instead, the city prioritizes expensive lane additions, only making pedestrian travel worse.
Additionally, more protected crossings would be beneficial. Downtown Chandler has lower
speed limits and easy pedestrian crossing, yet still is car accessible.

12/18/2022 1:31 PM

211 South Chandler is getting inundated with commercial and high density housing. 12/18/2022 1:20 PM

212 Lack of fiscal responsibility is growing in the name of social responsibility. 12/18/2022 12:48 PM

213 I'm not aware if Chandler has this program, but in some cities no child is refused the
opportunity to participate in an activity because of a families financial situation. No one knows
except the registrar and the family.

12/18/2022 10:40 AM

214 Increase funding for parks and transit. I feel safe here and do not feel public safety would be
threaten if its budget did not increase.

12/18/2022 9:27 AM

215 When are yoou going to fix the road at the railway crossing on Riggs near Arizona ave? Also
the new rule for using the dump is not at all favorable, it was one of the few things setting
Chandler apart for everywhere else for my family.

12/18/2022 9:09 AM

216 Any projects that can encourage people out of their cars would get my vote for more $$. More
recreation options outdoors - yoga in the park, bike crossings, pickle ball, Improving farmers
markets, etc. I would love to have green waste pickup or composting available. The change to
less bulk trash available makes caring for your own yard more difficult.

12/18/2022 8:46 AM

217 Please consider the homelessness problem. They are getting courageous and breaking into
homes and HOA community pools. The safety of families is needed. The police do a wonderful
job responding but they need to be backed up by the attorneys and judges. I really do not need
to see in the middle of the day on Warner Rd and Arizona Ave a man and woman having sex
at the bus station. This does not show a quality of life I want to live in Chandler if this
continues. My family does not need to witness this. This needs to be taken seriously the
people that are taking over the city. If you are truly about improving the quality of Chandler,
please truly consider the safety of growing homeless people that are going into neighborhoods
and breaking into homes and harassing kids playing out in the parks.

12/17/2022 9:30 PM

218 Limited government. Let the private sector dictate, not bigger government hindrances. 12/17/2022 9:19 PM

219 Outdoor areas need to have the nearly half of year of sweltering heat 12/17/2022 6:43 PM

220 Well, the police need to be respectful of ALL humans. 12/17/2022 4:55 PM

221 To clarify my perspective, the latest failure of the mayor and councilmembers, voting yes, to
approve the chicken ordinance against the majority of the will of residents is unethical. Signed
petitions, I understand 300 signatures, were lost by the clerk of the court. The clerk was
honest and informed the council members and mayor of the lost petitions, however the mayor
and the council members favoring the ordinance failed to include this information in any of the
meetings to the public. They passed the ordinance with knowledge and without consideration
of this information. Approving an ordinance that does not enhance the health, safety, and value

12/17/2022 2:10 PM
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of a community should not be passed in favor of a counsel initiated ordinance. It was brought
to the attention of the mayor and council that approving this ordinance could be problematic for
a property owner selling their property due to the chickens odor and noise needing to be
included on a disclosure statement. Granted, not all brokers require their agents to be ethical
and include disclosure statements when they list a property. However, most credible brokers
would require the best interest of both the seller and the buyer to be first and foremost of
importance. In conclusion, passing an ordinance that is counsel initiated with the knowledge
that it does not improve the health, safety, and property value for residents should be of great
concern to all residents.

222 Need to address the homeless population and have the judges not release everyone. 12/17/2022 9:31 AM

223 I didn't see it on here, but some of the street lights could use repair. The neighborhoods are not
well lit at night time.

12/17/2022 9:24 AM

224 Chandler is a tremendous city, on balance. Isolated blight and the homeless issue are
important to improve. Continued econ dev of tech + innovation must remain core and prime.
Intertwine education with the innovation economy so we continue a city for the 21st cent.
Kudos on the Civic outreach programs (city/police/fire); we need more citizens understanding
and participating in being good Civic stewards; promote more. CERT and Volunteer / Ridealong
and shadow; citizens need to understand and be solutions also. Start young - offer / promote
youth outreach maybe through schools to instill a Civic ethos - more opportunities to volunteer
/ serve - maybe through certificate for young resumes, small 'scholarships' for completions,
school / city messaging - maybe even a "levels" of achievement / recognition to "gamify" the
engagement from youth to plug in. Chandler is great, Hartke is great; keep doing what you're
doing and continually improve along value and purpose. Thanks Chandler!!!

12/17/2022 9:21 AM

225 Focus on more job creation in a variety of markets. Keep a strong police presence. My biggest
concern is the rent rates in Chandler. They are sky high. I have 3 adult children and they sure
would like to move out but can't afford to.

12/17/2022 9:14 AM

226 Please have regular schedule for bulk trash pick up. 12/17/2022 6:06 AM

227 I just see too many apartments going up, plus they are very tall. You can't see the mountains
anymore. Limit the growth.

12/17/2022 5:03 AM

228 Because people go enjoy the day and many have issues or children that need the bathroom
and park don't have one so it's a struggle cuz kids can't hold the urgency.

12/17/2022 4:33 AM

229 More Sustainability and environment efforts. Keep recycling 12/16/2022 9:51 PM

230 Would like more transparency about the prevalence of crime in Chandler. Aside from several
recent violent incidents, property crime seems to be rampant based on multiple social media
outlets. I would prefer my tax dollars be used to make Chandler a very unfriendly place for
criminals. I understand the County Attorney and Courts play a large role as well but we do not
want to become Phoenix or Mesa!

12/16/2022 9:21 PM

231 Some of the roads near my home need to be re-tarred - W Fairview St between Dobson and
Pennington. S Pennington Dr between Frye and Pecos. There are not too many activities that
kids can do indoors in the summer.

12/16/2022 8:49 PM

232 There is too much effort on diversity. Can't there just be wholesome programs/events without it
talking about race, gender, etc?

12/16/2022 8:32 PM

233 No places to go to play summer sports. Please have more parking built at Sneidiger. 12/16/2022 6:28 PM

234 If anything comes up, I’ll address it at the next City Council meeting. Thank you. Glenn 12/16/2022 6:25 PM

235 With the construction and eventual opening of the Casino on the SE corner of Gilbert and Hunt
traffic has increased and will continue to increase as areas to the south and east continue to
open new neighborhoods. People use Gilbert Road to bypass other routes that are increasingly
congested or blocked by accidents. This intersection and Hunt Hwy need significant
improvement to handle the current and future traffic, bicycle and bus needs.

12/16/2022 5:49 PM

236 The city (and county) employees I have been in touch with about the off-leash dogs in my
neighborhood have not been helpful or sympathetic at all. Because of the dogs, I don't feel
safe in Chandler, and after 4 years here I am considering moving out when my lease is up next
year. I do not support the business registration fee for small businesses and how the city

12/16/2022 3:57 PM
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doesn't seem to restrict what charges landlords can add without including them in advertised
rent. The council's actions during the pandemic have made me question if these are people I
trust with decisions about the safety of our water, streets and neighborhoods.

237 There needs to be more done about speeding and red light running. I do the speed limit in all
school zones and almost get run over by cars going over the normal limit thru the school
zones. Traffic is a nightmare hire more traffic officers please.

12/16/2022 1:19 PM

238 I continue to want to live in Chandler because of the quality of life and good governance. 12/16/2022 1:16 PM

239 I'd like to see the WayMo or public ride shares for the residents who cannot drive around
Chandler. I'm also concerned about the water supply with all the new building/new giant
apartments being built.

12/16/2022 10:18 AM

240 The current budget for the Tumbleweed Recreation Center improvement is significantly
underfunded and needs attention. The facility has not kept up with the population growth, the
diversity or the demand. Management continues to primarily satisfy "traditional" activities
rather than demand based activities.

12/16/2022 6:51 AM

241 Too many businesses clumped together. Gilbert road has turned into stoplight road. Frustrating
and dangerous.

12/15/2022 7:03 PM

242 Riggs rd and Arizona ave and Gilbert roads in south Chandler are all raceways I am afraid to
drive on them,nobody obeys the speed limit very dangerous

12/15/2022 6:10 PM

243 Would love more neighborhood services outside of just downtown. 12/15/2022 12:29 PM

244 Without law and order we do not have a community. Properly funding the police department is
a must to have a safe law abiding community. Have Send out quarterly survey to get a
consensus of what the residents think before issues require action. Thank you for letting me
express my opinion. Long live Chandler, a great place to live.

12/15/2022 11:17 AM

245 I am currently a sustainability student at ASU. I am hyper focused on doing what is best for
the planet, which will directly improve citizens lives. Improvements in innovation and
maintenance updates are important.

12/15/2022 11:04 AM

246 Making city parks safe 12/15/2022 6:24 AM

247 Reduce spending. And stop taking federal funds just because you think it is free money. 12/14/2022 8:12 PM

248 Fund more fire and emergency services. Fix roads used by large commercial customers as
tractor trailers are ruining roadways.

12/14/2022 8:00 PM

249 I love Chandler but we need affordable housing. New apts are great but at 2,500-3,000k a
month, most can't afford that without 2-3 roommates.

12/14/2022 7:46 PM

250 More focus on affordable housing options, especially as we see gentrification happening in
downtown chandler. We need the folks who perform hourly pay type work in our city, so we
should help them afford safe housing IN our city.

12/14/2022 11:56 AM

251 We need more aid for our homeless population. Homeless people should have shelter and
water and food.

12/14/2022 9:09 AM

252 There are a lot more people sharing the streets of Chandler and that number grows daily. I don't
think that drivers need any more distractions than are already out there. Political sign cause
many blind-spots for smaller cars to see over or past them. They also cause a distraction with
people possibly trying to read them while driving, which makes it also dangerous for possible
pedestrians. I have lived in Chandler for a long time and I still think that we are the best place
to live in the Phoenix area.

12/14/2022 6:43 AM

253 The city needs to pay more attention to addressing the rundown property/fences along our
streets both the main streets and residential streets. We also need to limit the height of
apartment complex so they add to our neighborhoods and not take away from them.

12/14/2022 6:26 AM

254 Less regulations=better quality of life. 12/14/2022 4:28 AM

255 As a homeowner in Chandler and in Bellevue Washington I can see similarities. Chandler is
now what Bellevue was (in my opinion) 30 years ago before Big Tech came to town. If done
right, Chandler can continue on a path to greatness, like Bellevue or it can lose its way…
Never take your eye off the ball and keep thinking forward. Spend money wisely and don’t take

12/13/2022 4:09 PM
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any shortcuts. The residence of the city will more than likely forget what things cost, however
they’ll never forget that it wasn’t done right. Good luck.

256 Chandler needs to continue and increase its water safety classes and opportunities for
swimming lessons, and recreational pool use. Our family has utilized the aquatics program for
20 years and we continue to utilize the libraries on a regular basis.

12/12/2022 10:43 PM

257 A healthy city needs more opportunities to move! Please consider making more bike lanes,
crosswalks, and pedestrian friendly bridges/tunnels to motivate people to leave their gas
guzzler at home and get outside!

12/12/2022 8:37 PM

258 South Chandler needs a stand alone library. Me and all my friends can’t stand dealing with the
parking and hassle at Hamilton Library. Great job with the Navigator program…and the
awareness campaign surrounding the work being done to assist those in crisis or experiencing
homelessness. When will the Downtown park get a revamp, it is so unsightly and quite frankly
embarrassing given how wealthy our city is and how much we extol the benefits of living in
Chandler. Also, why are all the medians in downtown maintained so poorly…I was in Maricopa
last week and was impressed as I rolled into town. Chandler could definitely be doing better.

12/12/2022 3:01 PM

259 In general, the improvements being made to chandler are all good, but they lack focus on
chandler as a whole and are only happening in the south of chandler. Improvements should be
happening throughout the entire city and not just one area of it.

12/12/2022 11:04 AM

260 No chickens - we will never again vote for any of the Council members, for any position
anywhere, who allowed chickens.

12/12/2022 9:30 AM

261 When ever I’m out and about the city I try to guess how many street construction projects I’m
going to run into. There seems to be far too much roadwork being done. Not sure how that can
be addressed.

12/12/2022 8:37 AM

262 Can you do something to help reduce the extremely loud car stereo blasting in the older
downtown neighborhoods, or really any place in town. Any chance a new city ordinance can
restrict how loud people can play their car stereos?

12/11/2022 8:20 PM

263 I love Chandler and have lived here for 25 years. I’m very concerned with the increase in
robberies and panhandlers. I’m approached weekly for money in stores parking lots. It’s sad
that some parking lots are no go zones because I’m insecure about my safety!

12/11/2022 6:54 PM

264 Funding to create more speed bumps on over populated streets like Exeter and Erie. 12/11/2022 9:14 AM

265 Recreational facilities seem to be limited 12/11/2022 8:10 AM

266 Keep bringing in more Financial Service Firms. Good Paying jobs that will help our local
economy!

12/11/2022 7:18 AM

267 LOCK THE ALLEYS. (Only residents get a key.) Will decrease crime, trash dumping, and
loitering in alleyways.

12/11/2022 7:16 AM

268 The parks in Chandler are nice and it's easy to find one nearby for quick trips with the kids
however, we often drive out of Chandler to Gilbert or Queen Creek to get the really special
parks with larger play structured and large splash pads to keep kids busy longer. It would be
amazing to get another's larger with nicer options to stay in Chandler.

12/11/2022 6:36 AM

269 More shade trees at Sneider sports complex. more parking. impeove broken pavements. 12/11/2022 4:45 AM

270 Begging the city to do something for the lower income families. They are the ones who are the
bartenders, wait staff, janitors, office staff, customer service, cashiers, day care workers, fast
food workers, landscapers, delivery drivers, housekeepers for hotels in the area. Etc

12/11/2022 12:24 AM

271 My neighborhood does not have pretty walkways where I can walk my dog without having to
drive somewhere to do just that. Every open space is filled with apartment buildings or
companies

12/10/2022 7:56 PM

272 I negotiated a home purchase In Chandler in June of this year. I am a retired Seattle Police
Lieutenant with 35 years of service. I graduated from the Chandler Police Department Citizen’s
Academy on 08NOV2022. I have an application into the City of Chandler’s CIVIC opportunity.
If I’m accepted to the CIVIC opportunity, I would be better positioned to answer the second
question. I also have 50+ years as a pilot in commercial aviation with significant aviation
management experience. Chandler Municipal Airport would be of interest to me.

12/10/2022 4:51 PM
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273 I believe a City should focus only on the basic needs and not get woke or political 12/10/2022 3:41 PM

274 Please continue to fund and support the City of Chandler Police Department. The safety and
well being our residents and citizens should be our top priority. Thank You very much for your
attention to this important matter.

12/10/2022 11:04 AM

275 Our transient population boom is of major concern, our CUSD need for mental health services,
and cross generational activities appear limited.

12/9/2022 8:22 PM

276 Hunt Highway needs additional lanes 12/9/2022 4:42 PM

277 Public Safety is top priority. 12/9/2022 4:27 PM

278 I think Chandler is an excellent community but I have strong concerns regarding some of the
proposed changes in zoning ie housing in an industrial area as well as the impact of the casino
on tribal lands on our roads and infrastructure

12/9/2022 3:23 PM

279 I'd like to see more electric vehicke in the city fleet like Tempe and avondale and Phoenix
have. I would also love to see some electric school buses.

12/9/2022 1:52 PM

280 Chandler is so family friendly but has room for improvement. I would look to Gilbert parks and
recreation and their downtown. I’m envious. Also the chandler libraries are incredible but the
kids play areas need updates Waymo used to go downtown Chandler but doesn’t anymore-
why is that? My husband and I loved taking them for a night out

12/9/2022 11:43 AM

281 Please address the excessive traffic and oversized vehicles along Hunt Highway. Thank you!! 12/9/2022 9:28 AM

282 To have money for the Chandler flex program it a great thing to have for and it cheap to use to
go places

12/9/2022 7:16 AM

283 Local businesses! 12/8/2022 10:29 PM

284 The city does not care about pollution in the city or care to help save money. There are ways
to cut the amount of time to collect recycle trash that can save money and time, but the city
will not do it.

12/8/2022 9:50 PM

285 I would like you to please put a traffic light on the s street cooper rd and frye rd it would be a
great help for the students who attend the school and a safer crossing to the new and very
nice park

12/8/2022 6:32 PM

286 I think some Park areas can you use a little desert landscape I believe it'll help with water
issues in the future w and and maybe get a little help or input from the residents in the area of .
Councilman to councilman Mateo tell Patsy Tom from ASU said hello

12/8/2022 12:56 PM

287 No questions asked about affordable housing. Super important for Chandler to continue to be a
place the next generation can afford to live. Super important to maintaining Chandler's beautiful
and powerful diversity. I am already a homeowner in Chandler but see a huge need for
affordable options - no more LUXURY apartments - what about apartments etc. for regular
people, with regular jobs?!?

12/8/2022 7:49 AM

288 I was more than a little miffed reading about what these ridiculous West Chandler signs cost
me. Not only was that a ridiculous amount of money per unit that's also money that could have
been better spent on other more necessity projects

12/8/2022 7:38 AM

289 More parks are needed for kids and more sports facilities with soccer fields and basketball
courts especially in 85249. Only park near us with a skate park is snedigar. Gilbert has really
invested in their parks.

12/8/2022 6:34 AM

290 I feel Chandler does a wonderful job of creating a safe and beautiful city for families and young
professionals to live in. I would hope Chandler could focus on retaining some more high-end
shopping retailers because I believe we’re at the point where we could sustain them.

12/8/2022 6:03 AM

291 I’d like to see the homeless problem improve. We have lived here 4 years and it’s gotten worse
just in That short time.

12/7/2022 9:10 PM

292 Many of the issues pertaining to the way the city looks has to do with the expensive housing
market. More people are struggling to buy a home and the continuous escalating prices of rent.
Need a middle ground, not low income housing, but reasonably priced living amenities that
provide simple and clean living options.

12/7/2022 6:59 PM

293 Our police are getting a lot of funding, new cars, new equipment, however, I do not feel that 12/7/2022 6:38 PM
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they’re out monitoring our street much, they only show up when there’s issues or calls.

294 My son has disabilities due to a TBI. I would love to see our city focus on its residents with
disabilities with resources, volunteering inclusion, or activities that may bring some sense of
belonging to the community.

12/7/2022 2:53 PM

295 I've only moved to Chandler this past year... I'm loving it, but I haven't noticed any negative
aspects, with the exception of crime which I feel is a problem everywhere. As a newbie to
Chandler, it would be nice to have some activities to get to know the
Police/Firemen/Parks&Recreation services? But I understand if you're all too busy for that as
well. =)

12/7/2022 11:48 AM

296 We live so close to Tempe and Phoenix and Mesa that I want to see as many partnerships
with those cities as possible. I'm distressed by areas of Chandler but I'm rarely there. I love
the Sunset Branch Library and the improvements to the recent park entrance there. Don't
ignore us in West Chandler, as you look at city amenities and improvements!

12/7/2022 11:44 AM

297 It would be great if you brought back public recycling or offered it for multi-unit housing. 12/7/2022 10:55 AM

298 a service for when new residents move into Chandler they are welcomed with warmth and
happy to have you here.

12/7/2022 10:23 AM

299 I feel that road construction projects should work in concert better for drivers so that several
nearby streets are not under construction at the same time.

12/7/2022 9:01 AM

300 How is city addressing increase in homelessness? The neighborhood I live now has homeless
people walking around at night which makes my family feel unsafe.

12/6/2022 11:36 PM

301 I would like to see city managers take steps to ensure our police officers are updated on
current 1st Amendment rights and other changes in state and federal laws. Better to spend a
little up front that give it away due to training issues.

12/6/2022 11:12 PM

302 I would like to see a focus on the continued improvement of older neighborhoods and a focus
on the preservation of water resources.

12/6/2022 8:32 PM

303 Revitalization of older neighborhoods, especially in and around downtown Chandler. We do not
need anymore new housing- high density or otherwise

12/6/2022 8:03 PM

304 I don’t participate in local family events, I’m a senior. I’d like some opportunities to get together
with “ young 75 yr old” seniors

12/6/2022 6:34 PM

305 Please limit the residential new builds in the downtown area as it is already so congested..
Would be nice to have a little grocery market downtown.

12/6/2022 5:43 PM

306 All good except the mess that's been made with the business park traffic coming in & out on
Frye on/off of Kyrene Road. Fender benders and accidents there all the time & it's only going
to get worse. That was not the right order; the road improvements away from Kyrene Road
should have happened BeFORE the industrial expansion. The truck traffic has increased
exponentially, particularly the heavy-duty diesels (semi's & otherwise) spewing their poisonous
PM 2.5. That should all (or mostly) be routed away. I understand the need for jobs & economic
growth, but some of it would have come either way without essentially moving it off of 56th
Street/Priest; an area that is an exclusively a business corridor now to one that is about half
residential on Kyrene Rd. from Chandler Blvd. to the 202. To use an an analogy, its as if we're
now allowing a watermelons worth of traffic to go through a route designed for a grapefruit.
Certainly the non-stop, 24-hours a day of Bashas' trucks do not bring any new economic
benefit to Chandler by going down Frye off of & from Kyrene to/from the 202 SanTan and all
next to the residential on the East side of Kyrene.

12/6/2022 5:34 PM

307 Increase number of police officers to make us safer 12/6/2022 5:05 PM

308 My biggest issues are: -Need to keep "homeless" people off our street corners. Our city is
beginning to look like SF or LA. -Homeless people, broken glass, drug paraphenila and trash
left around Chandler parks. -Shopping carts dumped by homeless people at our parks and
buss stops. -Political add signs on our street corners. They are an eye sore, do not influence
anyones vote, and block drivers view of traffic.

12/6/2022 5:05 PM

309 The only thing that we have an issue with the City about right now is the constant building of
multi dwelling units (apartments) in specific areas of the city and the resulting toll additional
people take on infrastructure that was not built to handle that many people. In the past few

12/6/2022 4:12 PM
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years there have been ~5 complexes built within the Hamilton High School boundaries. Those
kids need to attend a school. The closest Elementary and Middle Schools are miles away and,
since we have open boarders, the child could attend any number of schools. While there are
busses within certain areas adjacent to a school, many parents opt to drop their children off. If
you have been in front of Tarwater, Bogle or Jacobson during drop off or pick up you would
know that not only is this a nuisence to residents, it creates a dangerous situation should there
be an emergency albeit only for about 30-45 minutes on either end of the school day. I know
that there is a study in front of the CUSD Board about the aging out of residents, etc. so
maybe that is by design? Traffic has also been an issue in general that seems to have
become worse in the past 5 years or so. Alma School is constantly full of cars, Arizona Ave
as well. There are always accidents at Arizona and Queen Creek (maybe because of the
number of new drivers turning to go to Hamilton?) We have also noticed a rise in the number of
cars just disregarding Stop signs, speeding/passing in school zones (especially in front of
Bogle and Hamilton) and a rise in people just not behaving well behind the wheel. Maybe it was
the Pandemic or maybe it is the new residents coming here, Chandler used to be at least polite
if not a friendly place to live. I know the City has no control over this but it seems people just
forgot how to be civil. Overcrowding just compounds the problem. Building high density
housing without really looking at where all those people will potentially shop for food is another
issue. Most folks I know shop at Fry's vs Albertsons or Safeway due to the prices. The Fry's
at Germann and Alma School is one of the busiest per square foot of any of the stores under
the Kroger name per the manager. So much so that it is hard to find parking, the store is
frequently depleted of goods and is really starting to just get run down due to the amount of
traffic the store sees. Now I know that the City can't tell Kroger where to put markets and there
is an Aldi's and Albertsons just down the street but with at least 10 apartment buildings within
a 1 mile radius you can see how the pure amount of people can overburden what was built and
intended to be a Neighborhood market. not a Marketplace. Anyway, I think you all are doing a
great job and I know balancing all the residences and infrastructure isn't easy. Keep up the
good work.

310 Our tax dollars should include opportunities a few times per year to remove trash and not have
to rent a truck or trailer to haul to the dump and pay to dump. Other cities offer this.

12/6/2022 4:06 PM

311 Criminality , theft and burglary are at a high levels and growing. Chandler used to be an oasis
town. Not anymore, companies are filling up the empty areas and apartments are built
overnight. Park and recreational areas are small and not enough for the latest population
growth. Would like to see Chandler as a residential town with more housing developments and
less industrial pads.

12/6/2022 4:03 PM

312 A park with lacrosse fields would be amazing. 12/6/2022 3:45 PM

313 It would be really nice to see more events focused on celebrating diversity and culture in
Chandler. I know Chandler is very family oriented, but it feels in my personal opinion like that
leaves out young professionals and people who do not have children. There is not much of a
sense of community togetherness because the suburbs can be very isolated just in the way
the cities are planned and developed. I think more community events would be one way to
improve that.

12/6/2022 3:29 PM

314 I definitely want to see the paving of streets continue. 12/6/2022 3:08 PM

315 I am a former youth coach and as such my heart if for Chandler citizens, specifically youth,
have well maintained, safe places to enjoy sports activities. Lets encourage young and old
alike to put the screen down and go outside.

12/6/2022 8:34 AM

316 The city of Chandler does a a fabulous job, but can we also see improvements in our low
income, property sides of Chandler. I feel like we don’t get the same care and attention as
other parts of our city. Our title 1 schools need improvements, why so they not have clean
painted walls, great restrooms, please take a look at Galveston elementary vs. San Tan
elementary so you could get a better understanding of what I’m trying to say.

12/6/2022 7:28 AM

317 I wish we would stop building apartments wherever there is empty space. Traffic is getting bad
and it’s getting too crowded. I do love how downtown has become so vibrant and has so many
great restaurants.

12/6/2022 7:07 AM

318 It would be nice to do outside activities with kids in the summer. 12/6/2022 6:31 AM

319 I see my tax dollars being used in a very efficient way from street sweeping to keep our City
clean, to repl light bulbs in city street lights for safety. Great job Chandler 

12/6/2022 3:48 AM
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320 I would like to see more emphasis put on water conservation. I was shocked that Chandler
offers no rebates for changing out to low water usage toilets. I was told it was because so
many homes were built after low water use toilets were mandated, but there are still thousands
and thousands of older, high volume toilets out there. I think it should be encouraged to get rid
of them! Every gallon saved helps us all.

12/5/2022 10:38 PM

321 I wrote about adding a pedestrian crosswalk on Frye Rd between Arizona Ave & Alma School
because I live in this area but I think it is necessary to make it safer for people, especially
children, to be able to cross the street easily to nearby parks and common areas on streets
that people regularly speed on with ease.

12/5/2022 9:54 PM

322 I wish Chandler would do better for the homeless and low income families. 12/5/2022 9:15 PM

323 I am biased because the city tried so hard to place its staff that was affected by the 2008-2009
downturn, which also affected my wife as a city employee. It was critical to our personal lives,
as I was laid off during that period and a total loss of income for us would have likely meant
the loss of our home. I have always had a pretty positive opinion of Chandler, even when we
moved here in 1981 and the population was only 20,000. Keep up the great tradition and keep
us proud to be its citizens!!

12/5/2022 9:09 PM

324 Important to keep taxes reasonable for elderly on fixed incomes for their property . Keep
Chandler safe and affordable and protect farm land and limit residential explosion

12/5/2022 7:42 PM

325 The state of our country has some effect on my answers. The city can't control some of the
issues seniors deal with, rent groceries etc...

12/5/2022 6:40 PM

326 I am gainfully employed at a Fortune 500 as Emerging Technology Research consultant and
Innovation architect - which allows me to see potential of future tech waves and need to stay
ahead. Yet my background of Medical School training followed by Preventive Medicine and
then Health Science and Public Health Informatics helps me see interconnection with the
ecosystems and all human systems and need to innovate more holistically, which can be
templated to be scaled as learning and culture exports. For leading in advancements of
Information Age.

12/5/2022 6:13 PM

327 I feel that the City has no regards for the Residents that the City allowed Commercial
businesses to open up next to them in the Downtown areas. Parking is ridiculous. Getting in
and out of my driveway is dangerous. Now that the apartments are 60% complete. Traffic is
about to get worse.

12/5/2022 5:17 PM

328 The city should focus on safer streets, public transportation, and sustainability to address
climate impacts and affordability

12/5/2022 2:22 PM

329 We need more affordable housing and a wider array of housing choices. 12/5/2022 11:50 AM

330 Affordable housing is needed in Chandler. 12/5/2022 11:35 AM

331 Please SLOW DOWN with the mega multi-family housing projects. There are way too many,
popping up on every last corner of land.

12/5/2022 8:32 AM

332 Homelessness and drugs needs to be addresses 12/5/2022 5:37 AM

333 City can expand business around airport to improve jobs, but reduce airplane and helicopter
noise around south chandler!

12/4/2022 6:53 PM

334 The city is currently car-focused to the detriment of its residents. It could be so much better.
Enhance and prioritize non-auto based transportation. Strive to be a “15 minute city”
(15minutecity.com).

12/4/2022 5:55 PM

335 I answered from the perspective of a mom with a small child. Please put bathrooms at city
parks. That would make them much more accessible to families.

12/4/2022 5:32 PM

336 Parks. Bus stops. Policing. Homeless population has significantly increased. I’ve witnessed
people drinking alcohol and using drugs at parks and bus stops.

12/4/2022 1:02 PM

337 Police need to crack down on cars that have illegal exhaust on there cars,extremely loud and
dangerous to the public

12/4/2022 12:24 PM

338 All landscaping within Chandler should all be native plants low water. I think there needs to be
a transition of everything planted non native to be native over time. No grass. Any plant dies
needs to be replaced with native cactus, trees, brush, etc. low water Sonoran desert only.

12/4/2022 11:51 AM
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339 WOULD LIKE TO SEE A BETTER OUTREACH AND VISIBLE PROGRAM TO HELP AND
STOP TRANSIENT AND HOMELESS PEOPLE STANDING ON STREEET CORNERS NEAR
101 AND CHANDLER MALL.

12/3/2022 1:00 PM

340 No chickens 12/1/2022 8:03 PM

341 I am a stay-at-home parent with a pre-school age child but navigating the city and finding age
appropriate activities can be a challenge. Ride share apps are not friendly to those requiring
car seats, and bus routes do not provide frequent enough service to the places that offer pre-k
activities, especially for those who are newly potty trained and with tiny bladders. Most city
parks within neighborhoods do not have bathrooms, and those are only usable when it's not
over 100 degrees. For April through September, there are no free indoor activities offered by
the city- an indoor playground sponsored by the city would be amazing.

12/1/2022 5:37 PM

342 Please focus on securing water resources for our future. 12/1/2022 11:54 AM

343 I would like to see a city wide bulk pickup like Gilbert and Chandler have. I can't get some
large garbage to the dump. The recycling is poor. Not enough options for recycling.

11/30/2022 7:44 PM

344 Went to new facility for a baseball game in QC - massive, new, clean and wonderful......let's
put some money into our ball fields.

11/30/2022 3:48 PM

345 The city of Chandler needs to put a limit on how much rent can go up per year. My rent is
going up 26% at Stonebridge Ranch in 2023 despite the cooling housing market. My wages
haven’t increased 26%. This is absurd.

11/30/2022 2:58 PM

346 Quality of life - which includes police and development standards, doesn't have any questions
about police or development standards. Not sure how you manage determining funding for
those items when there are no questions geared towards their importance.

11/30/2022 2:51 PM

347 I am 75 years old and an active member of the Senior Center and a member of TRC. 11/30/2022 1:42 PM

348 Perhaps moving the giant dumpster away from the homes on the north side of veterans oasis
park in order to cut the rat population down a little, would be awesome!! Chandler is a
wonderful place to live thanks to all the hard working people at the city!

11/30/2022 12:31 PM

349 Spending more budget to social programs!!!! Quality of life starts there and builds a strong
community feel. Better police training for dealing with the unhoused. I know this has been
worked on but several Chandler PD officers have an extremely negative and disgusted bias
with the unhoused that I have witnessed myself as a citizen and overheard and a former City
worker. I know we can do a lot better.

11/30/2022 11:22 AM

350 I live in an old neighborhood. Our streets are terrible.I feel the city is to quick to answer to the
newer neighborhood and not do anything to help preserve the older neighborhood. We need our
streets fixed!

11/30/2022 9:59 AM

351 I would like to see speed bumps placed in the Traditions East neighborhood to reduce
speeding. I would also like to have Code Enforcement crack down on neighborhood blight such
as weeds/trash. Also, there is no pedestrian/bike crossing when going from the bike path that
runs parallel to E. San Tan St. when it crosses Cooper Rd. Pedestrians and cyclists have to
go around the median on Cooper Rd., then step up or lift their bikes up onto the sidewalk on
the other side of Cooper to make their way over to the canal because there's no sidewalk
ramp. It's very dangerous because Cooper is so busy. I know this may be an odd request, but
could we get an entrance closer to the parking lot at the downtown library? It's a pain to walk
all the way around to the entrance, especially in the summer when it's crazy hot. I don't feel
safe there, either, because there are always homeless people in the park. It's also a hassle
when people are outside the library trying to get me to sign petitions or register to vote. I would
just like to run in and out quickly to get my requested materials (or, better yet, drive through!).

11/30/2022 9:56 AM

352 We need more play spaces that are creative and understand our challenging sun and heat.
More splash pads, more trees and shade. More family spaces outside.

11/30/2022 9:43 AM

353 I love living in Chandler and have lived in the same house since 1985. My kids went to school
in the Chandler public school system and now their kids do the same. I am happy about the
new fire station being built and the new park improvements nearby. All in all, the family feeling
is great here and money spent on anything that promotes a safe and healthy environment is
money well spent!

11/30/2022 7:27 AM

354 Driving on Chandler Blvd between McQueen and Arizona Ave it feels very unsafe. Arizona 11/29/2022 10:58 PM
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Ave/Ray and Warner and beyond do not feel safe

355 What can be done to assist the homeless population? Could some of the unused retail space
be used as shelters?

11/29/2022 9:58 PM

356 Chandler’s parks and green areas have not kept up with the city’s growth. If we are going to
keep adding new high-density housing, we need to provide more parks and recreational
spaces.

11/29/2022 8:47 PM

357 Please, please, please coordinate the stoplights so we can follow the speed limit and NOT
stop at every single light!! Very frustrating! Yes, it's that important to me!

11/29/2022 8:04 PM

358 I would like to see continued progress in making downtown Chandler an entertainment and
dining destination.

11/29/2022 8:03 PM

359 Driving signage due to various age or improve dmv restrictions since lots r from out of state 11/29/2022 7:25 PM

360 My only complaint is how long it takes city parks to come to fruition. I'm still waiting for the
park near Riggs and Val Vista which was planned when my kids were babies and they're now
almost too old to use them. Meanwhile the city has built out around the land.

11/29/2022 6:57 PM

361 More decent affordable housing and rent control. 11/29/2022 5:38 PM

362 Every year, I request that Chandler include some money in its budget for pigeon wire for the
solar parking shades at the main library. Every year it gets ignored and the parking lot
continues to be a mess of pigeon d**. Could this be the year that that easily fixable problem
actually gets fixed?

11/29/2022 5:36 PM

363 Crime and drugs are flooding our neighborhoods. We are seeing more break-ins and thefts and
it's getting ridiculous. We need more police patrolling to help curb it. I am actually shocked at
the increase in crimes, the drugs being done in our parks. We are afraid to go out at night.

11/29/2022 4:47 PM

364 The intersection of Ocotillo Rd and Dobson is extremely dangerous. Many accidents there.
Please do something about that.

11/29/2022 4:11 PM

365 The street noise from the un-asphalted 101 is terrible. It sounds like street races take place
there nightly. And we are at least a mile away.

11/29/2022 3:32 PM
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